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The Murray Ledger & Times
In Our 97th Year

Volume 97 No 285

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 1, 1976

High Court Rules In
Favor Of University
The U. S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals this week ruled 2-1 in favor of
Murray State University on,an appeal
filed by 11 faculty members seeking to
obtain tenure at MSU.
The lawsuit, which was dismissed
June 26, 1975, by Judge James Gordon,
was filed by the eleven when the
university failed to grant the affected
faculty , members tenure and employment contracts.
The eleven faculty members were
originally denied tenure in the Spring of
1974.
The appellate court ruled that the
Murray State board of regents had
adopted explicit policies under which
none of the plaintiffs qualified for
tenure.
The court also rejected the faculty
members' argument of automatic
tenure, ruling that "the tenure Policy of
the board requires individual selection
and deliberate and thoroughly considered action."
At another point in the 2-to-1 majority
opinion handed down in the case, the
federal court ruled that -the Mtict
court's interpretation of Kentucky
statutes appear to be clearly correct."
"When the tenure controversy arose
two years ago," Dr. Curris said, "the
university made some very difficult
decisions, believing those decisions
were right and faithful to the public
trust and to the quality of education we
provide our students. The decision from
the federal circuit Court upholding the
university's action is good news.
"I hope that at long last we can put'
the tenure controversy to bed," Dr.
Curris added," and get on with the work
of building a great university."
The 11 faculty members involved in
the suit asked $550,000 in damages, the
granting of tenure and reemployment.
They also alleged that the denial of
tenure by the board of regents at MSU
was unconstitutional.
The tenure policy of the university at
the time the controversy arose said that
adeclilonontenureshouldbemadeat
the end of the sixth year of employment.
If tenure is not granted, the policy
stated, the faculty members should be
given a one-year terminal contract.
Those involved in the lawsuit claimed
that since they had not been given
terminal contracts at the end of six
years, then they should automatically
be given tenure.
The university disagreed with that
contention because the tenure policy

Chance of Snow
Cloudy with chance of snow flurries
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Plans Being Made
For Benefit Festival
Plans are now being made by the
Calloway County Association for
Retarded Citizens to sponsor the First
Annual Festival of Music and Amateur
Talent, as a benefit performance in
support of the local chapter of ARC.
The festival will be held April 1, 1977,
at the • Murray Middle School
auditorium.
Fiddlers, guitar and banjo pickers,
harmonica players, baton twirlers, tap
dancers, hog callers, husband callers,
and others will provide a variety of
performances that those attending will
enjoy as spectators and participants,
according to Max Hurt, chairman of the
committee in charge of the festival.
The president of the chapter is

Clayton Hargrove, who is also an exofficio member of the festival committee. Other members include Hurt,
Fred Phillips, Mrs. Boyd Norsworthy,
and Pat Orr.
-This program will be the oily one
during the year to be sponsored by the
Calloway County ARC," Hurt said."No
other programs provided by any other
groups will use the name of the local
association in planning or promoting
programs of this nature."
Hargrove commented that members
of the committee will welcome any
suggestions from other members of the
association in preparing the program
for the jamboree.
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SANTA ON THE WAY—Santa Claus will be p.iing his annual preChristmas visit to Murray this Saturdas when he arrives as part of the
Rotary Club's Christmas Parade. The parade will begin at 2 p.m. Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Only 32
per cent of eligible Kentuckians have
been immunized against swine flu
under the state's massive thocculatiort_
-'program, but a state health official
says that's still more than in many
other states.
"We've done better than most other
places," Dr. Mitchell Singal said
Tuesday.
Singal, an epidemiologist in the
Bureau for Health Services of the
Human Resources Department, said

;-

4 Dear Abby

Over 75 units are lined up for this
year's annual Rotary Club Christmas
parade according to parade chairman
Bill Kopperud and co-chairman Charles
Walston.
The parade will begin at 2 p.m.
Saturday. Dec. 4, at the corner of 10th
and Main Street. The parade will follow
a route down Main Street, circle the
court square, and then proceed down
Main Street. The parade will disband at
the Tappan parking lot.
Bands from Calloway County High,
Murray High, Murray State University
and Murray Middle School will march
in the parade which will also include
many floats, antique cars, the MSU
Horsemanship Club, the Wranglers
Riding Club and many, many other
units.
The top attraction of the'parade will
be the arrival of Santa Claus, who will
be riding on a float all his own.
Also participating in the parade will

32 Per Cent In State
Have Had Flu Shots

YOU'VE GOT 7.3
SHOPPING DAYS
LEFT TO BUY
MY PR.ESENT
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ktIl B. Hurt. fred Phillips, Pat Orr, Mrs. Boyd Norsworthy. and Clayton
Har;Iroye are making plans for the First Annual Festival & Music and Amateur
Talent. as a benefit 'performance in support of the local chapter of the
Tor Retarded Citizens.
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75 Units Lined
Up For Parade

had been in effeet for only six years and
years of employment prior to the time
of its adoption did not count.
Judge Gordon, in his dismissal of the
suit, ruled that tenure should not be
"just granted," but that it should be
earned. The judge said the faculty,
members were not dismissed, "their
contracts were simply not renewid."
"Each of the plantiffs was hired on a
year-to-year basis, receiving a oneyear contract," Judge Gordon said at
the time he dismissed the suit. He
agreed with the university that tenure
was not automatic by years of service
because the existing tenure policy was
not in effect for more than six years.
The lawsuit is only part of a controversy that has been brewing over the
termination of the 21 faculty members.
After a protest over the terminations,
the Murray board of regents proposed a
policy that would grant hearings to nontenured faculty members whose contracts aren't renewed. But the faculty
rejected it.
_ The regents later adopted a__policy_ _
similar to the one that had been
rejected.
Former MSU faculty members involved in the suit include John Wells,
Billy Wells, Thomas Spoerner, Alice
McCampbell, Harold Leo Blair,• Hugh
Barksdale, William Smith, Donald
Shelton, Charles Ward, Peter Lund and
John Belt.
Defendants in the case were the
university's board of regents Aid
president, Dr. Curris.

15' Per Copy

Booster Shot
Needed For
Swine Flu
R. L. Cooper, Administrator of
Calloway County Health Departrr
said that persons from 18 to 25 yearage who have received one Swine
shot should have a booster shot about
four weeks later.
Cooper said this included all pers..r.s
in this age group who received shot,. at
the Swine Flu clinic or at the he:th
center any other time.
When the second shot or boosty due, it is available at the He.,,
Department on regular clinic d..
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8''
11:30 a. m. and from 1:00 to 4:00 p
Cooper said.
Cooper said that a limited supp..
vaccine for children, age three thr
17, would be available at a later
As soon as the vaccine is reco
public notice will be given. Cooper
this age group will also require .,•vo
shots four weeks apart.

Firemen Plan
Christmas Party
Members of the Murray Fire
Department have planned for their
annual Christmas party for underprivileged children of Murray and
Calloway County to be held on Friday.
December 24, at 9:00 a. m.
Children in the age group of zero to
ten will be included in this annual
event. Santa Claus will be on hand to
give gifts to the children.
Toys in good repairable condition are
needed by the firemen to repair and
paint for gifts for the children. Persons
may tiring good used toys to either of
the fire stations at South Fifth and
Maple Streets or at,Locust and South
16th Streets until Friday, December 17.
A fire department spokesman said
the firemen would need at least a week
to tepair the toys for the party which
accounts for the December 17th
deadline.
Any donations of toys or other items
for the party 'would be appreciated. the
firemen said.

Kgntucky's ,„ immunization rate is
significantly higher than the national
average of 19 per cent.
In nisighboring states, immunization
rates range from 24 per cent in Tennessee to seven per cent in Illinois.
Nearby Arkansas has an immunization
rate of only four per cent, Singal said.
He was'citing figures through Nov. 20
supplied by the federal Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta.
• Singal attributed the relatively high
level of immunization to the state
Health Department's intensive effort.
He said some other states may have
beep relying more heavily on private
physicians whom he said, don't have
the capability to immunize the large
number of persons that local health •
departments do. He added that vaccinations by private physicians may not
be showing up in the figures supplied by
the Center for Disease Control.
Singal said 677,440 Kentuckians had
been .given the swine flu shot through
Nov. 20, excluding persons who
received the shots from their personal
physicians and children who were not
part of the original target population.
Singal also said the case of swine flu
confirmed in Missouri last month appeared to have no significant effect in
prompting Kentuckians to get their
shot.

be the clowns from the Murray Shrine
Club, a color guard from MSU,twirling
groups and cheerleaders from area
schools.
Mayor John E. Scott and Rotary
president Ray Mofield will be the official parade marshalls.
The co-chairmen of the parade urged
all participating units to be at their
designated line-up spot on 10th Street
by 1 p.m. Saturday.
Judging of the floats will be divided
into two divisions. In the commercial
division, trophies will be awarded to
first, second and third places. In
division two, clubs, schools and
churches will receive cash prizes as
follows: first. $75; second, $50; and
third,$25.
This year marks the fifth c onsecUtive
year that the Murray Rotary Club has
sponsored the annual Christmas
parade.

Economic Trend Index
Unchanged, October
AP) -- The
WASHINGTON
government said today its index
foreshadowing economic trends
remained Unchanged in October after
two months Of steep decline. It indicated that the nation's economic
slowdown might not worsen.
At the same time, the Commerce
Department revisedtts index of leading
economic indicators for the previous
two months to show that it had declined
even further than first reported.
The composite index was down eighttenths of a per cent in August and nine •
tenths of a per cent in September after
the revisions, compared-with the seventenths of a per cent, decline reported
earlier for both months.
• The performance of the index in
October was not entirely Conclusive
since economists say it takes at least
three months to establish a trend.
The index was certain to be discussed
in Plains, Ga., today when Presidentelect Jimmy t- Carter meets with top
economic advisers. Carter said last
month he will recommend a tax
reduction or other steps to stimulate the
economy if the slowdown continued
much longer.
Until the indefi' final component was
tabulated Tuesday, analysts fearedlhe
October figures would be down for the
third month in a row.
While the October index did not show
things getting any worse, it did not
show them getting any better.
Four of the 12 components used to
assess the state of the economy were
positive in October, while seven were
negative.

The laigest upward push on the index
was from contacts and orders for plants
and equipment. Also showing gains
were the average work week, up from
39.7 hours in September to 39.8.hours,
business starts and the money supply.
The biggest downward influence was
from business deliveries, also called
vender performance. Also worsening
were the job layoff rate, change in cash
and other liquid assets, changes in
sensitive- prices, stock prices, new
orders for manufactured and consumer
goods and building permits.
The 12th component of the indet -the change in business. inventories was not available. •
The index in October stood at 107.1.
the same as in September. That
compared with an index of 100 in 1967.
The flat performance for October
likely will make economists want to
wait another month before attempting
to use the index to interpret the future
course of the nation's economy.
One Commerce Department analyst'.
said the previous declines probably
reflected • the economic slowdown that
has already occurred rather than
pointing to a new downturn.
Meanwhile, there were these
economic developments:
--The United States recorded a trade
deficit in October of $695.9 million.
bringing the U.S. deficit for the first 10
months to $4.1 billion. October was the
ninth month with a trade deficit this
year.
— The Labor Department said the
layoff rate of the nation's factories
(See Economy,Page 12)

Conference
Held By
State PVA's
The Annual Conference of the KenAdtucky Property Valuation
ministrators was recently held at
Louisville's Stouffer Inn, Louisville,
Ky.
Charles Hale. Calloway County PVA.
and President of the Kentucky
Property Valuation Administrators
Association presided at the business
meetings. The PTA's approved a
resolution that supported the recommendations of the Governors Advisory
Commission that the County Sheriff be
the collector of taxes.
Hale is an appointed member of the
Special Advisory Commission by
Governor Julian Carroll, that has
formulated recommendations for ths
special session of the General'
Assembly that convenes today.
Hale presented certificates of
commendable 'service on behalf of
Governor Carroll and the Commonwealth of Kentucky to 14 members
of the PVA Association who has served
their counes for 24 years or more. The
most honored recipient, was Columbus
Mills who has. been PVA of Knox County
for 36 years. Mills is 83 years old.
The conference ended with a banquet
harles Hale (alloway (runty. Property Valuation Administratcp was
on Wednesday night with Commissioner of Revenue Maurice Carpresented with a «rmmendation for serving as president of that association,
penter'presiding. Guest speaker for the
and for «mtributions to the state association, br orrunissioner of Revenue .
occasion was Raymond A. McCormick • ".-%aurs e r arpenter The presentation was made at the annual conference Of .
of the"xas Gas Transmission Corp.nf
the kentur I,‘ Property Valuation Administrators held rec ently in Louisville.
I OwensWoro.
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6110 COMMUNITY
CALENT)AR
Wednesday, December 1
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p. m. at the
church.
Baptist Women and Baptist
Young Women of Cherry
Corner Church are scheduled
to meet at seyen p.m. at the
church.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will teach
the mission study at First
Baptist Church at 6:45 p.m.
following the fellowship
supper with a Mexican menu
at six p.m.

•

Thursday, December 2
Pianist Van Cliburn will
appear in concert, sponsored
by Murray Civic Music
Association, at '8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
Household shower for
Palace Manning family who
lost their home and contents
by fire will be held at Kirksey
United Methodist Church at
seven p. m.
Meeting of the Diabetes
Club at Presbyterian Church
has been cancelled.

Mr. Erwin In Ceremony At Hazel Church
The sanctuary of the Hazel
Baptist Church was the setting
for the candlelight wedding of
Miss Vanessa Story, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy D.
Story, and Tim Erwin, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rob R. Erwin,
on Friday, November 5, at
seven p. m.
The Rev. James Garland,
pastor of the church, performed the double ring
Ceremony before an altar
centered with a brass arch

hemline and encircled the
chapel length train.
A camelot three tier elbow
length veil edged in matching
venise lace completed the
bridal ensemble.She carried a
colonial bouquet of white
roses, daisies, and baby's
breath with white satin ribbons tied in love knots. The
bride wore the traditional
something old, something
new, something borrowed and
blue, and a penny in her shoe.

that of the groom. All the men
Rehearsal Dinner
in the wedding party wore
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Erwin,
white carnation boutonnieres parents of the groom, enincluding the fathers and tertained with a rehearsal
grandfathers.
dinner for the bridal party in a
The
bride's youngest private dining room at the
brother, Shane Story, was Holiday Inn.
ringbearer. He wore a tuxedo
The head table was
matching that of the decorated
white
with
groomsmen and carried the chrysanthemums and ivy and
rings on a satin heart shaped a silver candelabrum on
pillow.
either side. Covers were laid
Mrs: Story, mother of the for twenty parsons.
bride, chose to wear a formal
The bridal couple chose this
time to present gifts to their
attendants.

Wranglers Riding Club will
have a business meeting at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven p.m.

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a
practice at the club house at
ten a. m.

Call 753-8856

IFIEL1)OVER
7:00, 9:00 & 2:30 SAT.,SUN

rESASQUATCH
,
P,•••••• by .lortik•

.No Passes Accepted•Not Incl in $ Nite
7:20,9:10

Starts Tomorrow

'JACK NICHOLSON
LR
Ashwred Priv

A Fantasy Film

Ends TONITE

United Artists

7:20 9:10

Double Disney Fun!
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and Mrs. Tim Erwin

Her only jewelry was mother- gown of burgundy knit with a
of-pearl earrings, gift of the fitted jacket. The groom's
groom, and her maternal mother, Mrs. Erwin, wore a
grandmother's Linde Star long sleeved formal gown of
ring.
turquoise knit. Both mothers
Miss Rhonda Plott served as Wore corsages of cymbidiurn
maid of honor. Miss Dawn orchids.
Eldridge, cousin of the bride,
The bride's grandmothers,
and Mrs. Teesa Lilly, sister of Mrs. Homer Charlton and
the groom, were bridesmaids. Mrs. Tolbert Story, and the
They wore identical formal groom's grandmothers, Mrs.
gowns of blue and yellow Hub Erwin and Mrs. William
floral
polyester
crepe James, all wore floor length
featuring a square neckline dreSSeS and "irhite carnation
and All empire bodice with a_ __c_ousagm _ _
114 wedding was directed
softly gathered skirt. They
each carried a single long by Mrs. Jo Reeder.
stemmed yellow rose and
Reception
wore a gold necklace, gift of
Following
the ceremony the
the bride.
Little Miss Stacy Charlton, bride's parents entertained
the
cousin of the bride, was flower with a reception in
girl. She wore a long yellow fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
polyester dress with puffed
covered
with a white dotted
sleeves and empire waist, a
yellow ribbon in her hair, and swiss cloth with a scalloped
a necklace, gift of'the bride. border caught up at intervals
She carried a white wicker with blue and yellow bows.
The traditional round wedding
basket with rose petals.
with a square bottom,
cake
The groom wore a light blue
Newport II with tux tails, was all white and topped with
groom statuette. A
trimmed in dark blue velvet a bride and
cherub and sugar
with a velvet groom sash. He miniature
the other
wore a white rose boutonniere. bells were used on
was
cake
that
the
tiers
of
Mr. Erwin chose Ronnie
Mrs. J. B. Dover.
Dunn as his best man. baked by
Groomsmen were Tony
The centerpiece for the
Thompson and Dan Luther. table was a silver bowl filled
Ushers were Greg Story, with blue and yellow daisies
brother of the bride, and and baby's breath. On either
Larry Lilly, brother-in-law of side were three branched
the groom. Lighting the silver candelabra and small
candles were Greg and Gary white doves._ Punch, nuts, and
Story, brothers of the bride.
mints were served from silver
The groomsmen and ushers appointments.
wore the Newport II AdvenServing at the reception
turer tuxedoes that matched were Miss Jan Douglass and
Miss Annette Ray who were
assisted by Mrs. Jerry
Thompson, Mrs. Harold
Seven men on a
Wilkinson, Mrs. Phil Liddle,
death defying
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, and
Mrs. Steve Knott. They all
expedition.. . tell
the shocking story wore corsages of carnations.
of the world's
Mrs. Oneida White provided
background music during the
most intriguing
reception. Distributing the
mystery!
rice bags from wicker baskets
were -Misses Leanne Lamb,
Tonya Lamb, Jenise Outland,
Dena Thoripson, and Sherri
Gallimore.
Following the reception the
couple left... for a short wedding
trip to Kenlake with the bride
Presented by North American Productions, Oregon, Ltd.
wearing a navy pant and
sweater set and her mother's
corsage.
Shows at 7 and 9 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. twin are now
'SASQUATCH" not included in $ nite residing at their home on
- Sorry, no passes accepted
Hazel Route One.

entwined with huckleberry
and other greenery. Pedestal
baskets of white MUMS and
gladioli, yellow daisy porn
pons, and greenery stood on
either side flanked by two
fifteen branched brass spiral
candelabra with white tapers.
The family pews were marked
with hurricane candle lamps
with white satin bows.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Oneida
White, organist, and Mrs.
Glenda Gallimore, vocalist.
Mrs. Gallimore sang "Never
My Love," "If," and "Colour
My World" with both Mrs.
White and Mrs. Gallimore
singing "Twelfth of Never."
At the close of the ceremony
the couple lit the unity candle
symbolizing the uniting of
their lives as one while Mrs.
Gallimore sang "Love."
The register table was kept
by Miss Terri Erwin,cousin of
the groom.
Bride's Dress
• The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father, and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was radiant in a
white formal gown designed
by her and made by her
mother. The fitted empire
bodice was created from peau
de sole and imported Chantilly
lace, featuring a scoop
neckline overlaid with sheer
organza. The billowing
camelot sleeves ended in a
calla point at the wrist. Venise
lace fashioned the wedding
band collar. The full flowing aline skirt was enhanced with
matching chantilly lace at the
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Officers are president Mrs. John Marshall,
Mayfield; vice-president Mrs. Steve Compton,
Murray; secretary - Mrs.
Phil Thompson, Murray;
and treasurer - Mm. Steve
Kelly, Bardwell.
The
next
meeting
scheduled is a Christmas
party with the Alpha Sigma
Alpha pledge class, on
December 7, at 7:30 p.m. at
the sorority room at
Murray State University.
Any alumnae in the area is
invited to attend. For information contact Mrs'
John Marshall, 247-6934 or
Mrs. Larry Bell, 753-9486.

SASQUATCH
Walt Disney

4t

The Purchase area Alpha
Sigma Alpha Alumnae
Chapter met Wednesday,
November 10, at the home
of Mrs. Sue McLemore,
Cherry Drive, Mayfield. A
white elephant sale Was
held after the business
meeting. Philanthropic
projects were discussed
and planned for the year.

Calloway County Library
Waterfowl Watch will start
Board of Trustees are at Center Station, LBL at two
scheduled to meet at seven p. p. m.

Annual Christmas parade in
downtown Murray will start at
two p. m.

N
t

Salem Baptist Church WMU
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior citizens will have a will have a Christmas social at
p. m.
luncheon and gift exchange at the church at
Holiday Inn at 11:30 a. m. Call
Elm Grove Baptist Church
436-5364 for transportation.
Women will meet at the home
Memorial Baptist Church of Elizabeth Matthews at 1:30
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m. p.m.
at the church.
First Baptist Church
Elm Grove Baptist Church Women will meet at 9:30 a. m.
Women will meet at 1:30 p. m. at the church.
at the home of June Crider.
Memorial Baptist Church
First Baptist Church Women will meet at 1:30 p. m.
Women will meet 10:30 am. at the church.
at the church.
Skating party—Lock-in for
Garden Department, Grades nine to twelve will be
Murray Woman's Club, will at First Baptist Church at ten
have a Christmas gift I p. m.
workshop at ten a. m. at the
club house. Sack lunch at
Saturday,December_4
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Bolen
will be honored on their golden
Murray Women of the wedding anniversary with a
Moose will meet at eight p. m. reception from two to four p.
at the lodge hall.
m. at Ellis Community
Center.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Humane Society will have a
7:30 p. m.at Ellis Center.
bake sale on the court square.

For Information
Regarding

Is

Alumnae Meet ,

Friday,December 3
Thursday, December 2
Pacers Homemakers Club
Family Night will be held by will have a dessert for
the Woodmen of the World at members and guests at the
the WOW Hall' at 6:30 p. m. home of Dottie Jordan at 7:30
p.m.
The meal will be catered.

Progressive dinner of St.
John's Episcopal Church will
meet at six p. m. at the
Whitmer home,810 North 19th
Street.

Vows Are Planned

Miss Vanessa Story Becomes Bride Of

W. Ralph Wharton of Oneonta, Alabama announces the
engagement of his daughter, Rhonda Lynne, to Robert Charles
Stohldrier, son of Mrs. Charliena Stohldrier of Little Rock,
Arkansas.
Both the bride-elect and the groom-elect are 1976 graduates
of Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn. Miss Wharton
is presently residing in Hardin, and Mr. Stohldrier is the
minister for the Union Hill Church of Christ in Hanceville, Ala.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, January 16, 1977, at
three p. m. at the Woodlawn Church of Christ, Birmingham,
Ala., with Jerry Jenkins presiding.

Trunks' value rising
Old trunks, the kind you find in your attic filled
with useless junk, are becoming more valuable.
Antique collectors are stripping the finish off the
surface of trunks to get what is called a "distressed"
look.
The trunks are being used as coffee tables,
end tables, and of course, for storage. But the trunks
being dusted off are being displayed prominently in
homes where they used to be hidden.

Are

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
FAMILY LUNCH
Vegetable Plus Soup
Cheese Bread
Baked Apples
Cookies
VEGETABLE PLUS SOUP
The liquid drained from canned vegetables may be substituted for part of the water
called for.'
Bones left from a lamb
roast deboned before
cooking
1 quart water
1 medium onion
1 small potato
2 medium carrots
4 small white turnips
1 rib celery, sliced
, 4 outer lettuce leaves,
sliced
1 tablespoon barley
1 tablesoon chicken bouillon
granules
Salt and pepper to taste
Remove outer layer of fat
*from bones. In a large saucepot
bring the bones and water to a
boil; skim. Peel the onion, potato, carrots and turnips and
cut - into about
cubes;
add to saucepot with the celery,
lettuce, barley and bouillon
granules. Simmer, covered, for
about 1 hour. Remove bones;
cut off meat scraps, dice and
return to saucepot. Remove as
much of the fat as you like.
Add salt and pepper and reheat. Makes about 1 quart.

you planning

a

Christmas Party?
Call

Pagliai's
753-2975
for your Christmas Party
Our own private
Dining Room Upstairs
is available for any size group
up to 150 people

No charge for reservations
PAGLIAI'S
-110 Main Street
DELIVERY SERVICE TO ANY SIZE GROUP

SALE
All Fan & Writer

Costumes & Dresses

1/3 Clit t°1/2 Off
One Group Schroder Sports

Sportswear

1/2 Off

Wool

Pant Suits
1/3 off
Rack Blouses & Sweaters
One

$5 & $10
oneGroupRaincoats 1/3 oti

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

Murray.,Ky.

,s
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Poplar Spring

Your Individual Horoscope

tr

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, i976
What kind of day will SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
the stars say, read the forecast
A day for playing the 4aiting
given for your birth Sign.
game. Don't let anyone pin you
down to a commitment until all
ARIES
factors are clear in your own
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) lire4 mind. Some rosy reports could
A meeting with an influential be premature.
person can now be arranged, CAPRICORN
Afft-k(
but it will be up to YOU to
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
propose the time, date and
Some interesting possibilities
place.
indicatea: Day may finally see
TAURUS
the completion bf an important
Apr. 21 to May 21 )
project; also a real imA chance to push your in- provement in your financial
terests. Others can be won to status.
your way of thinking easily and AQUARIUS
willingly now.
)Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Accent is now on career
(May 22 to June 21)
achievement, possibly some
Your lucky day) Like a "bolt unusual token of recognition.
from the blue," you may Those engaged in creative
receive an unexpected windfall pursuits especially favored.
in the afternoon.
PISCES
CANCER
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
) June 72 to July 23) 490
A financial matter can now be
There may be a catch to a settled satisfactorily, but don't
certain financial proposition. let optimism lead you into
You'd do well to take the advice extravagance. Rather, conof an expert along such lines. solidate gains, with a view to
LEQ
the future.
T
)July 24 to Augs23) 144-Vr.
A time to use your innate
YOU BORN TODAY are
aggressiveness to the hilt, noted for your affabilRy,
Someone with "pull"' could be retentive
memory
and
very useful if you take the benevolence to your fellowmen.
initiative.
You draw quick and accurate
VIRGO
conclusions, act promptly and
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nPtil competently in emergencies Think carefully about shoul- a quality which, coupled with
dering new responsibilities. your sympathetic nature,
Even if you are willing, be sure should make you an outstanding
you can share certain present physician. Extremely arduties with others.
ticulate, you would make a
LIBRA
gifted writer -especially in the
)Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -11-151 fictional area or, with your
Excellent influences en- affinity for the lyrical and
courage creative pursuits, rhythmic, in poetry. Your sense
romance and outdoor interests. of color, coupled with outDay spells action, optimism. standingly good taste, makes
you a "natural" for the
Plan wisely.
designing and decorating fields.
SCORPIO
Other areas suited to your
(Oct. 24 to Nov.' 22) '71,
Shore up sagging produc- wealth of talents: the stage,
tivity, revise the format of music, science, teaching,
programs which seem to get journalism and statesmanship.
nowhere. A change of pace, Birthdate of: Josef Strauss,
direction, momentum may be eminent 19th Cent. composer
and conductor. •
the answer.

Program Of Oiristmas Music To
.Be At Retired Teachers Mee!
The Calloway County
Retired Teachers' Association
will meet Monday, December
6, at 12:30 p. m. at Ellis
Community Center for a
potluck lunch.
The program committee,
composed of Mrs. Buron
Jeffrey, Mrs. George Hart,
Dr. E. B. Howton and Dr. Matt
Sparkman, announced that a
Christmas program will be
Dan
Prof.
presented.
'McDaniel, Calloway County
High, will direct his choral
group in singing Christmas

songs for the teachers.
The social committee,
composed of Mildred Dunn,
Barletta
Wrather, Lois
Sparks, Lucille Austin and
Opal Emerine, will have
charge of decorations and
general plans.
Officers for the more than
100 retired teachers of
Calloway County are Dr.
Harry Sparks, president; Miss
Hazel Tarry; vice president;
Mrs.
Agnes
McDaniel,
secretary; and Miss Lorene
Swann,treasurer.
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Do Your Christmas Shopping at

;
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During their

Pre-Christmas Sale

•

20% Off Handbags

a:
g 10%

Dixieland Center
Open 10 a.m. til 8 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 Now thru Christmas
012+
2,4
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Ileet Here Sattarditv

Entertains

At Local Homes
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented a
special singing program for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for their meetings in
November.
Presenting the devotion was
the Rev. Lloyd Perrin. Solos
were sung by Ruth Ann
Futrell and Louise Short.
Mrs. Short was the pianist
for the singers who were
Charlotte Dunn, Cloia Campbell, Grace Mattox, Ruth
Ann Futrell, Muriel Wright,
Ruby Fannin, Norma Fogel,
Mr. and Mrs. Clayburn
McCuiston, Otis Lovins,
Glenda Byerly, Linda Henderson, Bobbie Cook and
Shirley Werts.

--14131)w-Their Affair is Not
Your Affair

Leader For Independence If omen

Xi
alumnae
Gamma
chapter of Alpha Gamma
Delta will hold its annual
Christmas covered dish
Saturday,
luncheon
on
ceti. r 4, at the. twno of
The cEapter presidetit:'Mrs..
Clara Humphrey, Hazel Highway,in Murray.
The luncheon will begin at 11
a. m. and a brief business
meeting will follow.
All interested alumnae are
invited to bring a covered dish
and come to the luncheon.
Reservations should be in by
December 2.
For further information,
contact Mrs. Humphrey or
Mrs. Bobby Martin, 1618 Kirkwood Drive, Murray.

The Independence United ningham followed by a solo,
Methodist Church Women met "Hide Me Rock of Ages".ty-'
at die church on Thursday, Mrs. Lassiter.
November 18, at seven p. m.
The program was closed
with ,Megr- iMyrtle Jones in with prayer lasiktrs. lm,Nell
charge of the program on the Burkeen. Mrs. Dorothy
theme of "Thanksgiving and Burkeen presided at the
Praise."
business meeting. Projects for
Mrs. Jean Burkeen led the November and December
group in singing "Praise God" were discussed.
and "We Praise Thee 0 God"
Mrs. Kathy Cunningham
with Cheryl f3urkeen at the will be in charge of the
piano.
program for the next meeting
A talk on the "First on Thursday, December 9, at
Thanksgiving" was given by seven p. m. at the church.
Mrs. Myrtle Jones. A skit Sunshine friends will be
entitled "Why We Are Thank- revealed and gifts exchanged.
ful" was presented with all
Also present were Mrs.
par- Mary Phillips, Mrs. Lovelle
members
present
ticipating.
Oglesby, Mrs. Edna CunMrs. Inez Hopkins spoke on ningham, Mrs. Charlene
"Praise, The Key That Tyler, Mrs. Barbara Haley,
Doors."
Mrs. Miss Donna Burkeen, Mrs.
Unlocks
Burkeen and her daughter, Terry Burkeen, and Mrs.
a
duet, Mary Opal Hopkins.
Cheryl, sang
"Hallelujah Square." Mrs.
Patricia Lassiter spoke on
The Mormon church was or"Praise To God Helps ganized in Fayette, Seneca
Situations," County, N.Y., by Joseph Sitith,
Ffedeem
Miss Beth Boston, daughter followed by a solo by Mrs. April 6, 1830.
of Mr. and Mrs. Fit 'Roston, Pam Cunningham who sang
discussed "The Charm of "Ten Thousand Years."
Some of the nicknames for
Chile" at the regular meeting
"Serve The Lord With the state of Georgia are Peach,
of the Home Department of Gladness" was the theme of Cracker, and The Empire State
Murray Woman's Club held on the talk by Mrs. Kathy Cun- of the South.
Thursday, November 18.
Miss Boston, a junior at
Murray High School, spent
last summer in Chile and
presented a most interesting
Tour
program with slides.
Mrs.
Carl
Harrison,
chairman, presided at the
meeting. Mrs. A. C. LaF'ollette
opened the breakfast meeting
with prayer.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs.Walter Wilson, Mrs.
F. B. Crouch, Mrs. Carl
Harrison, Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, and Mrs. K. T. Crawford.

Beth Boston Is

By Abigail Van Buren
N

1976 bv Chocaso

(guest Speaker

,

hit- Meeting

Hospital Report
November 24, 1976
Adults 111
Nurseeja7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS •
Baby Girl Henson ( mother
Carolyn, Rt. 5, Benton, Baby
Girl Wesson (mother Ann),
Rt. 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Amy L. Runyon, R. R.
3, Box 385-K, Murray, Joel C.
Thorn, R. R. 1, Almo, Jimmy
D. Jones, R. R. 2 Box 209 A,
Murray, Mrs. Eulala Boyd,
1704 W. Olive St., Murray,
Mrs. Rrooksie Maddox, Hazel,
Mrs. Ruth J. Eversmeyer,820
N. 19th St., Murray, Ms.
Evelyn Bryant, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Linda H.
Feltner, R. R. 2 Box 350
Murray, Mrs. Helen D. Moore,
R. R. 1, Almo, Joe T. Thurman,1200 Crestwood, Murray,
Mrs. Sandra G. Sturgill, 310
Irvan St., Murray, Donald L.
Byrd, R. R. 2 Wingo, Mrs.
Carolyn E. Green, R. R. 1
Hardin, Mrs. Mary A. Clark,
801 S. 16th St., Murray, Mrs.
Geneva H. Matheny, R. R. 1
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Valire
V. Smith, R. R. 1, Marray,
Mrs. Levirn McNeely, 1657
Ryan Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Audra D. Bennett, R. R. 2 Box
43, Murray, Ms. Marian M.
Posey, 1511 London Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Carrie B.
Spurlock, - 502 Vine St.,
Murray, James E. Smith, Box
292 New Concord, Ms. Arlette
B. Hill, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Ms. Mae Outland,210
S. 9th St., Murray; John L.
Parker, 114 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Lois C. Outland,
407 S. 12th St., Murray, Mrs.
Etna E. Bucy, New Concord,
Robert L. Waters, R. R. 4 Box
24, Murray, William C. Ray,
1614 Ryan Dr., Murray, Eulice
Moubray, 208 S. 16th St.
Murray, Mrs. Hettie H. Trees,
R. R. 8 Box 85, Murray, Mrs.
Edith M. Ham (expired),
Hamlin, Mrs. Merta C. Pigg
(expired), P.O. Box 3r.),
Farmington, Robert T. Jones
( expired), R.R. 7, Mayfield.
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Marcile's
Anniversary Sale!
Storewide Reductions
20% Off
One Group

DRESSES
Half-Price and Less
One Group

Long Dresses $15
Sportswear
1/4 to 1/3 Off

November 25, 1976
Adults 116
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Ford (mother
Debra), 417 W. 9th., Benton,
Baby Girl Barnhill (mother
Pam),Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Barbara M. Colburn,
814 Elm St., Calvert City,
Mrs. Darlene Elkins, Box 73,
Dexter, John K. Ross, 312 N.
Washington, Clinton, Miss
Mildred C. Bucy, 1204 Grove
St., Paris, Tn., Miss Kelly L.
Vincent, 530 S. 3rd., Mayfield,
Mrs. Cindy J. Mullen and
Baby Boy, 520',2 Broad,
Murray, Miss Janet A. Wilton,
Rt. 2, F)aris, Tn., Torn E.
Travis, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
'Maudeen M. Cohoon, 1718
Magnolia Dr., Murray, Ms.
Lee 0. Alton,Gen. Del., Hazel,
Miss Nora Vaughn,611 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Lochie B. Hart,
1313 Payne, Murray.

DEAR ABBY: One of the girl, I 'ark with has fallen
head over heels for a guy she couldn t know very well.
Either that, or she's-Ted a very ,heitered life.
I've known this guy for year, lie's a closet queen who
uses girls as a cover-up.
I hate to see this girl get hurt because she is really crazy
about him. If he should go so far as t marry her, it can't
last very long because he's the ty pea ti never stays with
one lover very long, but needs a nice s;raight woman to be
seen in public with.
Should I tell her what she's got herself mixed up with?
Or let her keep going with him until he breaks her heart?
N MELESS. PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS:The guy could he bisexual, and it's
also possible that he has decided to go the straight route.
Since it's not possible for you to know a hat's in his head, I
suggest you mind your own business. P.S. Maybe she
knows all about him, but loves him any way.
DEAR ABBY: We are a group of professional
'ruiddleclass couples who often get together in each other's
homes for good cdoversation Fach hostess serves
something.
One of the couples serves on paper plates Her excuse is
that she works and mum. tin. -.r- her energy, and
although most of us work, we tt.t,1 that this is her right.
a barbeque, she uses
However, whether it's inside
plastic forks, knives and spoon, a Inch she NA ashes and
•
saves for the next party!
We have hinted that as long a, she v. ashes the plastic
tableWear for her next party she might as well use
silverware, but she doesn't- seem to understand.
Abby, if you've ever tried to eat borscht with a plastic
spoon, or macaroni salad with plastic fork, you'll know
what we -mean.
After her last party, our hushhind:, told us not to accept
another invitkion to this couple's home. Our hints have
done no good, and we like her too miich to drop her. Any
suggestions?
PLEASE. NO PLASTIC
DEAR PLEASE: Quit hinting. Come right out and ask
her to please save the plastic for picnics and to use
silverware. And if that doesn't help, but you like her too
much to drop her, bring your wan silverware.

EGYPT, JORDAN, ISRAEL
January 18-28, 1977

Educational - Inspirational
Florida like climate
LOCAL GROUP
WITH WHOLESALE TOURS
Write

At Christmas, Swiss youths
may visit nine fountains on
their way to midnight church
services, and take three sips
of water from each, according
tic World Book Encyclopedia.
Legend says that if they do
iii'., they will find- (heir future spouse waiting at the
door of the church,

DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and unmarried. Just recently I
gave my baby up for adoption. I loved that baby more than
any! hing in the world, and that is why I didn't keep him.
I loved him enough to know that he would have a better
home and a better chance in life with a mother and father.
someone who is older, and better able to care for him than I
am
I still have another year :if high school. I would not reallv:
have been around long en ugh to give my son the love and
care he deserves,
. So when people ask, I low could you gist. your baby
away,- my answer is, "ii,cause I loved him
UNSELEHlf MOTHER IN KANSAS CITY

Jerrell White
902 Main Street, Murray, Ky.

The new
revolutionary
ants Touch matic
MICROWAVE OVEN

Everyone has a problem What's yours/ For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Bra No. 69700, L A , Calif 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

00
00
3CI
00E1

Lingerie Reduced
Robes $5 and $10

To create a lovely, warm
decor in a bathroom, panel the
walls with western red cedar,
lay thick, sand-hued carpeting
on the floor,and affix orange or
red terra cotta tiles to countertop, tub shower enclosure and
any low partitions.
A.three-shelf corner unit tor
toiletries, a glass and grillework
shelfforfbtded towels,and bars
bearing colorful towels are
pretty and useful.
The cedar can be finished
with a clear sealant, though it's
needed only where liquids
might be splashed on the wood.

These Prices good through Dec I

Open evenings by appointment

Marcile's
Fashions
816 Coldwater Road
•
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Martha Alls, left, and Janice Rose discuss plans for the
tasting luncheon to be held at the Community Room of
the Federal Savings and Loan, Seventh and Main Streets
on Thursday, December from eleven a. m. to 1:10 p.
m. This event, sponsorea by Freed-Hardeman College
Associates, will feature a wide variety of dishes as ailable
for sampling. Tickets for the luncheon will he Stitt per
person and can he purchased from any associates
member. Recipe booklets comprised of recipes for ear h
of the foods served will also be on sale. All proceeds go
directly for the support ot the college.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW
Chpi
AMana Touchmatic
EBH
MiCROWAVE OVEN
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personalized tree ornaments;
. . . engraved while you wait!
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Brass _Christmas ornaments by Beck. 'A dazzling
woy to capture the t- oliday glitter. Engraved with
your name or mit as while you wait si so
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You're Invited wo-

„:rilli...
We're having an Amana Radarange Microwave Cooking Demonstration Friday, Dec..1
3
1
I from 12:00 Noon to 400P. M. Here's your chance to see a Nome Economist prepare
delicious foods using a microwave.
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Warm Hues Aid
Bathroom Lure
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Mrs. lIvrtle Jones Is Program

Off Jewelry & Other Gifts

"Free Gift Wrap With $5.00 Purchase
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I.(111.01101N arid opinionated ankles on the page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of diffenng
opinions letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated arta les are encouraged
The editors cif this nettspaper ,.troniilo belie%e that to lunit
,panonated articles to anht those allot parrallel the editorial
philosopl” of Ulla newspaper would be a CirsNefl.41 r to our reader.,
therefore we urge readers who du not agree with an editorial sland or
Ito has presented bt an individual writer in a rolunui, to respond
w th their feeling, Ion the particular 1..0ue being discussed
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EDITORIAL

Secret Of Success

The Editor's
Notebook

Sensing The New
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

The story was related to us
the other day of the merchant
whose store never had much
business compared to its competitors up and down the street.
It seems the owner of the store
• hought that if he ran a good
store the world would beat a
oath to his door.
He 'felt advertising was uniecessary. Finally, the merchant announced he was going
out of hilliness. He hired a
' professional sales team to
liquidate his stock as quickly as
possible and the first thing they
• did was to advertise.
The next day the store was
• jammed with customers, and
the owner couldn't understand
what attracted so many people,
more than there had ever been
before.
No doubt, some of the other
stores in town, who made a success of their businesses, not
only advertised but used other
inducements as well to attract
customers.
In these days of high and

ever-rising prices people are
more likely to choose their
regular merchant based on
what they know about that
store before they ever enter it.
And the best way for a merchant to get his story to the consumer is through a regular
program of promotion.
And that promotion program
should not just Oe a listing of
items for sale or "weekly
specials." The well-planned advertising campaign also tells
the consumer what the merchant offers in the way of extra
service, convenience or value.
Advertising and promotion
have always been what made
the mare go in America's competitive free enterprise system.
They have assured the consumer of the best values at the
lowest possible prices by
building volume sales at low
In an age of inflation, this is
doubly important. The consuming public needs every
break it can get.

Partial Solution
Reachcd On
Compensation Race
WE1SENBERGER

by Sen. Richard Weisenberger

; A partial solution to the soaring costs
: of workmen's compensation insurance
! premiums in Kentucky apparently has
' been reached by a 17-member commission appointed by Gov. Carroll to
• study the problem.
The commission, composed of
representatives from both labor and
'industry, reached accord Nov. 11 and
made its recommendation in Frankfort
to the governor. Bill-drafting to. implement the suggested legislation is
under way and will be included in the
special session of the General
Assembly which will begin Nov. 79.
The proposal is designhd to make
changes in existing state workmen's
compensation law which would produce
a reduction in current premium rates of
shout 15 per cent. The solution is only
partial in nature and longer range
programs are in the mill for possible
passage in the 1978 regular session of
the General Assembly.
The need for adjustment in present
• law resulted from a 32.5 per cent
premium increase granted to workmen's compensation insurance carriers
by the state insurance commission last
July. The need for the increase in turn
stemmed from two state court
decisions earlier this year, primarily
the "Apache" decision of June 11 which
held that a person sustaining a jobrelated permanent injury must receive
, at least $3:2 per week for life regardless
of how minor the injury.
• The commission recommendation
; calls for injured workers to give up the
. right to the minimum payment of $32,
reverting to the old method of basing

benefits on actual disability, in some
cases as little as one per cent. In return
workers, who are totally disabled, will
receive two-thirds of their regular
wages instead of the present 55 per
cent.
The above will be limited, however,
to $108 per week as compared to the
present ceiling of $96. In addition, the
estate of a worker who is killed and has
no dependents will receive $10,000, a
benefit not now provided.
Looking toward 1978, the commission
requested further study on the concept
of "self-insurance," whereby business
associations could set up their own
workmen's compensation programs
and bypass insurance companies
altogether.
Although details have not been
worked out, it almost certainly would
result in additional savings to those
employers who participate. It is felt
that self-insurance, while not a complete answer, would give employers
more alternatives in a shrinking
market.
As a result of the increase in workmen's compensation insurance
premiums this year, employers may
have to raise retail prices sharply,
making them less competitive with
similar businesses in other states. The
high rates also deter new industry from
coining to Kentucky.
The task of the legislature is to devise
a permanent plan to lower rates and
promote economic well-being among
the state's employers and treat the
worker fairly at the same time. A
considerable undertaking.

Letter To The Editor

Murrayans Are Great
Dear Editor:
In a sense this is a "follow-up" letter
to the nice letter written to you by Mrs.
Robert (Ruth) Howard concerning the
Open Bridge Club Charity Game. I wish
; to add my,thanks to you and to others •
, recognized by Mrs. Howard's letter
which apPeared in this column on
Friday, November 26, 1976.
Additionally, I want to thank Mr. L.
D. Miller for making the Ellis Community Center available for the event.
This lovely facility is a credit to our
community and it was our pleasure to
have the use of it. Our guests from other
cities were very complimentary of both
- its beauty and its utility.
Also, want to make these corrections regarding prizes:
The second prize of two identical
silver letter openers were the gift of
1; Lindsey's Jewelers. Recipients of these
I were John Adams and Ron Cella, both
'professors at Murray State University.
. Furches Jewelry gave a Parker pen
--which was drawn as a door prize. by
- Gene Rum.
The bud vase arrangement was the

gift of The Poppy Shoppe and was
drawn by Mrs. Jack Roach of Hazel.
All gifts were lovely and very much
appreciated. As I was personally
responsible for soliciting donations
from our local merchants and financial
institutions, I not only wanted to add
my thanks, but also to give proper
credit. While prior thought was given to
the appropriatenesrof firms to contact,
It is a compliment to our economic
community that each and every local
firm contacted responded with a gift.
Murrayans are the greatest!
Very truly yours,
Mrs. Max G. Carman

Bible Thought
His lord said unto him, Well
done, thou good and faithful
servant:...enter thou into the'
joy of thy lord. Matthew 25:21.

Words of commendation
come to those who live up to
Christ's high expeetatiohs. All
this and heaven too!

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: CULTURAL POLIXTION
HARRIGAN
culture has considered the non-stop
In the aftermath of an election, when
display of private hells as socially
everyone is counting gains and losses,
beneficial." He observes that "Today,
most citizens tend to regard political
as its proudest banner, the Permissive
action as the only significant approach
Culture promulgates, 'Hanging it out!'
to national problems.
— that is, an endless parade of private
One scholar who knows this isn't the
hells in literature, arts, behavioral
right attitude is Leopold Tyrarnand,
sciences, mass media and enassociate director of the newly-formed
tertainment."
Rockford Institute in Illinois. In the
It is interesting that George Kerman,
first issue of The Rockford Papers, Mr.
the dilitinguished author and former U.
Tyrrnand points out that "our century
S. ambassador to the Soviet Union,
has already proven that a civiilation is
recently said that the "general
determined by its culture more than by
decadence of Western European
its economy and its politics."
society" is evidenced by the inability of
For example, the motion pictures
Western countries to "put an end to the
that are produced and the books that
pornographic invasion that has overare published have a greater impact on
come them." Clearly, a nation that has
our way of life than an election or the
massage parlors and porno shops in
passage of a new tax or labor law by
hundreds of cities is a nation in which
Congress.
authentic liberty has been perverted
Richard Weaver, the distinguished
into moral license.
American philospher, put it another
Our society is honeycombed with
way, noting that "ideas have conproblems resulting from a half century
sequences."
of liberal-Left assaults against the
The Rockford Institute at Rockford
values of Western civilization. The
College in Rockford, Ill., is concerned
result is the tide of sick films and sick
with the consequence of ideas
books, which, in Mr. Tyrmand's words,
prevailing in our society. Unforhave "a socially polluting effect."
tunately, many of the ideas abroad in
The Rockford Papers are a reminder
America today are profoundly harmful.
of the opportunities Americans have for
Mr. Tyrmand reports that as far back
helping restore reason and responas the 19th century "powerful
sibility in our national culture. These
movements of ideas began to erode
opportunities exist in every comWestern values."
munity.
Today, he says, "We see around us
license presented as virtue, condoning
Irrational permissiveness in ethics and
public affairs, and destroying the
relationship between the sexes and
generalions.",
Thomas 0. Walker, son of Mr. and
The Rockford Institute has been
Mrs. Joe R. Walker of Murray Route
formed by Dr. John Howard, president
Three, enlisted in the U.S.Air Force on
of Rockford College, to strengthen the
November 17 and is now at Lackland
basic values of society — to help bring
Air Force Base,San Antonio, Texas.
about attitudinal change in the rising
Gary Boggess has been named the
generation.
1965-66 Meritorious Teacher of High
This is a very important task which
School Chemistry in the Kentucky Lake
Rockford College has undertaken. The
Section of the American Chemical
values of our society have been subSociety. He taught at Murray High
verted in many ways. For example,the
School for three years before trancountless R and X-rated motion picsferring to Murray State University
tures shown in American communities
this year.
lead to a brutalization of sensibilities.
Deaths reported include Odell
Dr. Tynnand says in his initial RockAdams, age 59, Calvin Stubblefield,age
ford Papers essay that "until now, no
89, Mrs. Floy Gregory Erickson,age 43,
and Mrs. Molly Latimer,age 91.'
Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee were honored at
a reception in celebration of their 25th
wedding anniversary on November 27
at their new home on West Main Street.
The Chorus of the Music Department
Rodney L. Curtis of Clarksburg, W.
of the Murray Woman's Club, directed
Va., owns a small coal company called
by Margaret Porter with Bea Farrell as
TANSTAAFL which employs up to 30
accompanist,
will present the cantata,
miners and produces 100,000 tons a
"Petit Noel," on December 2 at the club
year. At a public hearing on air
house.
pollution he was asked the meaning of
TANSTAAFL. "There Ain't No Such
Thing As A Free Lunch," he replied.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editli
Everyone should make plans to attend the Rotary Club's fifth annual
Christmas Parade this Saturday. This
year's parade promises to be enjoyable
for all with bands, floats, antique cars
and, of course, the annual preChristmas visit from Santa Claus who
will also be in the parade.
The parade is set to begin at 2 p. m.
Saturday and will follow a route down
Main Street to the Court Square,
0+0
A new link between the Kentucky
State Capitol and citizens throughout
Kentucky has been established with the
creation of a legislative speakers
bureau. Through the bureau, state
lawmakers will be available to discuss
legislative topics with business,school,
civic and social groups.
The service will be coordinated
through the Kentucky General
Assembly's Office of Majority Affairs.
Participation by the legislators will be
voluntary and without compensation.
The service was initiated to encourage public interest and participation in legislative activities according to Henry S. Vance, Jr., of the
Office of Majority Affairs. Legislators
have been invited to be a part of the new
project and the office will compile a list
of who is available to speak and the
topics they might address.
Anyone wishing to engage a speaker

through the new bureau ttliould contact
Vance at 502-664-7460 or Write the Office '
of Majority Affairs, State Capitol,
Frankfort,Ky.40601.
Q+0
It would be interesting to add up how
many minutes and how many hours of
our lives are spent In impatience,
waiting for the next event to happen.
After all, are not those minutes
valuable to us? Do many of us have any
time to deliberately toss away just
tecuase we do uot want to use it?
Even the minutes lying awake at
night are not lost. An idea germinates,
a point is cleared, or a friend is
remembered. Possibly, a plan is set in
motion.
As long as we cannot get to sleep
anyway, why worry about the few extra
minutes or even hours that have been
granted us by our wakefulness? Why
not utilize that extra time of
wakefulness for constructive thinking?
0+0
FOOD FOR THOUGHT: One
salesgirl behind the candy counter had
customers lined up while all the other
girls stood idle. Observing this, the
owner of the store asked her why she
was so popular.
"Well," she explained, "the other
girls scoop up more than a pound and
then take some away.I always scoop up
less than a pound and then add to it."

10 Years Ago

Funnv
Funny- World

20 Years Ago

A Philadelphia banker was advised
by his doctor to get more fresh air and
sunshine, so he quit his lifelong job and
bought a filling station in the country.
His first customer wanted ten gallons of
gasoline. "Where you going?" asked
the former banker. 'Trenton and
back," was the reply. "Don't you
think," asked the banker,"you can get
along on five gallons?"

Isn't It The Truth
The direction in which money flows
determines our likes and our hates. The
man who brings money is welcome,like
Santa Claus. The man who takes it
away is hated, like the tax collector and
the plumber.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. So. Welter "Do" Neddlestee(D)
3327 Dirkste Delfts
IVeoldeetar, D. C. 20510

Army Sgt. First Class William 0.
Downey recently participated in a field
Tiring exercise with the 16th Armored
Artillery
in
Battalion
Field
Baumholder,Germany.
James L Johnson, chairman of the
Democratic
Calloway
County
Executive Committee, said a mass
meeting will be held in each precinct of
Calloway County today at two p. m.
Mrs. W. G. Jeffrey, age 91, died
November 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Pierce of
Farmington announce the recent
marriage of their daughter, Shirley
Ann, to Gerald Tabers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Tabers of Murray.
Attending the meeting of the Southwestern Dental Society held November
29 at Paducah were the following
Murray dentists: Castle Parker,
Harold Gish, A. D. Wallace, Woodfin
Hutson, A. H. Titsworth, A. H. Kopperud,and Hugh McElrath.

I Let's-Stay Well

U. S. Sea. Weedoll N. Pod(D)
4121 MAHN Whiny
Washingtse, D. C. 205111
U.S. Rep. Carroll Nebberd, Jr.(0)
123 Orem Neese Office brildlas
Weseiletee, D. C. 14515
All U S Senators and Representatfyes
may be reached by telephone by chohng
202 224-3121 where a Li S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
tidal of your choice

State Level
Sail. See. Ricked Weberthorgor(D)
Stets Capitol Ihrailoo
Frankfort, Ky. Mal,
or
bite?, Illeyfloid, Ky. 420M
State Rep. Korot* C. hen(D)
State GOO Ileildiso
Prodder', Ry. 10001
or
201 S. 3n1 St., Marro, Ky. 42071 •
Stets hp. Lloyd C. Oepp(D)
Sado Capitol luildleg
frowirfert. Ky. 40401
or
P.0. ler 15, Whop, Ky. 1204141

111EARTliN
HEARIIINE
HEARTLENE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to

answer questions and solve problems —
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed In
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and!
am still working. I have worked at
many different companies in my
lifetime. I have no idea how much
money I have paid into the Social
Security fund. Since I am nearing
retirement age is there any way that I
can receive this information? J. C.
ANSWER: To find out how much
money you have accumulated in the
Social Security fund, you need the
Social Security form OAR-7004,
"Request for Statement of Earnings."
Headline feels that people working
under a Social Security-covered job
should fill one of these forma out every
year to insure that your record has been
given the proper credit.
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office,.or just
write to Headline, Dept. R. E. S., and
we can supply you with one of these
forms and save you a trip to your Social
Security office. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed,stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: I am a 53-year-old
widow. I have been a widow for six
years now, but I am still working. Even
though I am working, I have plenty of
time on my hands and am very lonely. 1'
really enjoy writing. Do you know of
any pen pal clubs for people my age?

Mrs. R.S.
ANSWER: Yes, Heartline has found
the answer for many lonely senior
citizens — a pen pal club for people over
the age of 50. This club hasthousands of
members. For complete information,
write to Heartline American 60 Club,
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
In our early 50s. My husband is disabled
and he draws Social Security disability
and Supplemental Security Income
payments. We have been thinking of
taking a foster child into our home. If
we do take a foster child into our home,
will the payments we receive for
providing foster care affect our Supplemental Security Income payments?
ANSWER: No. The money received
by you for the care of a foster child is
not counted as income in regards to
Supplemental Security
me
payments.

The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger ai llmes is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St. Murray,
Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
carriers. $2.25 per month, payable in advance.
By mail an Calloway Comity and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per
year. By mail to other destinations, $30.00 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association_
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New Treatment
Of Multiple Sclerosis
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD

Research has recently uncovered evidence that a particular chemical may trigger the
onset of multiple sclerosis (MS).
This researdi has apparently
been considered important by a
number of authorities who work
on the came and management
of this disabling disease
At the University of Toronto.
EH. E)rlar and his antedates
have isolated a protein substance which they feel plays an
important role in initiating signs
and symptoms of MS.
These research workers have,
been able to separate tins pro
lean from the brain tissue of victims of multiple sclerosis. This
protein was injected into healthy
experimental animals and apparently sensitised their immune
cells (lymphocytes). Their
lymphocytes circulated to the
animals brains and spinal cords

and prcduced an allergic reaction. It was viewed to be a lowgrade inflammation which
behaved like an animal
equivalent of multiple sclerosis
These research Brides w
reported recently in Sewn*
News.
Further, and importantly,
these researchers also found
that if this protein was dissolved
in a salt-water solution and injected into the animals who had
showed signs of MS.the Injection
appeared to reverse their dsea* 'The researches reasoned
that the lymphocytes of the
animals became desensitized,
returned to normal, and allowed
ttie diseased condition in the
brain and spinal cord to become
reversed.
Clinics in Europe and the
United States are arranging tor
clinical trials of this newly dis-

covered protein to be used in
selected patients who have
multiple sclerosis. Tests will
show whether injection in
humans may tend to reverse the
course of their disease.
Ms. RM., now a young
adult, has had for years some extra space -between her front'
teeth, and the biting edge of one
of her upper incisors is irregular.
She asks if she is too old to have
such extra space closed. similar
to the procedure that is done'
with children.
A: If you have not done sci you
dukild talk to your dentist_ He
may advise that you take advaet a ge of a relatively new
-Material, quartz resin, which can
be'usedlo fail in the mars space
without staking
effort to
move yeur teeth to narrow the
interval between them. This

same material can be applied to
correct the irregular edge of
your tooth. The treatment is less
expensive, is readily accomplished and is painless.
Q. Mr. K.D. wants to know if
impotence is much more common in men after GO years of age.
A. There is nothing magic
about age 80,so far as impotence
is concerned. It can occur at any
age. Physicians are feporting
more of it in younger men apparently becuase of the more aggressive attitude of women
toward sex. ff s mat is in good
physical health and becomes impotent, he probably has some
emotional or anxiety factor
affecting him. Impotence may
be related to dironic disease.
such asdiabetes or Infection.and
even to fatigue.
MI I Veal rano,Smtialar. hi
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Dear Consumer

Law Sets Standards
For Drinking Water
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

FooD

You can help to monitor the public water supply
that comes into your home.
If you find your drinking water unpleasant in
taste, odor or appearance, first contact the water
utility for an explanation. If you are not satisfied
call
or write your state health or environmental
•
protection department.
If you suspect the water Dec. 24, 1975, setting maxiis actually unsafe and you mum contaminant levels per'want to notify the Federal ' mittedJor bacteria, turbidity
Government after consulting of water'a'hd a great number
with state authorities, con- of organic and inorganic
tact Consumer Complaints, chemicals as well as the
Public Information Center, minimum number of times
Environmental
Protection that drinking water must be
Agency, Washington, D. C. sampled. A schedule of re20460.
vised regulations, based on a
A citizen may bring eivil study of the health effects of
actioh against any public drinking water contaminants
will form the basis of revised
water system or Federal
agency that he or she be- primary regulations schedlieves is violating the Safe uled to be proposed ii 1977
and to become effective in
Drinking Water Vsict.
1979--allowing 2 years for
authorized implementation.
. Congress
VI% million for each of the
You should be aware of
fiscal years 1975. 1976 and notices in your water bills
1977 to implement the En- and in your local newspapers
vironmental Protection Ag- that concern variances from
ency's (EPA) efforts to de- the requirements of drinking
tect and correct hazards in
water regulations.
drinking water. This involves
The amotinit of disease—
research into treatment such as salmonellosis and
techniques for monitoring gastroenteritis- as well as
and removing bacteria and
typhoid and cholera, caused
viruses and for protecting
by contaminated, drinking
water sources from new toxwater in the period of 1961ic chemicals and radioactive
1973 has been estimated to
wastes.
be from 55,000 cases to
Most conventional treat550.000 cases—a spread of
ment plants (originally built 10 fold. On the other hand,
to protect water from more the largest single factor in
"single" sources of pollution) the dramatic decline of tymay not give adequate pro- phoid since 1900 has been the
tection from- the- new chem- implementation of public waicals that can enter and con- ter purification and supply
taminate both surface and systems.
underground water. For inFor more information
stance, in 1975 an EPA sur- about the quality of drinking
vey of public water supplies water, you may want the,
in 80 cities found that small free publication called A
quantities of organic chem- Drop To Drink. Send your
icals were present in the request to Public Informawater system in all parts of tion Center, Environmental
the ChtIntry.
Protection Agency, VOIshingThe EPA published in- ton, D. C. 20460; phone 202terim primary regulations on 755-0890.

Del Monte

Cake Mix
Biscuits

Chicken Of The Sea
Chunk Style

These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

,4 school dietician asks: "Is
it true that the plastic film
wrap we use in the kitchen
is made of the same material
that has been linked with
oancer?"
ANSWERline: The material
you have in mind is vinyl
chloride, a gas, that is commercially converted to solid

Early Peas iaoz 4/s1c*

-

Makes 8 qt.

coif
Comet

Sweet Peas )60z

king Size

I

12 or

51'

14 or

30'

20. 49'
Tide
Everyday Low Sh

Friskte
gs

$799

Food

52c
$196

Cleanser

Del Monte

50 Lb

Del Monte Yellow Whole Kernel

Corn

76 or

3/slw

Trellis

Corn

16 oz '4/ 77

27°Lb.

Scot Lad

Sweet Peas

Tennessee
Pride

4/slw
31 C

/6 oz

Scot Lad Powdered

Sugar

SAUSAGE

1 Lb

Boma Grope

Jelly

IS or

59'

18 or

54'

Betty Crocker

Cake Mixes

form for use in plastic bottles
and wraps, The Food and
Drug Administration investigated the material because
there is a link between the
gaseous form of vinyl chloride and cancer. There was a
possibility that some of the
gas remains- trapped in the
solid form of the plastic and
could migrate to food. However, after investigation, the
FDA could find no vinyl
chloride "migration" problem
with the plastic wraps we so
commonly use.

Du:Tilts

Drapers

'"
48c

Luvs

Med. Size

Merit

Crackers

We Invite Corn,

1 Lb Box

King Size

$1 98

Tide
Kraft Yz Gal

Orange Juice

Produce
Dept.

/7°
Slab Slice
Center Cut

BACON
2P

White

Large Head

POTATOES
$'149
20

LETTUCE

Lb. Bag

99'

I

A i-gi
'..W.-;f
0re4.% •

11 S

/
1
4 Loin Armour Veribest

Pork Chops

White

GRAPEFRUIT

8.884

Lb

Lb.78'

Butt Roast
Fields Old Fashion

Pork Sausage

r

POU 946478
Limit One
Per Family

Gold Medal

Flour
Lb Bog

774

xpires 12-7-76
Only At Storey's

COUPON

_ COUPON

Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family

Maxwell House

Coffee
I Lb. Con$2
34
Expires 12-7-76
Good Only Al Storey's

98'

Armour Veribest Boneless Pork

Home Is City
WICHITA, ICAN. (API — A been a drag," Kenyon said.
sign reads: "Welcome to Ken- "My daughter and I both
yon City. Mayor Bill Kenyon. wanted to be the mayor," he
Population: 11."
said, "so I waited until 'she
Kenyon City is not really a went on a trip to Hawaii to hold
city. It's the five acres of land the election. I won 5 to 3.
occupied by Kenyon and his "We've even got a key to the
family.
city," he added. "It's about a
The idea of calling the family foot long and covered with
six
estate a city came to them
aluminum foil. We present it to
'years ago when Kenyon and his all visiting dignitaries. We
-family moved into the area.
present it to about anybody
"Well, we wtre 11 city folks who visits."
who didn't know the first thing Since his daughter and her
about country living. We de- children moved to Wichita, their
cided to make a fun project out town's population has stood at
of something that could have eight

Dry Milk

Pride of III

American Cancer Society

A high school coach explains:
"I recently saw the very
moving story of Babe Didrikson Zaharias, the famous
"Babe" on TV, and I would
like to know something about
the kind of cancer she had.
Is it common?"
ANSWERliner This outstanding athlete and courageous
human being had colon-rectal
cancer, one of the most
common forms of cancer
which occurs almost equally
in men and women. "Babe"
went on to win major sports
victories and to live several
years after being treated for
cancer. Although she did die
of the disease, thousands of
colon-rectal patients are now
saved each year because
colon-rectal cancer is one of
the most curable forms of
pincer if it is detected in an
early stage and treated
promptly.
To accomplish
that, the American Cancer
Society advises the public(1)
to have regular checkups,
certain laboratory tests (and
special''procto" examinations
after the age of 40) and (2)
to see a phynician right away
upon noticing a change in
bowel habits.

6 Pock

Carnation

Answeriline
A furniture manufacturer
writes: "My wife has tried
three times without success
to stop smoking cigarettes,
and instead, she finally decided to switch to a low tar,
low nicotine brand. Will this
keep her safe from cigaretterelated diseases?"
ANSWERline: There is no
such thing as a "safe" cigarette. A major recent study
by the American Cancer
Society showed that smoking
low tar and nicotine cigarettes results in lower total
death rates, including lower
death rates from both lung
cancer and coronary heart
However, among
disease.
people who smoked low, tar
nicotine
cigarettes,
and
deaths were still 30 to 75
percent higher than among
those who neve)- smoked
regularly. This means that
while it may be a step in the
right direction for your wife
to reduce her tar and nicotine
intake, quitting would be the
best of all. Why not contact
your local American Cancer
Society Unit — your wife
may be surprised and encouraged by the practical
help in smoking withdrawal
that the ACS can give.

I 8 oz 611C

Scot Lad

CANCER I
A regular feature, prepared by •
the American Cancer Society,
to help save your life from
cancer.

Come Seeh

•Limit Rights Reserved

SnoRol
28 or W
Expires 12 7.-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
COUPON 31758
imit I Per Family emit 1 Per Family

tP
lO
P
Per
eN Family
31
L4
11-n
OiU

COUPON 3 I 76 I
Limit 1 Per Family

Easy Off

Woolite

Imperial

Window
Cleaner

Upholstery
Cleaner

oz
fill
ptres 12-7-76
Only Al Sterey's

Margarine
Lb 0/994

14 oz.$141
Expires 72.7-76
6W Oily Storey's

trs

t

534

xpires 11-7-76
fresil Only Al Storey.
'

Lb

19
'

Ch
Gr

Pure

Farr

3B
31
26

COUPON 37763
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON 3 I 75
Limit I Pr,r Fami

Woolite

Easy Off

Rug
Cleaner

Licuid

Oven
Cleaner
16 oz $130

, 22 oz $1 75
Ipx:1;res 12-7-76
Only At Storey's

Expires 72 7 76
Good Only At Storey's
"V

•

Woolite
$106

16 oz
Expires 2-7=76
Good Only It Sinneja

,41.611.4
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National Roundup

Stmtlac

eFor Yourself

Advance

13 or

39'

Salt

26 oz

17'

Par

Margarine

Lb

46'

56°

12 oz

45'

37 5 Sci./Ft

68e

Dawn
Foil

Coffee Creamer

Pot n

Salad Dressing

,o, 16'

Dog Food

.)0;

8
Formula

Enfamil

oz

3 Lb.
Can Limit 1 With 7.50 Add. Pur.

54'

33'

Prima Salsa

CRISCO

Scot Lad Heavy Duty

6

H

Pure Vegetable

Detergent

81'

f

Qt

11`

e 251:b

Dog Food

$369

Mackeral

42'

Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Purey

Qi 37'

Bleach
N ShelfPrices

Everyday Low ShelfPrices

Campbell s

Kraft

Tomato Soup

S119

Velveeta

7 Lb

woz 16

Ryan Lo Col

Milk

Gal

Charm t n

21cLb.

Tissue
Gt
zTide

USDA Choice

CHUCK STEAK

Kellogg s 18 oz

Corn Flakes

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — from the National League of
Gary Mark Gilmore, his death Cities, reflects the "greater
wish granted by the state sophistication of the cities in
pardons board, could face a dealing with tough issues,"
firing squad within days of his says the League's first in36th birthday Saturday, coming woman president.
barring appeals by death Councilwoman Phyllis
penalty opponents. Gilmore Lamphere of Seattle was
was to appear before 4th expected to be elekted today4
District Judge J. Robert as president of the nation's
Bullock in Provo today to have largest group of city officials.
a new date set for the She was to succeed Hans
execution by five anonymous Tanzler, mayor of Jacksonvolunteers. "Thank you, sir," ville, Fla..
the handcuffed and shackled
on
whispered
SHENANDOAH, Iowa ( AP I
prisoner
Tuesday after board chair— — The organizer of a smallman George Latimer an- town mayor's conference here
nounced a 2 to 1 decision af- says, "It's about time little
firming a jury's order that towns stand up and scream.
Gilmore be put to death for Otherwise nobody will hear
killing a motel clerk during a them" About 20 mayors — all
but one from Iowa — were
robbery.
expected today for the first
TRENTON, N.J. IA?) — A National,Rural Communities
dissenting judge says every Mayors Conference. The
affirmative action program in agenda called for them to
New Jersey is threatened by a discuss their problems for two
state Supreme Court ruling to three hours, snack on
that blacks cannot be given cookies and coffee, and then
job priference over whites drive home.
past
of
because
discrimination. The court, by
a 6 to I vote Tuesday, threw
out an order by a state civil
rights agency that would have
compelled the town of Montclair to hire more black
West
FRANKFURT,
policemen and firemen to
correct racial imbalance.
Germany I AP) — An ex-

Explosion, Fire
Destroy Officers
Club In Germany

plosion and fire destroyed the
Officers Club at Rhein-Main
U.S. Air Force Base during
the crowded lunch hour today.
Three persons were injured, a
spokesman said.
"We're investigating the
possibility of a bombing," the
spokesman said, "but there
threat
bomb
no
each other out on a nationwide was
basis. The AP drew up a beforehand."
random list of 15 commonly
The explosion occurred
purchased food and nonfood :about 1 p.m. in a lounge off the
items, checked the price at main restaurant where at
one supermarket in each of 13 least 100 military personnel
cities on March 1, 1973, and and dependents were eating
has rechecked on or about the lunch.
start of each succeeding
Three persons were hurtirj
month. On an over-all, flying debris, and thy- most
the serious injury was.--i broken
basis,
nationwide
marketbasket bill at the arm,the spokesman said.
checklist stores declined oneFlames stept the one-story
tenth of a per cent during wooden - "building after the
November.
explosion and the fire was still
.'raging three hours after the
111 blast, the spokesman said.
DENVER IA?)
proposal to decriminalize "The building is a total loss,"
drugs, winning strogg support he said.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Grocery shoppers managed to
break even last month. An
Associated Press marketbasket survey shows prices
remained stable during
November, with increases and
' decreases generally balancing

Gelatin

Bethe

Campbell s

Lb..

Tomato Soup

ST
FIR
on your

H C

Drink

'3 Comparison

Purina 25 Lb

$589

Dog Food
oz

68'

t;19 lihip
F ije
e

1P Lb.

Frozen Scot Lod

U.S.D.A. Choice

Orange Juice

SWISS STEAK

/ 2 or

Or the first in sour town. Of esen sour state
That's the way it was bad in 1862 when the
government ga%e out new land for free. If sou'd list on it
The' Lined it the Homestead ,ALt. And you knos
who made it possible'
.1mertLans taking stock in their new countrs throt,,I
the public sale of gosernment scLurittes for monr. to
puratasc frontier territories.
That was how those .1rnertcans took stock in .1mert.t
and todas. you Lan take stoLk in AmerrLa by bus:n w:

U.S. Savings Bonds.
Because whether sou bus Bonds through the Pa'. roll
Sisings Plan or wheat soy sase. You're not onl%

U S.D.A Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
Or. Beef

Lb

$1I 28

sour country. vore helping vourself, too.
Sa lags Bonda.
So buy
You ma% not be the first on sour block. but soy II

Pure

be number one a: home.

3 Lbs or More Lb 69C

Family Pack Fryers

3 Breast Quarters
3 Leg Quarters
2 Giblets

•,.

I

COUPON 31760

nit 1 Ft-tr Fami(y

birnit I Per Family

Noolite
$ 06

6 oz
(pares 2 7-76
ood Only It Sagrefi

,Dependo
12 or

I !,
z•

DUPON 317,56
Licuid

-

Lb

COUPON 3 / 759

Coupon

Limit 1 Per Family
imit 1 Per Family

l Old English

Furniture
Polish

54(

!Expires 72-7-76
Good Only Al Storeys

39'

15 oz

$107
g

txpires 127-76

*Va•P.1.1.11.1MMINNEMOr

Liquid
Plumer

- COUPON 96475

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Gold Medal

Flour

32 oz 694
Expires 12-7.76
Good Only Al Storey's

'

Good Only Al Storey's

COUPON

5 Lb Bag$363
Expires 12- 7- 76
Geed Only At Storey's

Expfres 12-7-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
!Lima / Per Family

Kotex

Maxi
Pads
.36000dc t

res
ll 6

EkrPres- 72-7-76
Only At Storey's

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Ors. Butterworth

Syrup
2401

$1 11

EyPires 17 7-76
Good Only It Storey s

COUPON
ii

1 Per Family

Folger's

Coffee
Lb $234
--Itnp(re 1-9- /- 76
S_14Lom
Geld Onl

StOCk
inrneriCa.
200 years itthe same location.
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Tigers Waltz To 73-55
Win Over Trigg County
By MIKE BRANDON
weren't able to run our offense
Brett Harcourt, who pulled novers in the game while points.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor the way we wanted to either.
Murray High will have a
down nine rebounds, had 11 Murray had 16. From the foul
Cary Miller has a new angle
-But in the second half, the
grudge match deluxe Friday
43
of
29
hit
Tigers
the
line,
points
while Richardson
in basketball. He's using a zone defense and our press
added nine. Perry, who did while Trigg managed 15 of 30. night.
four-guard offense.
enabled us to use our
The Tigers will host
"All five of our starters did
That's just about what the quickness to an advantage," an outstanding job of filling in,
Tilgtunan. Last year
Paducah
is
do
to
have
a
good
you
all
job,
added seven.
Murray High Tigers were Miller said.
look at how balanced the in the finals of the Regional,
Murray
was
outrebounded
Tuesday night RS they opened
Trigg County led by as much
scoring was. I also thought we Tilghman defeated the Tigers
-"their season with a 73-55 win at as five points in the first in the game by 11, as men- got fine efforts off the bench to advance to the State
tioned earlier. Harcourt's nine
Trigg County.
period before settling for a 16from Perry and Ed Har- Tournament.
Four of the five Tiger 16 tie at the end of the quarter led the rebounding departstarters played as guards last as Frank Gilliam hit a ment while McHugh and
But the best performance of
season. Not that any of them rebound bucket at the buzzer Gilliam had six apiece.
III ft Pf ti)
Trigg County had 21 tur- the game had to belong to
have grown a whole lot but to knot the score.
4 6 4 14
McHugh, who transferred Sims
6 6 4 18
McHugh
more out of necessity, two of
Gilliam hit a three-point
from Milwaukee a year ago. Gdliarn
4 6 3 14
the guards played as forwards play at the 7:02 mark to make
3 5 4 11
B. Harcourt
3 3 4 9
and last season's forward it a 19-16 Tiger lead then just
McHugh
displayed Richardson
Tuesday's College
2 3 3 7
Perry
Results
started at center.
for
Basketball
ability
remarkable
leaping
hit
Gilliam
six seconds later,
0 0 2 0
E Harcourt
Press
Associated
The
29 24 73
22
By
Totals
they
the
Though
were two free throws and the Tigers
his size and was all over
EAST
outrebounded 39-28 in the were up by five.
floor on defense. In addition,
Buffalo 86, LIU 83
Trig Comfy
he came up with some
game, "Miller's Midgets"
Columbia 100, CCNY 75
with
mark,
6:40
the
At
came through with two vital
Marshall 80, Dela- beautiful assists during the
&
Franklin
Murray leading 21-18, Sims
fg ft pf tp
speed
'things:
and
contest.
ware 52
up his third foul.
picked
3 0 4 6
N.Y. Maritime 71, Coast
cooperation.
"He has worked hard over Wilson
6 5 I
Travis
the
For
four
next
minutes,
66
Guard
5 4 4 14
"They have a strong desire
the summer. He's going to &allays
Temple 78, Point Park 61
were
from
out
Tigers
shut
the
4 5 12
to play together as a unit and
make a real fine player for Radford
0 2 2 2
Villanova 83, Stonehill 63
Miller
the
fell
as
and
by
field
behind
0 2 1 2
win as a team," Miller said of
Us," Miller said of McHugh. Guess
SOUTH
much as nine points at one
1 2 1 4
Duke 85, Johns Hopkins 66
his club.
Trigg County falls to 1-2 for Crump
3 1 3 7
Wright
31-22 with 2:38 left in the
time,
68
Morris
71,
Erskine
20 15 25 55
had
The tallest man in the
the season. They
Totals
half.
Florida St 109, Mo. Western
Hopkinstarting lineup was 6-2 junior
beaten
previously
16 15 15 V-13
Murray
so
Richie Richardson hit a
16 15 8 16--56
center Frank Gilliam. The
sville by three and lost to
Trigg
Maryland 86, Ball St. 70
and
later
basket
then
counforwards were 5-11 seniors
Christian County, the state's
McNeese 86, N.W. La. 81
Preliminary: Murray 32-30 Ed Harwith a charity toss to
Robert Morris 54, Delware St. second-rated team, by 29 court led Murray with 14 points
Brett Harcourt and Richie tered
lead to six at
Wildcat
the
trim
47
Richardson while the guards
31-25. Brett Harcourt hit on a
Talladega 79, Stillman 77
WAVE AT HIM FELLOWS-Three Trigg County players simply look and more or less wove at
were 5-11 seniors Raymond
Tenn. Temple 79, Berry 78
tip, McHugh scored on a layup
McHugh.
Bill
and
Frank Gilliam (52) of Murray High as he goes in unguarded for two of his 14 points. Trigg players
Sims
MIDWEST
Harbuzzer,
the
at
then
and
For the first half, the Tigers
in the picture include John Travis (51), Bill Stallons (behind Travis) and Fred Wilson (43).
Creighton 81, Drake 80
to tie the
15-footer
a
hit
court
Illinois St 79, Lewis 60
were getting beaten on the
at 31 apiece at inIndiana St 85, St. Ambrose 58
boards and in general, not score
Iowa St 62, St. Louis 47
anything termission.
like
looking
Missouri 85, S Dakota 76
awesome. Then in the second
In the third period, Murray
N Dakota 87, Minn.-Duluth 61
SOUTHWEST
half, Murray High switched pushed the lead out to as much
Doane 84, Abilene Chris. 82
from a man-to-man defense as nine points before taking a
McMurray 84, Angelo St 64
into a zone and also utilized 46-39 edge into the final canto.
Okla City 63, St. Mary's, Tex.
a
last
press,
Dog"
the
in
keys
Mad
"Miller
the
the
of
One
55
game. You win some, you lose
PROVIDENCE, R.I. API which i•Oute I will be taking."
brainchild, of course, of Coach period came with 4:32 left
Texas Christian 75, Texas ArBarnes said after leaving some."
- Detroit Pistons forward
Miller.
lington 69
when Trigg was called for a
he
said
not
judge
did
The
Marvin Barnes has been given the court-room, "I'll just have
FAR WEST
Bill McHugh hit the first personal and technical foul.
Barnes' sworn
Air Force 64, Montana St 57
a one-year prison term for to do my time, I can take the believe
half,
bonus
the
second
the
missed
of
Gilliam
basket
Gonzaga 76, Puget Sound 64
violating probation, but has wait. It's always a disap- testimony that the gun scoring on a tip, and the sbot but hit the technical free
Long Beach St 87, UC Irvine
two weeks to appeal the ruling pointment when you have to belonged to a girl friend. Tigers snapped a 31-31 throw to make it a 51-43 lead.
54
warned
had
he
said
Barnes
jail."
Supreme
to
go
Island
Rhode
to the
S Colo. 64, Rocky Mtn. 56
deadlock and went into the Then after getting the ball out
The former Providence airport security personnel lead to stay.
Court.
Washington St 76, Seattle 68
worked
Tigers
the
bounds,
of
the
luggage
his
contained
EXHIBITIONS
Superior Court Judge College All-American was that
defense it around until sophomore Ed
fine
their
Utilizing
AIA, 80, W. Georgia Col 79
Anthony Giannini found given three years' probation weapon.
and speed, the Tigers had no Harcourt dumped off a pass
Yugoslav Nationals 92, BYU
Barnes, a Providence trouble with Trigg in the final inside to 6-1 junior Willie
Tuesday that Barnes violated and a one-year suspended
88
the
for
played
had
native,
for
given
ago
years
two
sentence
three years probation
two periods.
Perry for the two-pointer and
him in 1974 by carrying a assaulting teammate Larry Spirits of St. Louis of the old
Should Order Now
"The press changed the Murray led by 10.
Basketball
American
at Ketvertis with a tire iron.
handgun
concealed
tempo of the game," Miller From that point on, the
RALEIGH, N.C. (API Association. He reportedly
Detroit's Metropolitan Airport
Tigers played exceptionally
Those planning to attend the
"I expected that much from signed a $500,000 contract with said.
Oct.9.
"In the first half, we played :ough basketball.
NCAA first-round basketball
the people here, so it wasn't the Pistons after Detroit chose
the way they wanted us to The first four-point play of
playoff doubleheader in
Giannini delayed sentencing really a major disap- him in the National Basketball
play. We played the man-to- the season came with 50
Raleigh next spring can now
to give defense attorney Alton pointment," Barnes said after Association's dispersal draft
man defense and then they seconds left when Richardson
order tickets by mail only. The
Wiley time to explore an the Superior Court hearing. of ABA players.
took it inside on us. We scored on a layup to make it
tickets for the first two games
appeal, but the judge said he "I'll get my stuff together and
He has been suspended
65-50 and a flagrant foul was
will cost $12 each.
believed state law does not go ahead and do my time.
much of this season, playing
committed. Richardson added
Sales are limited to a
"I think if I was someone briefly in two games and not
allow an appeal.
the two free throws to up the
maximum of four tickets per
"I will be doing all that I can else this never would have scoring any points. Last week,
lead to 17. The largest lead
order. Checks should be made
to keep Marvin out of jail," happened. But because I'm the Pistons resolved Barnes'
was the final 18-point margin.
court
payable to the Coliseum
after
you
price
the
who I am, that's
Wiley said
suspension for missing games,
Bill McHugh, playing an
Boxoffice, North Carolina
proceedings had ended, but pay for publicity'.
physical
practices and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - outstanding all-around game,
State University, P.O. Box
"It's just like a basketball examinations.
added: "I'm really not sure
Here is the 1976 Kentucky high led the Tiger scoring attack
5905, Raleigh, N.C., 27607. Add
school All-State football team
with 18 points while Gilliam
$1 per order for postage and
from The Associated Press:
had 14 points as did Sims, who
FIRST TEAM ...
handling.
TWO MORE- Bill McHugh of the Tigers goes inside to score
Offense ...
sat out 10 minutes of the
University officials said the
Ends - Steve Layer, Jeff contest because of foul
of his 18 points while Ricky Radford (33) of Trigg County
two
tickets would be mailed by
Western; Jeff White, Lex. trouble.
(stet Photos by Nam troowloo
McHugh soil on past.
watches
Feb. 15.
Bryan Station.
Tackles - Phil Sutherlin,
Mayfield; Steve Williams, Lex.
Lafayette.
Guards - Jeff Dungan,
Somerset; Mark Gillespie, Lou.
Bishop David.
Center - Matt Kordenbrock,
Erlanger Lloyd.
Quarterback - Rick Buehner, J...ou. St. Xavier.
Running Backs - Henry
Parks, Harrodsburg; Spud
Byrd, Bowling Green; James
Tackett, Boyd Co.
1111=11.1.11111111■11111111111111.1110111111SMINNItall raimemiefir mu manuamturnie miimarimraisioustartum
Defense
Ends - Chris Jackson, Henderson Co.; Greg Oost, Owensboro Apollo.
Tackles - Donnie Evans,
Franklin-Simpson; Lee Young.
Lou. Seneca.
Middle Guard - R. C. Thomas, Corbin.
Linebackers - Greg Metry,
Lou. Trinity; Bryan Hogue,
Danville; Robert Pitman, Lex.
Tates Creek.
Defensive Backs - • Tim
Schoen, Lou. Trinity; Gary
Thomas, Ashland; Roger Embree, LaRue Co.
F* 'SECOND TEAM
Here's an electric watch
Offense
that's in a &ass of its own.
Ends - Joey Bowling, MidIts sol id-statequartz dlesboro; Paul Tucker, Owenscrystal, electronic heart
boro Catholic.
gives it a capacity for
Tackles - Rick Staples, Hentimekeeping accuracy
derson Co.; Tim Wheeler, Erlayou could only dream
nger Lloyd.
in your ,hoke of
of in a mechanical
Guards - Yancey Ramey,
4 prong,6 prong or reflectrat type mounting
within
to
Accuracy
watch.
Ashland; Jim Mefford, BoYsjing
1111181am.
111111.111111,
Green.
a minute a year of being
absolute. A bright LED
Center - Doug Town, PaduI
cah Tilghman.
(light emitting diode)
1
Quarterback - Jim
disptay shows you the
McDonough, Pleasure Ridge.
time or date at a touch of a button, while the trouble
Running Backs - Dave
free circuitry provides years of dependable service.
I1
Smith, Erlanger Lloyd; Troy
Exquisitely encased in stainless steel, the LED is as
traderearlrewptch
I1
regtstered
are
Coke
and
Snardon,
Todd Central; Lindsey
Coca Co.a
affordable as it is reliable, as beautiful as it is aocurate
clentlfy the same•product of the Coca Cola Company
Hudspeth, Murray.
I
because ordinary will
This electronic timepiece
Defense
never be enough for you.
The folks who make Coca Cola have put three of
Ends - David Fischer. Mayfield; Tim Malone, Lou. InnilmanuotNomaor Mt101111111111611141104111111111111111111110110111001110111111801
their famous old Santa Clauses on some beautiful
ity.
new glasses They're only available at participating
iimenotwaimpanumilisammunummiam PR
Tackles -- Mark Trowbridge,
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes
Henderson Co.; Kevin Key, SeINCLUDES GLASS
AND CUP OF C,kr
neca.
Enjoy a"large cup of coke and keep a.glass
Middle Guard - Tony Wells,
Lou. Manual. Linebackers - Jay Shippey:
Ashland;
Mark
Etheredge,
Bardstown; Robert _Montgomery, Paintsville.
Defensive Backs - Nate
Beasley, Bowling Green; Paul
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
Pendery, Ft. Thomas Highlands; Andre Offut, Ft. Camp711 South 12th Street
bell.

1

College Scores

Marvin Barnes Handed Prison Term
Of One Year For Violating Parole

All-State "
Grid Team

Hark all you lads and lasses!

iie
:01
711Thavillk.i

'The Electronic Watch.

1 I For The One You Love!

bok and you'll know'1
'One
)
I ordinary will never be I 1
Ienough.
ti
1
4.1.7= 1 a

'34'
.up

For Christmas Long John Silver's
has 3new Santa Claus glasses.

1

63

1
73
1

I

I

I

cLongJohnSilverx

i
si,---mi• .1'
1
II .
11 I1 Diamond
Solitaire
I1
'

4k:
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Record Low Crowd Watches As
McAdoo Paces Braves To Win

SPORTS

victory over the Seattle
SuperSonics, as Bob McAdoo
Suppose they held a scored 17 of his 29 points in the
basketball game and nobody final quarter. McAdoo sank
came ... ?
three free throws in the final
It almost happened in eight seconds, clinching the
Buffalo Tuesday night, but 994 victory.
hardy souls braved 10-degree
After falling behind 16-7 in
temperature and clambered the first five minutes, the
through two feet of snow to get Braves scored 12 points in a
Minnesota's
hard-hitting to Memorial Auditorium.
row and were on top the rest of
catcher.
The gate sale, the number of the way. Bruce Seals led a
Fidrych, a 22-year-old from tickets sold at the door, was Seattle comeback, scoring 10
Worcester, Mass., proved to 73. Count em',73.
of his 20 points in the fourth
be not only a winner with a 19-It was the lowest total at- quarter before fouling out,
9 record and league-leading tendance in the history of the then rookie Bob Wilkerson
earned run average of 2.34, Buffalo franchise.
offensive
an
converted
but was one of the biggest gate
But for their efforts, the rebound, putting the Sonics
attractions in the major Braves' faithful followers within 116-114 with 12 seconds
leagues in 1976.
were rewarded with a 119-114 left's'
The theatrical mound antics
But McAdoo iced it with his
of Fidrych, nicknamed "The
three free throws.
Bird," caught the fancy of the
Nets 104, Knicks 103
fans and the television people.
In the first regular-season
In the 29 games Fidrych
meeting between the two New
started, he drew a total paid
York clubs, Nate Archibald
Tuesdays Girls Games
attendance of 901,339. Quite
scored 15 of his game-high 34
By The Associated Press
frequently, the announcement
points in the fourth quarter,
in advance that "The Bird"
sparking the Nets to victory.
Bell County 57, Lone Jack 35
was going to pitch would be
John
Clay County 63, Cawood 36
Backcourtmate
Fancy Farm 49, Farmington
enough to sell out a park.
Williamson added 24.
34
Bucks 115,Blazers 106
Fidrych started slowly but
Fulton County 49, Riedland 37
Brian Winters scored a
Gamaliel 42, Hermitage
won eight games in a row one
career-high
43 points as the
Tenn.
33
Springs,
month into the season and was
Heath 52, Ballard Memorial Bucks snapped a nine-game
selected to start for the 24
losing streak and won their
American League in the AllHenderson County 39, Owensfirst game for new head Coach
Star Game at Philadelphia.
boro Apollo 33
Henry County 56, Trimble Don Nelson.
In addition to leading the
Pacers 103, Suns 97
league in ERA,Fidrych led all County 23
Monticello 56, Boyle Count)
Wil Jones and Dave Robisch
L,
pitchers with 24 complete 46
combined for 25 points in the
games in 29 starts.
Owensboro 62, Webster Counfourth quarter as the Pacers
Besides being the first ty 40
Paducah Tilghman 53, St. erased a nine-point deficit and
pitcher to win the AL rookie
50
beat Phoenix.
honor since Stan Bahnsen did Mary
Williamsburg 42, Harlan 32
Warriors 125, Bulls 120
it with the New York Yankees N. E. Kentucky Conference
Chicago went down to its
in 1968, Fidrych is only the
Tourney Semifinal
12th straight defeat, a team
Semifinal
second Detroit player to be
record, as Phil Smith scored
Paintsville
50,
Morgan
Cott)
named. Harvey Kuehn was
42
33 points and Rick Barry 28 for
the other, in 1953.

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

Mark Fidrych Named As
Rookie Of Year In AL
NEW YORK (AP)-Right-.
handed pitcher Mark Fidrych,
the flamboyant crowd-pleaser
of the Detroit Tigers, was
named
the
American
League's Rookie of the Year
today.
Fidrych, who laced his
mound performances with
eccentric behavior such as
talking to baseballs and
down
patting
mounds,
collected 22 of a possible 24
votes from a special committee of the Baseball Writers
Association of America.
The remaining tv/o votes
went to Butch Wynegar,

Junior High
Cage Results
Murray
East

AT UST CALLOWAY
GOA Core& bob
08 12 18 27-75
2 2 2 0-6

Murray 075 i-Alexander 14, Morgan 8,
Washer 10, Jackson 21, Jones 4, Brandon
4, Codgill 2, Smith 2, Curd 8 and Horning
2 Murray record 1-0 for season
East (6 --4/verbey 2, Burkeen 2,
Atkins 2, Marrs arid Mattox East record
0-3 for season.
Murray
East

Grab Ills
12 14 14 13-53
10 12 25 13-00

Murray I 530-Cnttenden 21, Bumplus
14, Schanbacher 2, Roberts 6, Sims 4.
Payne 4 and Morton 2 Murray record 0-1
for season

Girls' Prep
Results

the Warriors. One bright spot
for the Bulls was the play of
rookie Scott May, who netted
24 points.
Cavaliers 99, Nuggets 93
Cleveland pbsted its 12th
straight home victory and

fourth straight win over-all as
Bobby Smith scored 20 points,
14 in a second-period surge
and six in the closing
moments.
Spurs 130, Pistons 129
Laity Kenon and George
Gen-in scored 28 points apiece
as the Spurs posted their
eighth straight home victory.
The game was decided at the
foul line, where San Antonio
was 36 of 52 and Detroit 16 of
19.
Lakers 109, Bullets 102
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had
26 points and a season-high 10
assists for Los Angeles,.which
withstood a 35-point effort by
Mashington's Phil Chenier.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - Tony Dor-

sett,-the University of Pittsburgh's outstanding running
back, won the Reisman
Trophy as the outstanding
player in college football.
NEW YORK
Tht.
University of Pittsburgh
retained its No. 1 ranking in
The Associated Press college
football poll, receiving 45 of a
possible 58 firstplace votes.

SKIING
APRICA, Italy - UseMarie Morerod of Switzerland
dominated both heats and won
the Aprica women's special
-slamon, the opening event of
the World's Series of Skiing.

WORKHORSE WILLIE -Junior reserve Willie Perry proved himself a workhorse during his stint
of action in the Tigers' 7 3-55 win at Trigg County Tuesday. Here, Perry goes up to score two of
his seven points while Bill Stallons (53), John Travis (51) and Fred Wilson (43) watch on and
Tigers frank Gilliam (52) and Id Harcourt (11) watch.
(Staff Moos by Mike Brendon0

East 0600-Sanders 29,Stone 2, Bynum
25, Crittenden 4 and Morton East record
4-0 for season.

North
S'west

AT 1101111111PUT CALLOW/AT
Uwe& Gook boys
9 13 10 10-42
8 7 10 ft-33

North (420-Starks 11, C. Darnell 12,
Alexander 7, Jones 3 and G. Darnell 2.
North record now 1-1 for season.
S'west I 330-Key 17, Jackson 4,
Sheridan 4, Roach Sand Dunlap 3 Southwest record noir1-1 for season
Osplih Grab boys
North
Sweat

17 11 5 6-39
15 11 15 14-S5

North ( 39(--Colson 15, Cochrurn 7.
Rogers 7, Wyatt 6, Neal 2 and Byrn 2
North record now 1-1 for season

100 chassis. . . 100% solid-state

S'west (S50-Colson 17, McCuiston 13
McAlister 9, Butterworth 6, Starks 2 and
Holsapple 8 Southwest record now 4-1
for season

Boys' Prep
Results
Tuesday's Boys Scores
By The Associated Press
Auburn 75 Adairville 63
Ballard Mem 52 Heath 50
Bath Co 100 Rowan Co 56
Bell Co 73 Lone Jack 57
Bellevue 82 Augusta 72
Bourbon Co 70 Knott Co Cent
67
Butler Co 97 Ohio Co 60
Clay Co 75 Cawood 73

PHILCO 19"DIAGONAL
PORTABLE MODEL C2902HWH

Clinton Co 66 Tompkinsville
63
Corbin 64 Whitley Co 58

Coy Holy Cross 64 Boone Co
51
Coy St Henry 48 Simon Kenton 42
Cumberland 76 Leslie Co
Elizabethtown 59 W Hardin 54
Fancy Farm 57 Farmington
51
Fleming-Neon 59 Buckhorn 54
Ft Thos Highlands 85 Alex
Brossart 70
Frankfort 67 Franklin Co 63
Franklin-Simpson 97 Lewisburg 71
Gamaliel 68 Hermitage
Springs Tenn 43
Grant Co 78 Owen Co 57
Grayson Co 74 Warren East
63
Hart Co 71 Caverna 60
Henderson Co 81 O'boro Apollo

77
. Henry Co 69 Trimble Co 66
Hickman Co 59 Carlisle Co 57
" Hopkinsville 82 Ft Campbell
Jackson 89 Morgan Co 87 OT
Jessamine Co 64 Rich Model
63
Lex Bryan Station 96 Conner
73
Lex Cath 63 Mason Co 54
Lex Lafayette 53 Clark Co 52
livingston Cent 68 Lyon Co 50
Madison Cent 75 Boyle Co 68
Mayfield 99 Wingo 53
McCreary Co 54 Rockcastle
.t
.. oo

i

Mercer Co 61 Bardstown 59
•:A. Montgomery Co 62 Univ Breidge 54
•
Murray 73 Trigg Co A.5
! Newport 72 Campbell Co 62
; Newport Cath 69 Dixie Hts 59
N Hardin 76 E Hardin 64
Paintsville 56 Louisa 51
• Pine Knott 71 Ky Deaf 63
Powell Co 99 Owsley Co 56
Providence 61 Crittenden Co
-56 OT
. Raceland 105 Tollesboro Si

▪

Reidland 85 Fulton Co 78
Russell 90 Greenup Co 66
Sedalia 84 Cuba 56

Sheldon-Clark 84 Elliott Co 67
Silver Grove 84 Dayton 69
Syrnsonia 65 St Mary 50
Union Co 66 O'boro Cath 54
Walton-Verona 73 Ludlow 61
Washington Co 58 Edmonson
co 63

PRICE BUSTER
on Philco 25"Solid State Color
cabinet styled in solid hardwood.
veneers and simulated wood finish
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HELP YOU SAVE ON YOUR FOOD BILL
A-1

•
awl

Merrit

Steak Sauce Saltine
79 Crackers
Boma Red Plum

Prices

Good Thurs. Dec. 2
Thru Wed. Dec.

3

Planters
Snacks

PLANTERS

Toll Cans

Bread
Regular Size Round Top

59'

Hi On

Super Value

Sore 1

Hyde Park

Flour

CUT

•rsttll

Truckload Sale!

Shave
Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Eggs

RODUCE

Northern Beans 15 oz, Pinto Beans 15 oz.
Chili Hot Beans 15 oz, Navy Beans 15 oz.
Blackeye Peas 15 oz., Showboat
Pork and Beans 15 oz.

11 oz.
Reg. S1.19

doz. in tkis Price

Plain or Self-Rising

White Hominy, 15 oz.
Showboat Spaghetti 15 oz. ,
Chopped Kraut 101
/
2oz.
Showboat Green Beans 16 oz.

Colgate
Instant

wit% 10.00 order or more

Hyde Park

Save 48 394

AT THE CROPS-IN' PRICES
Iceburg

Doz.

Lettuce

Frosty Acres

U. S. No. 1 Red

Cashmere Bouquet

Potatoes

Carnation

Hot Cocoa Mix
12 pkg.
Box

bar pack

Save 20'

Fla.-Zip Skin

Tangerines 2

89

Washington State Fancy Red

Delicious Apples.$1"'

Jell-O

Jai

Assorted
Flavors
3 oz. Bo.

10 lb. bag 894

4or69 FROZEN FOODS
EASY— DELICIOUS

Sem 23'
silk ow cape'WWI'

Frosty Acres Orange

PRICED FOR SAVINGS
Armour Test Tender

Save 59'

Pet Ritz 9" 2 in pkg.

Pie Shells

Save 14'

39'

Frosty Acres - Save 26'
Armour
Test Tender

Field Pro-Leaguer

Chuck
Steak
lb.

894

59
Lb.

Vegetables

Pure Fresh Lean

LC-2 cD
, Gil

Lighters

10 Bags
30 Gel She
Sore 40'

86,

12 oz. pkg.

69

694

EMER

Last
Winner:

Frank McCuiston
81.
2ToS.ciu4
n th.mi

69
'

•Nothing to Bey eNo card
Punch
you
Do Is Resistor Each Time You
Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
New contest
Morning.
•
StartErniplyees
onursaiiirkkers
heir Families not eligible to
wifl.•Adults only may
remoter •You do not have

Gebhardts

presest to in,
.

Sliced Bacon

20 oz.

Register each time you
are in the stone for the
$100given away each week

Trash
Bags

Cricket or Bic

Reg. $1.49
Sore 63'

Field Worthmore

69'

Cas Give Away

Arrow

394

Family Pack
3 lb. or More

16 oz. beg

New Swiss Mixed

Beef
Liver

Wieners
12 oz. pkg.

Onion Rings

Krey
Young Tender

—Also—

Win Free Tickes
To The Kentucky Lake
Music Barn New Concord.

Field Boneless

Picnic
$119

Save 10'

We will draw 10 names
for 2 Free Tickets each

lb

A-)

Steak
Sauce
10.1.

Asserted fevers
with this coupon

witit tk:s
C.,,-

794

Offer flair's 12-146
Geed Only at Porkers

"If You Matc
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stomps

to be

Nei

ur ua ity... 'ou on t :eat e ur 'rice

Rit(E

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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Washington Roundup
WASHINGTON 1AP ) —
Common Cause charged that
the Joint Congressional
Committee on Atpmic Energy
was a '"huckster for the
nuclear power industry" and
should be abolished. David
Cohen, president of the selfdescribed citizens' lobby, said
today
-the
committee
•'provides a platform to
nuclear power supporters
while it rarely hears the
critics and never listens to
them."It ignores safety issues
and cost overruns while it
protects federal 'investments

in its members' states and
districts."
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
typical member of the House
of Representatives in the next
Congress will be five years
younger than his Senate
counterpart, slightly less
educated and somewhat less
certain to be a white male. An
Associated Press survey of
House and Senate members
also shows that new members
are less likely to be lawyers
than are returning senators
and representatives. But
!ewers are still a majority.

WASHINGTON I AP) — An
inconclusive signal on the
future course of the economy
was expected, from the
Commerce Department's
latest index of leading
indicators.
economic
Department analysts said the
October index probably would
be flat after two consecutive
months of decline. The
October report was scheduled
for release today. Many
economists feared that if the
index were down for the third
straight month,it would signal
a new downturn in the
economy.

formally made new proposals cooperating with a federal and the purge of Mao's widow
to Panama to end the dispute probe of alleged South Korean and other radicals. The
over the future of the Panama influence-buying in Congress. session of the Standing
Sources identified him Conunittee of the National
Canal, sources say. Plummet
foreign minister will visit Tuesday night as Kim Sang People's Congress, which
Washington this weekend to Keun, a counselor at the opened Tuesday, was excheck prospects on future embassy who reportedly was pected to make public the new
canal negotiations. But some the top Korean Central government lineup that the
of the new U.S. proposals were Intelligence Agency officer Communist party Politburo
,
said to be unacceptable to here. FBI agents reportedly, has worked out.
Panama ,,while others were were guarding Kim, his wife
The first Congress to sit. in
being studied by Panamanian and family at an undisclosed
Washington after it became the
location
for
near
hoping
here.
are
officials, who
permanent capital of the nation
better terms after Jimmy
opened its first sessibn Nov. 17,
INTERNATIONAL
Carter becomes president.
1800.

TOKYO (AP) — The ruling
WASHINGTON (AP) — FBI
agents reportedly are guar- body of China's parliament is
ding a South Korean diplomat meeting to ratify the goverWASHINGTON (AP) — The who has defied orders to nment shakeup that has
is followed Mao Tse-tung's death
and
home
Ford administration has in- return
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Constructed of marble, the
shaft in Washington to honor
George Washington was started
in 1836 and completed in 1884.
It rises 555 feet.
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Remington Mist
_Hair Curlers

Oil of Olay

Features moist heat for longer
Lasting curls • and to help prevent
dryness and spilt ends With 20
rollers and clips
Model IIC-8

I I
3•

a.'

-1

•

Gift Sot
and
Shave
After
Deodorant
No 3364

s. $1245

Moisturizing Leticia

Eff er dent
Denture Cleanse,
Tablets
40 fatties

Decoration
Set

Sete$
2
79

2 Way Flasher, when one bulb
goes out the others remain lit
Multi-color.
No. P135 Ft

_ a 1

a

Gleenlite
35 Lights

hat. Bottle
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ome items not exacti

as •ictured,

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

Skin Bracer

Electric Shaver

a

elf-Sharpening Rolm) Blades
Pop-up trimmer dares to match
shin es with a blade without

Christmas Foil and Gift Wrap
2 Rolls Foil 12 Sq. Ft. 3 Rolls Paper 30 Si
Ft. Pack of S Rolls
No 2310

Christmas Gift Headquarters

11P-1119F

$27
95
Sale

Diseafectant Spray
Disinfects and deodorizes, kills
household germs.
7 an. Can

Super Curl
Compact

FiN

Gillette
Trot II
Cartridges

Special

Pack of S

$12
95

Limit 2

Limit 2

Fits in your pocket
a perfect gift for
your fisherman

B

Wild Cricket
Accent Table
Lighter

rishqpPold
II
COMPLETE •
FISHING
OUTFIT

Mennen

Norsk'
Triplebeader

Attractive Designs. Refills by
inserting a new Cricket lighter
tnto base
Reg $395

Portable Curler

.•
Mylonta

acm

(ii,llette''
Cordless Nit and eas) to use
convenient nxirtable design,
unique91elescaping
33
rod
Model

Green Scotch Pine

Effective Antacid, anti-gas.
Good taste, fast action. 12 on.
Liquid or 100 tablets.

sa.79'

Girl's

$129
•

Sale Your Choice

Braun(ull', pre,haped
tics.tI tip,',
No 84-103-07

Wrangler Denim

Jeans

Decorative
Towel

Wrapcoat
Available in
Brown.

Geeen,

Ensemble

Wine, Rust

No-Fault $1 199

tine Size Fits 7-14

br-ii •

saie$1649

Ladies P.V.C.

Ponchos

Several Styles
front.

7 foot

Gift Boiled

1 BATH TOWEL
1 HAND TOWEL
1 WASH CLOTH
Reg $4 99

Straight Leg - $1099

and Wins to choose

Big Bell- Si

Many Styles
And colors
Sizes 7-It

1"

Save 52.00

Sizes 7746

Ladies

Sizes S-M-1.181s-221,

Pant Suits
Reduced

Tot.,
All
30-30 & 30-06 '''t".•
4;i?
Shells
Will Be Sold At
Wholesale
This
Weekend Si"

e—

--t°6

Early American

Kitchen & Bar

Oil Lamps

Stool

Men's
Sizes 7-12

Northerner
Insulated

Top Lace Poc $24
"

Authentic Western Cut
100°,Cotton

Cordroy Sliyddies
Black -Green-Gold
Were S4.99

Only $10
99

$
Fishing
shing Boot am

Disco
Lite

20%

Shirts

House
Shoes

Boots

Zenon Strobe

Clear-Granny
Purple-Turquoise
Black, Gold, White

Wrangler
Denim

Sizes 7-12

Black Light
Fixture

Plant
Stands

Flourescent
Bulb

MC 1 AC

$
8
27
White, Black
Beige, Yellow
Aqua, Orange

Black & Decker

.01

Lamp
Chimney

1/4" Drill
°7()99

& up

$1 1 37

Hamilton Beach

$2999
Sells
Elsewhere S34.95

Mirro-Matic
Circa '76

Forgemaster
22 Pc.

Socket &
Wrench Set
Rs" Drive
Reg. 15.97

$1299

Forgemaster
11 Pc.

Socket Set
$997

Electric
$1547
Knife

8 Cup
Gold Poppy,$997
Avocado

3*" Drive

Hamilton Beach
Portable

Mirro Matic

Mixer

Party Perk

=7:

3 Speed
Avocado
White

Perculator

\!

$9
87

.
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,Paul Humphreys Is
Dead At Age 72;
Funeral Thursday
Paul HuMphreys, retired
Murray grocery-man, died
Tuesday at 11:10 a. m. at his
home at 1714 Ryan Avenue,
Murray. He was 72 years of
age.
The deceased operated
HumpTreys Grocery at South
Ninth and Sycamore Streets
for many years. He was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
July 28, 1904, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Rause Humphreys and
I,ovie Enoch Humphreys.
Mr. Humphreys and his
wife, Mrs. Daisey Wells
Humphreys, who survives,
were married December 20,
1941. He is also survived by
one son, Kenneth Humphreys
and his wife, Mary, and two
grandchildren, Kelly and Julie
Humphreys, 805 Bagwell,
Murray; one sister, Miss
Lucille Humphreys, Princeton.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with'Bro. John
Dale officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Rutledge Dies
At Her Home Today
Mrs. Emma Rutledge of 201
Walnut Street, Murray, died
this morning at two o'clock at
her home.
Survivors include one son,
Robert Jones of Detroit,
Mich.; one step son, Pete
Rutledge, Murray; one step
daughter, Mrs. Cathrin
Jackson, 203 North Second
Street, Murray; two sisters;
Mrs. Hollie Willis and Mrs.
Pearl Dunn, both of Murray.
The Rutledge Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of
the funeral and burial
arrangements which will be
announced later.
Denmark is half the size of
Maine, but has almost five
times as many people.

Final Rites Held
Here For Mr. Hall

• Deaths and Funerals

I

0. E. Langston Is
Mrs. Lillie Dunn
Dies Tuesday With Dead At Age 80;
Services Thursday Former Countian
Mrs. Luther (Lillie) Dunn of
905 Poplar Street, Murray,
died Tuesday at four a. m. at
the Shoals Nursing Home,
Tuscumbia, Ala. She was 75
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church where she served as
teacher of the Dorcas Sunday
School Class for many years.
She was a retired employee of
the office of the Calloway
County Superintendent of
Schools.
Mrs. Dunn was the wife of
Luther Dunn who died
January 9, 1974.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. William A.(Mary Jane)
Adair, Sheffield, Ala.; one
son, Luther Dunn, Jr., Linden,
N. J.; one sister, Mrs. W. C.
Douglas, Jackson, Tenn.; one
brother, Mancil Bailey,
Humboldt, Tenn.; six granGraveside services will be
conducted by Bro. G. T.
Moody on Thursday at ten a.
m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. In charge of the
arrangements will be the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
.where friends may call.

Place Of Lynn Grove
Meeting Is Changed
The meeting of the
Democrat voters in the Lynn
Grove precinct'will be held at
the Lynn Grove Egg Plant on
Saturday, December 4, at ten
a. m. instead of the usual
voting place.
Mary Jane
Littleton,
Democratic Chairman for
Calloway
County, said
precinct meetings will be held
at the respective places on
Saturday.

Orbie Eugene Langston of
of
formerly
Paducah,
County, died
Calloway
Tuesday at 12:15 p. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 80 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
rural mail carrier, and a
member of the -Mt. Carmel
United Methodist Church,
north of Kirksey. Born
December 13, 1896, in the Oak
Grove and Mt. Carmel
communities of Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late H. E. Langston and Nora
Kenney Langston.
Mr. Langston is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Orene Prince
Langston, to whom he had
been mauled for 54 }wars; one
Ann
daughter,
Mary
Langston, Paducah; two sons,
Billy Gene Langston, Benton,
and Bobby Joe Langston,
Reidland; one brother,
George Alvin Langston,
Dayton, Ohio; five grandchildren; one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Jim Calhoun officiating.
Burial will be in the
Rosebower Cemetery at
Reidland.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Cooper To Speak At
Sub-District Meet

The Murray Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will meet Thursday, December 2, at seven p.
m.• at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church. The council meeting
will be at six p. m.
Guest
speaker will be
A wandering tribe of dwarfs Hewlet Cooper who will speak
whose average height did not on The Effects of Alcohol."
exceed 4 feet, 10 inches, was
The public is invited, a
discovered in 1874 at Akka in
UMYF spokesman said.
Central Africa.

Funeral Is Today
At Local Church
For Mr. Adams
Funeral services for Charlie
B. Adams of Murray Route
Seven are being held today at
1:30 p. m. at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church with
the Revs. Norman Culpepper,
Terry Sills, and Lawson
Williamson officiating.
Directing the music is Gus
Robertson, Jr.
Active pallbearers are
Virgil Knott, Gene Nance,
William James, William
Gargus, Ralph Kimbro,
Howard Steely, Larry Hurt,
and James Miller. Honorary
pallbearers are Judge James
Lassiter, Dr. Richard Hutson,
H. Glenn Doran, Joe Dick,
Otto Parks, Ed Kimbro, Billy
Paschall, Woodrow Rickman,
Lovirell Key, Jim Kuykendall,
Laks _Hall, Leon Cooper, Bill
Collins, Duff Erwin, 011ie
Barnett, W. P. (Dub) Hurt,
Raymond Matheny, and
Lenon Hall.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Adams died at the age
of 78 on Monday at 8:30 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
county Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lillian Stephens Adams, to
whom he was married on
December 18, 1915; two
daughters,
Mrs.
Alton
Paschall, Murray Route
Seven, and Mrs. Betty Jane
Harmon, Atlanta, Ga.; seven
grandchildren; twelve great
grandchildren.

Shower Planned For
The Manning Family
A household shower for the
Palace Manning family will be
held Thursday, December 2,
at seven p. m. at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
The Manning family lost
their home and contents by
fire.

Final rites for James T. Hall
of Atlanta, Ga., were held this
morning at eleven a. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. E. C.
Chatham of Atlanta, Ga.,
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Active pallbearers were
Coleman
McKeel, Sam
Calhoun, Bumpass Broswell,
Jack Fisher McGee, Billy
Pullen, Bobby Latimer, Russ
and
Taylor,
Jimmy
Stromecky. Honorary
pallbearers were Lee Dyer,
Crawford Chambers, and Jim
P. Dick. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Hall, age 61, a resident
of Atlanta, Ga., died Saturday
at a hospital in Marietta, Ga.
He was a former resident of
Puryear, Tenn. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Vivian
Harris Hall, Atlanta, Ga., and
two sisters, Mrs. John C.
Vickery, Marietta, Ga., and
Mrs. J. Melton Marshall,
Hazel.

L E. McSwain Dies
Today At His Home
L. E. McSwain of 1511 Story
Avenue,
Murray, died
Tuesday at 9:45 p. m. at his
home. He was 79 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
mail clerk and a member of
the First United Methodist
Church. Born January 22,
1897, in Tennessee, he was the
son of the late William Adney
McSwain and Sarah Frances
Henderson McSwain.
Mr. McSwain is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ruby Hooper
McSwain, 1511 Story Avenue,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Byrn, 1117
James Dorthy)i
Circarama Drive, Murray,
and Mrs. Merrill (Margaret)
Wise, Jackson, Tenn.; one
son, Dr. Harold McSwain,
Columbus, Ohio; two sisters,
Mrs. Cora Jackson, Puryear,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mary Rhodes,
Paris, Tenn.; -stven grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
burial
_ and
funeral
arrangements which will be
announced at a later date.

Portillo Takes Office Today
Of Economically Shaky Mexico
MEXICO CITY(AP)—Jose
Lopez Fortino takes offIce
today as president of an
economically shaky Mexico in
ceremonies attended by
Rosalynn Carter, Henry A.
Kissinger and dignitaries
fr'om 101 other nations. Lopez Portillo receives the
presidential sash in the
National Auditorium from
President Luis Echeverria,

whose six-year term brought a
promise of future oil riches
and the present reality of
heavy foreign debt, high
unemployment, inflation, a
devalued peso and a flight of
capital abroad.
"Jimmy regrets that he

cannot be here with me," said
Mrs. Carter when she arrived
Tuesday night on her first
foreign mission for the
American president-elect. She
said she brought his -warmest
regards to President-elect and
Mrs. Lopez Portillo and also
his commitment to a close
relationship and friendship
with Mexico."
Secretary of State Kissinger
and his wife arrived Monday
night. Also scheduled to attend
the
ceremonies
were
President Ford's son, Jack,
and President Johnson's
widow,Lady Bird.
Thousands of heavily armed
troops and police patrolled the
center of the city following the
explosion of six bombs at
various points Monday night
and early Tuesday. Police
declined to suggest who might
be to .blame, but it was
assumed the purpose was to
embarrass the government.
The new president was
Echeverria's finance minister
and was elected as the
unopposed candidate of the
long-dominant Institutional
Revolutionary party (PRI).
He has not said what he would
do about the economy or a
budding land war between
landless peasants and landowners, but he promised to
spell out his policies in a 90minute inaugural address to
congress.
Businessmen and other
conservative interests opposed
to
policies
of
Echeverria which they considered socialistic say they
believe Lopez Portillo will
move government policy to
the right. His new cabinet
includes
several
antiEcheverria men.

Economy. . .
(Continued from Page 1)

Purchase Area
Hog Market

increased in October for the
third consecutive month.
Manufacturers laid off 1.7
workers per 100 employes in
Federal State Market News Service
October, compared with 1.5
December 1,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market per 100 in September and 1.3m
-Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 553 Est. 600 Barrows & August.
Gilts mostly steady .25 higher Sows
Factories also added fewer
steady 1.00 higher
US 1-23)0-230 lbs. . $34.50-35.00 mostly workers in October, with the
34.75
rate of new hiring declining to
US 1-33)0-240 lbs.
$34.00-34.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
$33.00-34.00 2.4 per 100 from 2.5 per 100 in
US 3-4260-280 lbs.
$31.00-33.00 September.
Sows
—The government's chief
1-7 270-350ibs
$22.00-22.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$22.00-22.50 inflation monitor 'said the
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. 922.50-23.00 few 23.50
administration is
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$20.0042.00 Ford
Boars 14.00-15.00
"'mystified" by the increase in
steel prices and believes steel
producers might have to back
down because they could have
Prices of stocks-of local interest at trouble selling at the new
noon today furnished to the Ledger & prices.
Tirnes by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
William,E. Lilley III, acting
Industrial Avg
-.91 director of the Council on
Airco..........
211.
3,11 Wage and Price Stability, said
Amer. Motors
334
he hopes steel producers
Ashland Oil
31 8-3,8
to increase
A. T. & T
62 +4 aren't trying
Ford
55 +Ni prices out of concern that the
....... 54 +Ni
Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Motors
71N +L. new Carter administration
Gen. Tire
25'. unc will try to impose some kind of
Goodrich
26
Gulf Oil
unc price restraints.
........ 29%
Pennwalt
—Sen. Russell B. Long, DQuaker Oats
23'z -!-N,
La., chairman of the Senate
Republic Steel.........30.
Singer
17 isle Finance Committee, said the
Tappan
948 +
Westem Union
18N unc economy is likely, to need a
26
Zenith
hefty tax cut next year,
--Prices of stock of local interest at noon possibly tied to a tax rebate,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger dr
'Miles by First of Michigan, Corp..-of but that he doubts Congress
Murray,are as follows'
would push fir such a stim'ulus
without Carter's backing.
Heublein inc.:
40'8 -48
—Farm prices dropped 3
McDonal& Corp
.
55'.
Ponderosa Systems
61 .1ric per cent from Oct. 15 to Nov.
Kimberly Clark
4178`,1-4
Union Carbide
56% -*Li 15, the Agriculture DepartWit.Grace
-: 263. ±". ment said.
Texaco
25'8 -'4
Lower prices for grain,
General Elec
51 +G Al Corp
12'. —'8 cattle and hogs, along with a
Georgia Pacific
'35.8 Line
Pfizer
26. unc sharp decline for grapefruit,
Jim Walters
39'4 -4contributed most to the drop.
Kirsch
16', uric
Disney'
43 :!- 'a Higher prices for eggs and
Franklin Mint
28, unc soybeans softened the decline,

STOCK MARKET)

, On Oct. 4, 1905, Orville
Wright kept his plane in the air
33 minutes and 17 seconds.
Monaco has the densest population, with 27,000 people per
square mile.

VZf

Saturday, December 4, 1976
Kicking Off The Christmas Season!!
See Santa in the Rotary Club...

*--44430410.000,

Christmas
Parade
Saturday, December 4, 1976 Starting At 2:00 P.M.

Prtli\*

(Route of the parade - Starts at 10th & Main, around Court Square, back to Main and down to Tappan Parking Lot)
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National Store
Wallis Drug
Graham-Jackson
The Speciality Shop
Dale-Stubblefield
Lerman's
Rudy's
Bright's
Scott's Downtown
Lindsey's
Murray Furniture Mort
Ward-Elkins
Children's Corner

i

Settle-Workman
Mademoiselle Shop
Jeffrey's
The Cherry's
Thurman Furnijure
Ryan's Shoes
Murray Supply 8. Wholesale Electric
Furches Jewelry
Peoples Bank
Parker Ford
Murray Ledger and Times
Winchester Printing
Credit Bureau of Murray
Pogliai's
Burnett Shoes
Boone Laundry-cleaners
Beale Hardware
Purdom's
Murray Appliance Company
Parker Grocery
Family Shoe Store
Hodge and Son
Crass Furniture
Kirby Vacuum Sales
Federal Sayings and Loan, Murray Brooch
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T-Sgt Gary Yuill
Graduates From

Patrick Says He May
Be Forced To Enter Race
CHARLESTON, W.Va.
(API — Harry Patrick, the
United
Mine
Workers
secretary-treasurer, says the
widening rift with UMW
President Arnold Miller may
force him to enter the race for
union president.
"I once told him (Miller)
that the only person who could
ever make me run for
president would be Arnold
Miller," Patrick said. "He's
doing a good job of it. I'm
hardly left with any other
position."
Once a trong backer' of the
union leader, Patrick said
Miller gave him an ultimatum
prior to the September UMW
convention in Cincinnati that,
-I either had to make a
commitment ( to support
Miller for re-election) or he'd
consider me to be against
him."
According to Patrick, .his
response was that their first
priority ought to be to make it
through the convention and
then they would talk about the
future.
Miller agrees that the rift
began at about the same time
and accus,ed Patrick and
others on his staff of insubordination during and
after the convention.
"Julius Caesar had his
Brutus; I've got about a
hundred Brutuses," Miller
said.
"It's difficult for me to
figure out who my friends are.
If people don't choose to work
with me, I'll work without
them. I don't have enemies
unless they choose tt) be
enemies. .. I have not tried to
isolate myself."
Earlier this fall, Miller fired
two top aides, Edward Burke
and press secretary Bernard
Aronson. He said Burke would

not obey orders and Aronson
repeatedly embarrassed him
by issuing statements on his
behalf without his approval.
"They aren't the only ones
inbeen
have
who
subordinate," Miller said.
"They may have been trying
to undermine me, but that's
not the reason I fired them."
Patrick pictures Miller as a
paranoid leader who has made
Patrick a virtual prisoner in
his own office. He said Miller
ordered that he cannot travel
without permission, ordered
the 9 to 6 working hours at
in
headquarters
union
Washington, D.C., and had the
WATS (long distance) line cut
off when the office was closed.
But Miller said the actions
were taken because travel and
telephone privileges were
being abused. The new office
hours were needed to improve
efficiency and Cut costs, he
said.
The election for president
will be held in June. Miller
said he was putting together a
slate of officials to run with
him in the election, although
he has not officially declared
his candidacy.
"I don't think Patrick will
be on it," he said. "And Mike
vice
(UMW
Trbovich
president) has told me I am
his enemy."

Steel Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President-elect Jimmy Carter
says he has urged the nation's
steel prpducers to reverse
recent price hikes to avoid
giving the oil-exporting
countries an excuse to raise
petroleum prices. But he says
the steelmakers were noncommittal in their responses.

Gilmore Could Face Firing
Aerospace Academy
Squad Within Days Of Birthday
PANAMA CITY, Fla. —
Technical Sergeant Gary L
Yuill, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Yuill of 416 S. Main
St., Mulberry, Ind., has
graduated from the Aerospace
Defense Command Noncommissioned Officer

Gary L Yuill
Academy at Tyndall AFB,
Fla.
The sergeant, who received
advanced military leadership
and management training, is
a ground radio communications equipment
technician at Havre Air Force
Station, Mont.
Sergeant Yuill, a 1963
graduate of Clinton Prairie
High School, Frankfort, Ind.,
has attended Austin Peay
University, Clarksville, Tenn.,
and Indian Valley College,
Novato, Calif. His wife,
Margaret, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Brown C. Tucker
of R. R. 1, Kirksey,Ky.

Sheriff English Not Discouraged
Over His 'County Marshal Plan'
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Gov. Julian Carroll didn't
include the "county marshal's" plan in his special
legislative call but Jerry
English isn't discouraged.
"I'll be coming to-Frankfort
to talk with a lot of people,"
said English, the sheriff of
and
County
Marshall
president of the Kentucky
Sheriff's Association.
-Our group already has
endorsed the idea because we
believe it would provide better
service to the community,"
English said by telephone
from his home.
English said the proposal
would create the position of

marshal in each county with a
population under 75,000. "He would be the chief law
officer,
enforcement
representing a merger of the
present law enforcement
duties of the sheriff, county
police departments,, county
investigators and detectives,"
English said.
He said that "some people
feel this would knock down the
sheriff's job, but that isn't
true. He would get paid for
what he did."
English added there would
be nothing to keep a sheriff
from seeking the post of
marshal.
The governor said the idea

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Gary Mark Gilmore, his death
wish granted by this state
pardons board, could -face a
firing squad within days of his
36th birthday Saturday,
barring appeals by death
penalty opponents who
Ignored his demand to "butt
out."
Gilmore was to appear
before 4th District Judge J.
Robert Bullock in Provo today
to have a new date set for the
execution by five anonymous
volunteers.
"Thank you, sir," the
handcuffed and shackled
on
whispered
prisoner
Tuesday after board chairman George Latimer announced a 2 to 1 decision affirming a jury's order that
Gilmore be put to death for
killing a motel clerk during a
robbery.
"I have simply accepted the
sentence that was given to
me," he had told the board
during a locally televised
public hearing at the Utah
State Prison. "I've accepted
sentences all my life."
Earlier, Gilmore,appearing
healthy and alert despite an
11-day fast, had ridiculed
witnesses who spoke,against
the death penalty, and
snapped at reporters who
crowded into the tiny hearing
room.
State officials said the
execution — which would be
the first in the United States
since June 2, 1967 — must
come by Monday to avoid
conflict with a state law. That
law requires that death
sentences be carried out 60
days after initial sentencing,
which in Gilinore's case was
on Oct. 7.
He chose the firing squad

"isn't dead" but would be
submitted to one of the
committees for consideration.
"It could be added to the
agenda later if everyone
agrees," the governor said.
_

If approved, the legislation
would become effective in
1978.

as the only joint committee
draft
to
power
with
legislation.
An aide to Pastore said he
had not seen the Common
Cause report and that the
senator would have no immediate comment on its
allegations.
Conimon Cause said the
joint panel, established in 1947
to help oversee development
of nuclear weapons, has a lock
concongressional
on
sideration of nuclear power
issues.
The committee "has the
power- to completely shut off
the possibility of alternative
legislation or of testimony,"
Common Cause said. The
report said the panel `totally
directs the progress of all
legislation concerning nuclear
power in both houses."

In its report, entitled
"Stacking the Deck," Common Cause said that in the
past 23 years the panel has
heard only 98 public interest
group witnesses, an average
of fewer than five per year,
compared to 2,.531 government
witnesses and 1,109 industry
representatives.
said
Cause
Common
committee members actively
promoted nuclear developthey
because
ment
represented states where
there was a heavy investment
by the nuclear industry.
Twelve of the 18 members
represent six states that
received more than half of the
$5.5 billion the U.S. Energy
and Research Administration
approved for nuclear plants in
the 1976 and 1977 fiscal years,
Common Cause said.

Cold Winter For
Most Of Nation
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Most of the nation is in for the
coldest winter in recent years,
the U.S. Weather Service
says.
The service, updating its
long-range forecast for
winter, said Monday that
northern air currents will
carry cold arctic air further
south into the nation's eastern
half this winter.
The Southwest, the Ohio
Valley', the southern Great
Plains as far west as New
Mexico and the Middle
Atlantic as far north as New

York all will experience
colder temperatures than
normal, the service said.
But temperatures above
normal were forecast for the
Dakotas and Wyoming to the
Pacific Coast all the way south
to Mexico.
"If winter temperatures
follow the pattern described,
they will have broken away
from the pattern of the last
five years -- that is mild trithe
East or mild throughout the
nation — and return to a
pattern that was common in
the 1960s," the forecast said.

Burley Average
Remains*Steady
LEXINGTON, •Ky. (API —
The statewide Per hundredweight average for burley
tobacco sold at 27 of 30
Kentucky marketing centers
steady.
remaining
is
Tuesday's per hundredweight
average was $117.90 on the
sale of 21,587,223 pounds of
leaf. •
The average was just two
cents oft the previous day's
figure, but volume was down
232,155 pounds from Monday's
sales. The average price
remained 89 cents above the
statewide season average of
$117.01 per hundredweight.
Ed French, head of the
Lexington office of the service, said it is impossible to
predict when the best prices of
the selling season will be
enjoyed by farmers.
"Based on past years, it's
almost impossible to say
because last year the best
average was paid after
Christmas and the year
before, in 1974, the best
average came on Dec. 9,"
French said.
On Dec. 9, 1974, the figure
was $120.18, the highest per
hundredweight statewide
average ever recorded for
burley. The Jan. ,26, 1975
average, last season's highest,
was $110:50, French added.
The best per hundredweight
average paid Tuesday was
Lebanon's $119.32 on the sale
of 676,066 pounds of burley.

Harrodsburg's average was
$119.29 on volume of 581, 547
pounds of leaf.
Springfield's average was
$119.13 on volume of 749,449
pounds of burley, while
Shelbyville sold 1,249,926
pounds for a per hundredweight average of $119.12,
and CarroLlton's average was
$119.09 on the sale of 1,284,696
pounds of leaf.
The lowest per hundredwas
average
weight
Covington's $114.21 on the sale
of just 86,006 pounds of burley
and Lexington was the volume
leader with 3,695,254 pounds of
burley sold for an average of
$118.07 per hundredweight.
There were no sales
Tuesday at Franklin, Henderson and Paducah.

PLO Group
WASHINGTON (API —Two
Liberation
Palestine
Organization officials told
representatives of U.S. Jewish
groups recently that the PLO
was willing to accept "a
Jewish state in Palestine
alongside an Arab state." But
the two PLO officials refused
to make the statement
publicly, according to Herman
Edelsberg, director of the
B'nai B'rith International
Council, who attended the
unusual meeting.

1100%
FREEZEDRIED
COFFEE

An 8-oz. jar of Taster's Choice Freeie-Dried
Coffee makes 120((-oz.) cups of coffee. That's as
much coffee as you'd get from two pounds of ground
roast (following- recommended serving directions of
the leading national brands).
And since you make Thster's Choice by the cup.
you never end up throwing half a pot down the drain.
. So the next time yili're comparing who gi \'es vou
what for your money. remember: It's not ho\A much it
costs a pound. Its ho\A little it costs a cup.
(And looking at it that way. 50 cents off is a lot
of cups on us.)

Wendy, 4, and Joseph, 7;
Meridieth's sister, Phyllis
Pitts, 21; and her children,
James,5, and Raymond,3.
' Kidd said the fire apparently began in the living
room area.
He- said an initial investigation revealed the metal
frame windows on the cinder
block house apparently were
frozen and "the heat was so
intense, that it blew the glass
out."
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Detective Randall Kidd of
the Blount County sheriff's
department, identified the
E.
Larry
as
victims
Meridieth, 29; his wife,
Sherry, 26; their children,

Gilmore, on a hunger strike
since Nov. 19, was noticeably
thinner than when he appeared before the state
Supreme Court on Nov. 10 to
plead for a speedy execution.
He has refused to eat until
he is allowed to talk with his
girl friend, Nicole Barrett, 20,
who was admitted to a state
mental hospital at her
mother's request following an
overdose of drugs. She and
Gilmore each took sleeping
pills in what authorities said
was an apparent suicide pact.

11. ednesday, December I, 1976

A half•pound ofours
makesas much as
two poundsof theirs.

Seven Persons Die In Fire
Early Today In Maryville, Tenn.
MARYVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Seven persons, four of them
young children, died, early
today in a fire that destroyed a
111 story house while they
slept in the Mentor community near here, police said.

stay the execution.
"I want all these people ... to
just butt out," Gilmore,
wearing a maximum-security
white uniform and surrounded
by five guards, said at the
hearing.
"This is my life and my
death. It's been sanctioned by
the courts ... and I accept
That."

English was asked if he
thought the office of sheriff
might disappear because no
one would din for it.
"No sir," he replied."There
will be people around who
would take the job. It's a
constitutional job so it can't be
wiped off the books by the
legislature."

Common Cause Charges Joint
Committee; Calls For Abolition
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Common Cause, the public
interest lobbying organitoday.
charged
zation,
that the Joint Congressional
Committee on Atomic Energy
was a "huckster for the
nuclear power industry" and
should be abolished.
In issuing a 38-page report,
Common Cause President
David Cohen said the committee "provides a platform to
nuclear power supporters
while it rarely hears the
critics and never listens to
them.
'It ignores safety issues and
cost overruns while it protects
federal investments in its
members'states and districts.
It is the ,classic special interest committee to the nth
power."
Common Cause said the
powers now held by the-I8member panel, headed by
retiring Sen. John 0. Pastore,
0-RI., should be given. to
House and Senate committees
that are responsible for U.S:
energy policies.
,Congressional leaders can
start eliminating the panel by
refusing to replace retiring
members or those who lost reelection, the report said.
four
Pastore,
Besides
members will -not retlirn In
January. • -0,
There has been speculation
that a move will be made to
abolish the panel, partly
because of concern about its
constitutionality. It is unique

over hanging, and was to have
been executed on Ngv. 15. But,
retiring Gov. Calvin L.
Hampton issued an unwanted
stay until the pardons board
reviewed the case. Gilmore
labeled Rampton a "moral
coward" for that delay.
After the hearing — which
Gilmore
contemptuously
described as "much ado about
nothing" — several individuals and groups said they
planned appeals that could
delay the execution.
Tom Jones, an attorney
whom Gilmore fired last
week, filed notice of appeal to
the Utah Supreme Court,
which turned down a previous
'appeal by two other courtappointed attorneys,
Lawyers for the state
chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union. )ACLU) and
lawyers for other Death Row
inmates indicated they too
would go to court in efforts to
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SALE GOOD THRU DEC. 6,1976

ounomomumi
4,P

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

STORES

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

WORLD'S
LARGEST'
SELLING I,

PIPES
1.

KAYWODDIE *
SMOKE ALARM

MEDICO
FILTER PIPES

YELLD-130LE
HONEY CAKED PIPES

PACKAGE OF 230

SANTA FE ELECTRIC
TRAIN SET

PRO 100 ROAD
RACING
SET
BY TYCO

610

CARDS,TAGS,
& SEALS

OFF
30 LIGHT INDOOR -OUTDOOR

G.E. MIDGET SET
15 LIGHT INDOOR -OUTDOOR

G.E. LIGHT SET
18 LIGHT INDOOR-OUTDOOR

1.99
990
1.83
380
15Ft 58'

G.E. MIDGET SET
20 LIGHTS BY KAS KEL

14.88
LADIES VINYL OR
MEN'S FLEECE
LINED
VINYL GLOVES

44
3 77

MIDGET SET
35 LIGHTS BY KAS-KEL

Inttoducing Psyclic. * MIDGET SET
l'he fragrance that tells him BOX OF 1000
how ycitt feel.
ICICLES
SPRAY
GOLD OR SILVER
COLOGNE
GARLAND
1 07

1 DOZEN 13/4 INCH

1.97
PACKAGE OF 25

CHRISTMAS
BOWS ASST.
26 INCH 20 SQ.FT.

4 ROLL FOIL
WRAP

480
990

3.75K
207

•„
.4-4,
.."3.04-4„
,
,,mie

500

GLASS ORNAMENTS
4 FT. GREEN SCOTCH PINE

0

ARTIFICAL TREES

DEVON
2 LB. BOX
ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES

PEPPERMINT
CANDY
POLE
1 1/2 POUND

2.99

1.27

6 FT. MOUNTAIN KING

44
9
et

4%

.

ARTIFICAL.- TREES
NORTH STAR

1.38
480
990

TREE STAND
9 FT.EXTENSION
CORD
CHRISTMAS TREE

REMOVAL BAG

ST.JOSEPH

FeveR ReouceR
for children

Non-Aspain
REDUCES FEVER FAST

DIAL

ELIXIR

n AVM!

F eve
.eoucer+

EXOCAINE
PLUS
ARTHRITIS
RUB

20Z BOTTLE

S JOSIFIC

680 NOVAHISTINE
DMX

UNSCENTED
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
9 oz.

$129

DROPS

4 OZ BOTTLE

Reg. S2.02

DROPS

•

1/2 OZ.
BOTTLE

840
CHRISTMAS CARDS
ADD SOMETHING SPECIAL, LET BEGLEY'S
PERSONALIZE YOUR CARDS THIS
CHRISTMAS.

Lay-away Now

FREE IMPRINTING
WITH PURCHASE OF
ANY BIBLE.

Christmas

Store
Hours
9-9
Mon-Sat.
12:30-7:00

Sunday

1

HOLIDAY FOLDER

AND ANY....

Doi,
Enlargement

ree .
Of
#E'
COUPON
MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER
CP OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 31, 1976

CCUSTRAFT

COUPON

your
faveritatereelative
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Ky

Heart Clinic To Be Held In Mayfield

Task Force On Solid Waste Asks Program Coordination
FRANKFOR1 Ky. — A
solid waste tasX force appointed by the state Environmental Quality Commission ( EQC) recently
recommended coordination of
environmental
programs
between, the local health
departments and the state
environmental protection
department and called for a
total statewide solid waste
management program.
Harry
Deutsch,
representing E. I. duPont de
Nemours
At
Company,
reported
the
recommendations of the 17-member
group on state -solid waste
regulation to the EQC, an
advisory body to the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection. He said the
divisions should recognize the

need for coordination of their
programs dealing with solid
waste problems, especially
when writing regulations, and
the need for communication
among the departments.
According to the report of
the solid waste task force,
"The role of the local health
has
been
departments
seriously overlooked in the
control of problems arising
from improperly and illegally
operating landfills since the
programs
environmental
were removed from the health
department." The remedy
called for by the task force is a
memorandum of agreement
between the Department of
Human Resources and the
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
In addition to improving

Inquiries Made On
Accounting System
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Inquiries about -Kentucky's
system of cost-based accounting have been coming
itftb the Department of
Education from across the
nation since eight members of
Kentucky's School Food
Service staff presented_ a
preconvention seminar on the
subject in October.
The seminar on cost-based
accounting sponsored by the
Association of School Business
Officials(ASBO)of the United
States and Canada was held on
Oct. 2, 1976, at the 62nd annual
Boston,
meeting , in
Massachusetts. Officials of
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and representatives from 26 states attended
t•
the full day session.
Kentucky's progressive
system of cost-based accounting has been in the
spotlight since the USDA
directed all school food
authorities participating in
child nutrition programs to
implement cost-based accounting in schools by June 30,
1977, and placed an increased
emphasis on accountability.
/
2 years,
For the past 21
Kentucky has led all states in
implementation of the system
by conducting pilot projects,

Port 0' Call
Restaurant
Cadiz, Ky.522-8420
Book Your
Holiday
Parties...
The Port 0' Coll
Restaurant is now
bookings
taking
for private parties
at night during the
month of Dec. For
small or large
groups. Come by
or call us now
before the holiday
rush
/

writing a training manual and
fully implementing an accurage system for justifying
federal reimbursement on per
meal costs.
"Kentucky has a more
complete system of cost-based
accounting than any other
state," according to Redwood
Taylor, director of the
Division of Finance for School
Food Services. He explained
that the system enables
Kentucky to prove the actual
cost of producing a single
school meal.
Bill Knapper, supervisor of
School Food Services in the
Nebraska Department of
Education, was impressed by
the completeness of the
Kentucky system. "All
aspects of meal accounting
froni budgetary pre-costing to
per meal final costing appeared to be well conceived
and developed," he said. He
has asked for additional information on the techniques of
statewide accumulation and
evaluation of financial data
for monthly reports.
The seminar was coordinated by ASBO's food anid
nutrition research- committee
chairman, Dr. Creta Sabine,
an associate professor at
Illinois State University.
A clinic table for special
further
and
problems
discussion was conducted on
Oct. 4, 1976, as a follow-up to
the training seminar. Written
evaluations completed by the
participants indicated that the
material presented by the
Kentucky staff would be
useful in their -respective
states.
DOG WITH SHOES
POINT PLACE, Ohio AP) —
Beau, a 180-pound St. Bernard
has become the proud owner oi
a new pair of shoes, which
makes him somewhat of a celebrity in his neighborhood.
Mrs. Mary Bilger, who is
keeping Beau for a married
daughter, said the dog's veterinarian recommended the shoes
to help arrest an infection on
the dog's paws. The shoes were
intended to discourage the dog
from licking his paws, which
aggravates the infection and
discourages healing.
Beau's new black shoes
which lace up the front, were
custom-made by Nick DiLorenzo, a retired shoemaker.
Mrs. Bilger said Beau seems
fairly pleased with the shoes,
though he appeared a little bewildered when they were first
laced on.

enforcement of the regulation,
said Deutsch, advice that
could make the regulation
more workable included
providing field personnel with
a field manual, adequate
training, and improved
management in the division.
The task force outlined
recommendations for the
revision of the solid waste
regulation:
— Consider the existing
departmental regulation, the
draft report of another solid
waste regulation, and two
publications, Thermal
Processing and Land Disposal
of Solid Waste and A Guide for
Landfill Disposal of Solid
Waste;
— Draw on the regulations
and experience of other
states;
— Define clearly what
waste is;
— Make it compatible with
waste
hazardous
any
being
also
regulations
developed by the environmental department;
— Utilize the federal

hazardous waste criteria;
— Coordinate with the local
health authorities;
— Encourage the
regulation managed in regard
to the local community and
refer to the cost effectiveness
of the solutions;
— Recognize the need for
an industry compliance
schedule;
— Recognize the need for
compatibility with EPA's 201
planning solutions;
— Control disposal of
materials, make design of
landfill the primary determining factor and require a
record of the contents that go
into the landfill;
— Make the regulation
enforceable;
Approving the report, the
commission members voted to
and
present
formally
recommend it to the environmental department.
In other action, the commission also recommended to
the environmental department that Maxey Flats be
closed until the public can be
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WASHINGTON AP l. —
Following a suggestion from
President Ford, Republican
leaders are drafting plans for
a new policy panel to guide the
party and speak on theissues
after Democrat Jimmy Carter
moves into the White House. A
Republican source said
Monday that Ford has said he
would take an active role in a
policy panel comprised of top
GOP officials. The GOP set up
a similar panel 12 years ago
after the party was wracked
by President Lyndon Johnson's landslide victory over
Sen. Barry Goldwater.
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• Full

personnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health
Department, the Bureau for
Health Services and the
Kentucky Heart Association.
The clinic will serve
patients from
Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties.

MICHELSON'S
Bel-Air Center, Murray

. MRSDAY ONLY!

80T SALE

On Friday, December 10, a
one-day heart clinic for
medically indigent adult
patients will be held in the
Graves
County
Health
Department, Mayfield.
The clinic will be conducted
by physicians from the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the Bureau
for Health Services, the
University of Louisville
Medical School, and the
County Health Departments,the _clinic provides a
diagnostic service for each
patient, along with recommendations for treatment and
management of the cage.
Opportunity will also be
provided for the physician
referring the patientto consult
with the clinician 'regarding
his patient, and no patient will
be admitted without a- written
referral from a physician.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic

The EQC members approved the- department's
to establish
regulation
emission._ standards for
liquified petroleum gas
carburetion systems. The
standards set, reported Roger
Blair, deputy director of the
division of air pollution, are
identical to the federal 1978
standards for vehicles with
that type of system.
The commission members
voted to recommend that their
comments on the plumbing
division's subsurface disposal
regulation be given to the
department
environmental
after the public hearing on the
regulation. Harry Marsh,
director of environmental
health for the Lexington
health department, and Don
Hassell, representing the
Bluegrass Area Development
District, presented their
opposition to thp„,regulation.
,of, the
The next meeting'
Environmental Quality
Commission is scheduled for
December 15 in the Capital
Plaza Tower in Frankfort.

assured that it is safe.
Bill Forester, director of the
division of water quality in the
environmental
department
presented
a
proposed
amendment for the application of stream use
classification, treatment
requirements and compliance. In the revision, the
water quality division has
gone to a verbal description of
what a stream should be
rather than a map of streams
which was previously. used.
After the regulation is filed,
announced Forester, four
public meetings will be held —
one in Louisville, Frankfort,
Ashland and Hopkinsville — to
find out citizens' opinions on
the adequacy
of
the
regulations to meet the needs
of Kentucky's water program.
The environmental commission voted to set up a task
force with the state ,environmental department and
the state Public . Service
Conunission to cut the approval period for private
sewage treatment plants.

•11 Or 24 Month Budget Plan• No Interest 90 Day Plan
Convenient lay-A-Way• Bank Cards•(ash

•
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Hyde Park

BISCUITS

Jack

MACKERAL
Fox- Cheese,Sausage, Pepperoni

Franco American

FROZEN PIZZA

SPAGHETTIO'S

130,. 884

ORANGE s
JUICE

"reag

Detergent

IVORY LIQUID
Rosedale Cut

GREEN BEANS
Hyde Park

CRANBERRY SAUCE

California

HEAD LETTUCE 3
Fresh
BARTLETT PEARS

Washington State Golden or Red
U. S. No. 1

SWEET POTATOES
Medium

YELLOW ONIONS

3,, „„ 49'

FREE CASH EVERY WEEK AT BIG JOHN'S
(NEVER LESS THAN)

DELICIOUS APPLES
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You Can Always Depend On Big John's
For The Roost In To* Tender Meats

COOPS
Lean And Tender From Flaworable Young Porkers
Fes Biddies
Big John's Super Trim

RIB CHOPS

Lb.$128

Reelfoot

12 Oz. Pkg.884

SLICED BACON
Reelfoot Whole

SMOKED PICNICS (ska68)
Fresh

PORK BRAINS

Lb.413c

Reelfoot Pure

Lb.$138

Frozen

SMORGASBORD PAK

2 Lb. Co. 784

HOG LARD

Eckrich Variety

-

10 Lb. Pail $488

CHITTERLING

Reelfoot Bilk

SLICED BACON
Sliced

Lb. 78°

SMOKED JOWLS

(Economy Pak)
Field's

Lb.8

BOLOGNA

Pork Or Beef

Reelfoot PeeWee

2 Lbs.884

SLICED LIVER

Lb.68'

Bo

RAG BOLOGNA

Fresh Mealy

SPARE RIBS

3 Lbs. Down

Lb.

Every Package Of Meat Purchased At Big John's Is Guaranteed To SatisfyOr

you GET DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

DISCOUNT PRICED

DISCOUNT PRICED

•

A

\ 4 Way Reg 99,
ra

884
BUFFERIN
88
USTERMINT
88'

nasal sPraY

Reg. $229
Merry Midgets

INTERNATI(r's.AI

G.E. UGHT SET

NASAL SPRAY 112 oz

--•

CHRISTMAS
WRAP

4ffill

3 Rolls

Reg. $1"

12 Oz Size

Reg. $1'9

EXCERDIN

30 Count

sst

Reg. $1"

CONTIIC

10 Count

$198

Big 5 Roll Pkg.

Reg $1"

60 Count

20 Count

with each $3.00 purchase
avai:able at checkout
stands

CHRISTMAS
WRAP

5 980
3 78s
Rdi Pkg.

Rdi -IN.

Reg. 8398 Merry Midget

Avila

88t

G.E. LIGHT SET 35 Count
CHRISTMAS 664
BoWS 25 Count Bag71.
Righis Reserved

prices Coed Wed Dec 1 Thru Tue. Dec. 7'
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In an era when electric power plants can use only a
power supply involves sharply small fraction of the potential
higheill costs, difficult en- energy available in natural
vironniental goals, and uranium. The rest is stored in
questions about future energy drums as byproduct material
shortages, TVA is counting on from Government uranium
research and development enrichment plants — a stockwork to help supply at least pile of energy potentially as
part of the answers—as it has great as the vast oil reserves
of the Middle East.
in the past.
The key to unlocking that
In the thirties and forties, a
new supply of low-cost power stockpile is the breeder
from TVA dams made elec- reactor, which can turn this
tricity available in the inert material into nuclear
Valley's rural areas. In the power plant fuel. It's called a
fifties and sixties, when the breeder because it creates
region's power needs had more fuel than it consumes.
outgrown the waterpower Several of the world's insupplies, TVA used improved dustrialized nations already
technology that made it have breeder reactor plants in
possible to generate twice as operation or well along in
this
much power from a pound of development, and
coal as earlier coal-burning country's first large plant will
plapts. In the seventies, TVA be the 400,000-kilowatt Clinch
has focused on nuclear energy River project, scheduled for
to help offset some of the ground breaking next spring.
"There are problems to be
rising cost of electricity.
In the 1980's, TVA hopes to overcome with the breeder, as
be generating power from this there have been with every
country's two most advanced energy source from firewood
power plants using uranium on," Falkenberry said. "But
and coal respectively—a' there is also the prospect of a
breeder reactor plant and a new energy supply for several
fluidized bed combustion centuries."
This project is a joint effort
plant.
"With today's energy by the Energy Research and
problems, Government and Development Administration
industry are carrying on a and the electric utility inmassive energy research dustry, with TVA and Corneffort that ranges from im- monwealth Edison Company
proving present energy the power suppliers directly
sources to development of a involved.
While this country and the
variety of new sources," says
Harold Falkenberry, Chief of world worry about how soon
TVA's Power Research Staff. we will see the bottom of the
"TVA is contributing to that barrel for oil and natural gas,
national effort, but we cannot there is an abundant supply of
begin to match the scale of coal. The problem is how to
these. national programs in burn it and still meet today's
environmental
our own work, so we try to stricter
focus on research areas that standards.
seem likely to offer the most
One answer is to equip coalpromise for the Tennessee burning plants with big
Valley region."
chemical "scrubbers" to
Part of TVA's contribution control
sulfur
dioxide
to the national effort involves pollution. TVA has worked for
the Clinch River Breeder years with the Environmental
Reactor Plant Project near Protection Agency and other
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The organizations on scrubber
present generation of nuclear technology, and construction
is nearing completion on
'TVA's $54 million experimental scrubber inMISS YOUR PAPER?
stallation-at TVA's Widows
Subscrhers who have net
Creek plant in Alabama. But
received their bome-deKvered
scrubbers involve large costs,
COP! of TIN Murray ledger &
and can create environmental
Times by 5:30 p... Mondayproblems of their own. There
Friday or by 3:3Op.u. en Saturare questions as well about
days ere wiped to call 753-1116
their effect on availability of
between 5:30 p. mid 6 p.m.,
generating equipment when it
Needay-frNay, Sr 3:30 p. m.
is needed.
and 4p. m. Saturdays, to insane
Falkenberry says his staff is
&Avery of the eowspapor. Calls
looking hard at an alternative
moist he pieced by 6 p. m. week •
method for clean burning of
days or 4 p. m. Setwdays to
coal called fluidized bed
guarantee delivery.
combustion. In the fluidized
bed process, coal is burned in

Case No.4074-2092,
Homicide.
Here, in full detail, the
reasons why Sam Littlefield
was murdered—and why he
didn't have to be. Read the \
terrible record of just one
young murderer's career, and how
the repeated actions of our court
system led straight to Sam Littlefield's
.grisly murder.

a bed of limestone. A stream
of air injected under the bed
suspends and mixes the coal
and limestone particles, and
most of the sulfur dioxide
released by the burning coal is
absorbed by the limestone
through a chemical reaction.
"This process could permit
future power plants to use this
region's abundant supplies of
high-sulfur coal while still
meeting air quality standards," he said.
The TVA Board of Directors
has approved $4 million for
and
planning
initial
engineering work on a
demonstration power plant
using this process, and construction could begin in the
late 1980's if these preliminary
studies are favorable. TVA
will seek financial help from
Government and industry.
Solar energy is an environmentally desirable
energy source if it can become
economically competitiile
with conventional sources,
and a major national solar
R&D program is underway. In
the Tennessee Valley, TVA is
involved in several smallscale tests to learn more about
prospects for solar heating
and water heating in this
region's climate.
ERDA's broad-scale
national research program
this year will involve a budget
of nearly $2 billion. Millions'
more will be committed by the
electric utility industry's
Electric Power Research
Institute — including some $8
million from TVA, which
helped organize the institute
in the early 1970's.
We can't expect research
to give us quick or easy answers to the complex
problems of energy supply
and cost America faces
today," Falkenberry said.
'"But we aren't likely to find
answers without these major
research efforts."
WILD MUSTANGS
BALTIMORE AP — According to Department of Interior statistics, Oregon has 7,000
wild mustangs. Maryland has
only one.
The two-veal' old mare
named Oraenna Littlespirit was
brought from Nevada recently
by Bart and Holly Ingoglia as
part of a program to save wild
horses from starvation or from
death at the hands of ranchers
protecting their grasslands.
Interior officials estimate
that there are 60,000 mustangs
and 3,000 wild burros on the
Western rangelands. Laws to
protect them and programs to
relocate them have grown in
the last two years, and officials
estimate that the number of
mustangs is increasing by 20
per cent each year.
The Ingoglias, who put in
their request for a mustang
more than a year ago, said
they had not expected to be selected for the program run by
the Interior Department and
the National Mustang Assn. because there were so many applications and the Ingoglias
lived so far from the West.

0- By Nevyie Shaekelford
UK College of Agriculture
Inasmuch as it comes from
the Latin word "decem,"
meaning 10, the name
December seems inappropriate when applied to our
12th month. This, of course, Li
of little consequence„ but it
seem; well enough to point out
that in the old days of Rome
before the calendar was
reformed, December was the
10th month. When its position
was changed to 12th, the
calendar authorities did not
deem it necessary to change
its name. Caesar did add two
days to December, making it
one of the longest months.
But while in terms of days
December may be one of the
longest months, it is one of the
shortest months in terms of
daylight hours. The sum total
of daylight hours for
December is around 288,
which doesn't allow much
time for outdoor work beyond
tending livestock and keeping
the hearth fires burning.
Incidentally, December is the
month of hearth fires with
Vesta, Goddess of the Hearth,
as its special deity.
Although December is often
cold and snowy, it is not by
any means a cheerless month.
For one thing, the expectancy
and happiness of Christmas
seems to shed a warm glow
over the entire month, which
has holly as its-flower arid the
turquoise as its stone.
Then there's something else
to add to the happiness of
December and to the hope of
the year. On the 22nd day of
the month, the wandering sun
reaches the end of its invisible
tether — its solstice — and
turns back on its northward
journey that, in time, will
bring gentle spring with all its
warmth and glories once
again to the Northern
Hemisphere.
There's not much one can do
in the garden in December
beyond clearing away, if any,
the remainder of last summer's debris. Weed and
crabgrass` patches should be
destroyed because they make
snug homes for field-rniee-and
hibernating insects. If zoning

and other lows permit, these
patches can be burned, but if
this method is used, be sure to
choose ii- !endless day and
take precautions against the
fire getting out and burning
down a neighbor's chicken
house or something.
Something else a gardener
can do in December that will
stand him in good stead
come spring: he can build and
erect a few bird boxes to be
ready for cutworm-eating
bluebirds and mosquitocatching purple martins. He
can also set up bird feeders to
help keep all the little resident
birds such as chickadees,
muthatches, cardinals, brown
creepers and wrens well-fed
during the cold,snowy days.
A platform erected in some
sheltered spot and kept
stocked with table scraps,
cracked corn or commercial
bird seed, along with a hunk of
suet swung from a tree limb,
will keep many a bird from
starving and better able to
withstand the rigors of the
cold. But don't start bird
feeding unless you mean to
keep it up. Birds soon learn to
depend upon such a source of
food and may starve if it is left
off. Certainly they will leave
the premises, and you will not
have their help in controlling
harmful insects come spring.
During December and, for
that matter, the rest of the
winter, mere attention-should
be ..laviahed On flotiseplants.
According to horticulturists
wise in the ways of plants,
overwatering is one of the
main reasons for houseplant
failure. While it is true that
these plants must have plenty
to drink,.wet, siy.gy soil is not
to their liking.
UK Extension home horticulturist
Mary Hotze
recommends watering
houseplants only when they
are thirsty rather than applying water on a set schedule.
Inserting a finger down into
the soil is an easy way to
check for dryness — when the
soil is dry about an inch down
in the pot, it's time to give the
plant a good soaking. The
general rule is to apply enough
water so that it runs out the

drainage hole in the bottom of
the pot.
Houseplant foliage, too,
must be kept free of insects
such as white fly, scale,spider
mites and mealy bugs, Hotze
says. The safest way to get rid
of these- pests is to give the
plant a bath — either with
plain water, a half-water-halfalcohol solution or soapsuds.
The bathwater should be
lukewarm,and if soapsuds are
used, they should be rinsed off
with clear water. Small plants
troubled with insects can be
dipped head down into their
bath, while larger plants will
need a spray shower.
As December starts to grow
old,'hang a sprig or two of
holly in the house, and don't
fail to attach a bunch of
mistletoe to strategic places
on the door lintels. Sum the
worry log in the grate, make
way for Santa Claus and hope
for a white Christmas, for —
as the old ones say — a white
Christmas makes for a green
Easter.
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SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY--ENDS SATURDAY

To limit Quantities

Gillette
Super Max 2
Styler - Hair Dryer
800 Watts; 2 power settings
3 grooming attachments

Gillette
Trac II

Hai Karati
After Shave

Ninety-Eight

Lotion

Pen
Sale

79'
Wild Cricket
Accent
Table Lighter
by Gillette
Attractive Designs
Refills by inserting
a new Gillette Lighter
into base.
Reg. 3.95

REG. SUITS
$3995-$4995
$69"-$79"

'7995-'8295

$198

145.5441053,

Mylanta
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LEISURE SUITS
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0000
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SWEATERS

92°5

JACK NICKLAUS

CORDUROY COATS
$350$745, ALUE

POTS'

POTS'

VESTED SUITS'

LEISURE SUITS

hist Arrivedi

$525°
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II

LAIRS'
PRYINETNAJE COATS

17N

RIG.849.eS

SOHO
RAINCOATS

'29"

41

RISTMAS .. YOUR IAN

LI

LANES' PANTSUITS
NOW AVAJLAILI

'29"
.

Your Choice $1 29

Nr• Affroclisel

CAR COATS
RIG.SO IS
TOPCOATS

100 Tablets

$2595

IMO SALP
CORDUROY
YASUO TO

CORDUROY PANTS
$1695,11
mcs'xii_Wirs _PARIS

Effective eati-acid
tune gas, good
tests, fist Whoa
12 as. Liquid

SIZE $ T1111120
VALOIS TO 549.95

Moos 11111A Ito• IS tang)
MOW 351 TS

A

W
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Paper-Mate

Cartridges

!.:IG I. TALL MEN'S CLOTHING
IS OUR SPECIAUTY
.
CHOP !MIDLAND HEN'S DISCOUNT STORE—THE LARGEST
BIG & TALL MEN'S STORE IN THE PURCHASEAREA
*GUARANTEED lot QUALITY CLOTHLNG
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

(PIM-51111111, NUR.ITC 1
• MOOS • ROM? • It TAXIITS • 111-544

com%

Sale$1595

MEN'S DISCOUNT STORE

MEN'S VESTED SUITS

.caeltfou

ways to she Other's, nereimi snapshots
or flick the lover mid take telephoto
snapshots.
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550 1105
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For The
ledger & Times
Departments
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — he would be interested if the
Scientists have discovered the Pepperdine student could find
fossil remains of a'14-million- more, which he did.
year-old whale high in the
Santa Monica Mountains.
The 24-foot long whale is of
"worldwide significance to the
scientific community," said
Lawrence G. Barnes, curator
of vertebrate paleontology at
the Los Angeles County
Museum of Natural History.
"It's a No. I find, a whole
new thing," he said Thursday.
Barnes' coworker, Albert
Myrick, said the whale, an
News, Society and
ancestor of today's blue
Sports
753-1918
whale, would have weighed
Retail Display ad-4—
between eight and 10 tons. He
vertising 753-1919
said it may help fill a missing
Classified Display,
link in the family tree of
Classified, Circulatiwhales.
on and the Business
The fossil was discovered by
Office
may be
Reggie Sully, ?a, who said he
reached on 753saw bones while motorcycling
1916 and 753-1917.
in the area and stopped to
investigate. Barnes tolcifSully

a44,71,
Plea.2z

Pock of 5

OPEN
SON.
1-6 PM

Old Fossil Found

Kodak Tele-Instentatic
608 Camera Outfit

At the Republican Convention
of 1860, the term "rail splitter"
helped make Abraham Lincoln
popular. In his youth he had
split tree trunks for rail fences.

Reader's Digest

I. 14 Million Year

What To Do In December

I

TVA Pushing Power
Research Programs

.._,„„.......•

Large
English
Walnuts
U.S Grade No.

1 Mixed Nuts
‘6
Fancy
Grade
,
1 Pound Bag
Sale Your Choice

694

494

Listerine

Old Spice

Gift Set
After Shave 8. Stick Deodorant

4 in. Bottle
sale$11 28

Gleentlite 35
Lights

Decoration Set

Antiseptic

2 Way Flasher,
Sale
.
set
wh.....bair

Kills Germs by
millions on contact

the Moors stay 10. $

49

P135-F!

6

14 oz.
Limit 2

Holiday
Gift Wrapping
21.1. ha 12 sq. ft.
3 rolls paper 30 sq. ft.
Pkg. 5 roils
No. 2310

sale

Aim
Toothpaste
With Flouride
Lg. 4.6 oz.

Sale

49'

Presto
Burger
, Electric Hamburger
Cooker
---Bre& ea ayi I
juicy Immiferfif is
jest 60 seconds

No spinners
14o. 10111-1

$1 2
88

6 Ft. Scotch Pine

Christmas
Tree
fleshy Green
Branches,
Semstiful PreshilP•4. 68 t1101
42 Branches
& stand
No. 72-40-07

Soleg

'179
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Crossword Puzzler
Across
1 Agreement
56w/wage
8 Obtains
12 Aroma
13 Title cif
reaP•Ft
14 Dan rah
island
IS Unaspirated
16 Like
essentmi

parts

1 European
2 Arabian
seaport
3 Touches
4 Woody
plants
5 Snakes
6 Climbing
plants
7 T ran sprint
8 Festive
9 Lampreys
10 Allowance
for waste
11 Food fish
17 Devoured
22 Chicken
24 Nuisance
25 Writing
implement
26 Cutting tool
28 Aleutian
island
29 Article
30 At one time
31 Exist
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18 Heraldry
Wafted
19 Symbol for„
32 Rodent
•
45 Snare
tin
3-4 Latin 46 Strip of
20 Experience
conjunction
cloth
21 Hard-wood
Worm
36
47 Pee10161/1
tree
39 Sudden
49 Toward
23 Simian
41 Prefix
shelter
25 Moccasin
before
- 51 Cistern
27 Comfort
43 Approximately 52 Wings
29 At a
44 S,te ol Tel
54 Enemy
distance
Mahal
33 Degree
35 Spanish title 1
2 3 4 4.54I5 6 7
a ll 10 II
37 Bird's home
CO
38 Makes lace
Si3
40 Soak
al
41 English
15
17
tavern
42 Man's
nickname
11•
44 Essence
1.
02,
22 fig 23 24
48 Sun god
letter
Greek
50
26
31 32
25
077 25
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•
55 Spoken
j
4
56 Transported 33
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" 36
with delight
37
57 Unlock
NU
"
10.4°
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58 Arm bone
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1RENT THEY CUTE 7
DOING? I'M (
ADDRESSING
CHRISTMAS
CARDS!

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

AS OF NOVEMBER 30,
1976, I, - James H.
Thurman, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own.James H.Thurman
EACH ONE HAS A LITTLE.
BUNNY ON-IT DRESSED UP
LIKE A SHEPHERD...

tg.razzTivz-rzrzi

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

AS OF NOVEMBER X/
1
4
1976, I, Larry Thurman
an no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Larry Thurman.

fo-tAT AM I

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 811;Saturday 8-3.

Nice famished oportinitat
for 2, 3 or 4 collage girls
dose ye minors. Also efficiency aparmiont can lccoopasodato us army as 4

4

la)

gzarriza

Murray Paint &
Hobby Center
Estes Rockets & Accessories
Balsa Wood Airplane Models
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories
Macrame Kits & Supplies

And Much More!

DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.M.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for inf4mation.

Phone 7535865 days
and- 753-5108 after 8
P.m.

Wallpaper 8 Accessories

Are Also Available

NANCY

tz9
DON'T YOU
THINK THAT
SOUNDS VERY
CHILDISH

RAIN, RAIN,
GO AWAY

OKAY, I'LL
UP*RADE
IT A BIT

PRECIPITATION,
PLEASE CEASE

JT

ratitattattztaalutattattaatta

-77N75
,

Alickis-ls.•64.'bob e+a•Ah.e•rdwehmosdacs.ziwthdt.ekaakobemo.thas.th

Gift Suggestions
for Christmas

-Fl•••••
,
t ryaSuSW.

BEETLE BAILEY
IM 5TARVING!
COULDN'T YOL,.1
EfiVE ME
50METOIN•16

SCRAM! LUNCH
WON'T SE READN
FOR ANOT14ER
HOUR

LIKE NA kAT?

IMO

AhrztHiN6,
*i0LI'VE
COGXED

I DON'T
T..I,NN
WORDED
RJ&I-rr

APPETITE?

411
SNOW
••••••

614 S. 4th Street
Call: 753-7363

ty

.//
1
4

x-5

Boer
-

Boys

Girls

Tobaggons
Sleeping Bags
Jeans
Pajamas
Knit Sport Shirts
Dress Shirts
Socks
Hanes Underwear
Belts-Shoes
Jackets

Slacks
Tops
Dresses
Panties
Socks
Car Coats
Dress Coats
Shoes

HE

CAN RECITE
THE ALPHABET
BACKWARDS

"cf)

THE PHANTOM

HOW COME HE DOESN'T
DO IT FRONTWARDS'?

FOR
WATKINS
PRODUCTS contact
Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

SETTLE-WORKMAN

Open til 9 p.m.
-,#til-Christmas
loc your
conye4n4.
Montgomery Word
1203 Chestnut
753-1966
Murray, Ky.

SALE WEED EATERS,
The Original Deluxe
model, *59.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

3 Card Of Thanks

Supreme
Roofing
Specializing
in
new homes and
residential reroofing
For free .estimate
call Hugh Outland,
436-2716.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
SPECIAL SALE on
Microwave Oven by
Westinghouse. Only
$259.95 at Purdom's.
Call 753-4872.

Iron Stone
Dinnerware
by Ploltzgraff
Ton
Blue - Brown White. Sets and accessories.
Free Gift Wrapping.
Christmas Lay-Away

Starks
Hardware

BLONDIE
11-05 IS AN
AUCKLAND
DODO
BIRD

2. Notice

2 Notice

1. Legal Notice

121$, end Peeler

The Burie
Waldrops
Celebrate
Their 50th
The weather outside
was "frightful," but
inside
. it
was
"delightful," and Burie
and Laurine Waldrop
wish to thank over 120
guests for making their
50th
wedding
anniversary a very festive
occasion on Sunday,
November 28, at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
Many happy memories
were shared by relatives
. and friends as they
discussed
that
"beautiful, sunny" day
on November 24, 1926,
that Burie Waldrop and
Laurine (7arraway j
became "one." Amidst
handshakes, hugs, and
kisses,
Burie
and
Laurine opened many •
gifts,
smiled
and
laughed about the
events of yesteryear,
and accepted certificates of "Kentucky
Colonel," "Mrs. Kentucky
Colonel,"
presented to them by
State
Representative

Kenneth Imes.
All in all, everyone had
a grand time, and Ririe
aAd Laurine "thank you
all" for being there to
share their 50 years of
being together.

Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
AIN„ I shoo Sottlo-Workman for 9..e,7 mordiaadiso at a reasonable pride.
We woman* raw badness!!
/ You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,

Layaway,Charge and Cash
4
la,-um.'Naar.CUP tkalklba•tuit.ibili etdo.tha.lhak tv,0124.OaIN&t•di.D.P,

The Look of
elegance...
found exclusively,

r-

Mom
/11,111
The Stoms & McWherters

CHUCK 5

at

The Showcase
Jumpsuits
-Pantsuits
-Long Dresses
'- Cocktail Dresses
Separafes

:Accetsories

The
Showcase
121 Bypass
Lay-A-Way Now

for the
Holiday Festivities.

THANKSGIVING
DON'T MISS SPECTACULAR
THE ACTION!
RECORD IT!
TAPE OFFER

Portable
Cassette
Recorder

SONY CHROME CR02 OR F'ERRICHR(iME
RECORDING CASSETTES. . B1:3Y 2 AND GET
THE 3rd TAPE FREE'((Nair &topes)

A COMPLETt LINE OF SONY
ACCESSORIES IN STOCK!

Open:9-5: • PA-Sat.- - —1411 Main

,
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TVA Pushing Power
Research Programs

I

In an era when electric
power supply involves sharply
higher costs, difficult environmental goals, and
questions about future energy
shortages, TVA is counting on
research and development
work to help supply at least
part of the answers—as it has
in the past.
In the thirties and forties, a
new supply of low-cost power
from TVA dams made electricity available in the
Valley's rural areas. In the
fifties and sixties, when the
region's power needs had
outgrown the waterpower
supplies, TVA used improved
technology that made it
possible .to generate twice as
much power from a pound of
- coal as earlier coal-burning
'
plants. In the seventies, TVA
40 has focused on nuclear energy
to help offset some of the
rising cost of electricity.
In the 1980's, TVA hopes to
be generating power from this
country's two most advanced
power plants using uranium
and coal respectively—a
breeder reactor plant and a
fluidized bed combustion
plant.
-With today's energy
problems, Government and
industry are carrying on a
massive energy research
effort that ranges from improving present energy
sources to development of a
variety of new sources," says
Harold Falkenberry, Chief of
TVA's Power Research Staff.
"TVA is contributing to that
national effort, but we cannot
begin to match the scale of
these national programs in
our own work, so we try to
focus on research areas that
seem likely to offer the most
promise for the Tennessee
--,Valley region."
'Pert of TVA's contribution
to thevational effort involves
the Clinch,River Breeder
Reactor Plant..project near
Oak Ridge, TenIreee. The
present generation ofnulear

power plants can use only a a bed of limestone. A stream
small fraction of the potential of air injected under the bed
energy available in natural suspends and mixes the coal
uranium. The rest is stored in and limestone particles, and
drums as byproduct material most of the sulfur dioxide
from Government uranium released by the burning coal is
enrichment plants — a stock- absorbed by the limestone
pile of energy potentially as through a chemical reaction.
great as the vast oil reserves "This process could permit
of the Middle East.
future power plants to use this
The key to unlocking that region's abundant supplies of
stockpile is the breeder high-sulfur coal while still
reactor, which can turn this meeting air quality staninert material into nuclear dards," he said.
power plant fuel. It's called a
The TVA Board of Directors
breeder because it creates has approved $4 million for
more fuel than it consumes. initial
and
planning
Several of the world's in- engineering work on a
dustrialized nations already demonstration power plant
have breeder reactor plants in using this process, and conoperation or well along in struction could begin in the
this late 1980's if these preliminary
development, and
country's first large plant will studies are favorable. TVA
be the 400,000-kilowatt Clinch will -seek financial help from
River project, scheduled for Government and industry.
ground breaking next spring. , Solar energy is an en"There are problernw to be vironmentally desirable
overcome with thebreeder, as energy source if it can become
there have been with every economically competitive
energy source from firewood with conventional sources,
on," Falkenberry said. "But and a major national solar
there is also the prospect of a R&D program is underway. In
new energy supply for several the Tennessee Valley, TVA is
centuries."
involved in several smallThis project is a joint effort scale tests to learn more about
by the Energy Research and prospects for solar heating
Development Administration and water heating in this
and the electric utility in- region's climate..
dustry, with TVA and Com&RDA's broad-scale
monwealth Edison Company national research program
the power suppliers directly this year will involve a budget
involved.
of nearly $2 billion. Millions
While this country and the more will be committed by the
world _worry about how soon electric utility industry's
we will see the bottom of the Electric Power Research
barrel for oil and natural gas, Institute — including.some $8
there is an abundant supply of million from TVA, which
coal. The problem is how to helped organize the institute
burn it and still meet today's in the early 1970's.
stricter
environmental
"We can't expect research
standards.
to give us quick or easy anOne answer is to equip coal- swers to the complex
burning plants with big problems of energy supply
chemical "scrubbers" to and cost America faces
control
sulfur
dioxide today," Falkenberry said.
pollution. TVA has worked for
But weren't likely to find
years with the Environmental answers without these major
Protection Agency and other research efforts."
organizations on scrubber
technology, and 'construction
WILD MUSTANGS
is...nearing completion on
BALTIMORE 1AP) — AcVA's $54 million ex- cording to Department of Intep 'mental scrubber in- rior statistics, Oregon has 7,000
MISS YOUR PAPER?
stallation at TVA's Widows wild mustangs. Maryland has
Subscribers who leave not
Creek p ;WILin Alabama.'But only one.
received their home-dolivereti
The two-year old mare
scrubbers invbille large costs,
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
named Oraenna Littlespirit was
and
can
create
enVironmental
Times by 530 p. a.
problerns,-6f their ow:....There brought from Nevada recently
or by 3:30 p... on
Mondayfri Salveby Bart and Holly Ingoglia as
are questions as well about part of a program to4save wild
deys are urged to cab 753-1916
their effect on availability or` rses from starvation or from
between 5:30 p. sad 6 p. a.,
generating equipment when it de
at the hands of ranchers
Mondly-frisky, or 3:30 p. a.
is needed.
their grasslands.
protec
sad 4p. a. Saturdays, to inters
Falkenberry says his staff is
Interior
fficials estimate
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
000 mustangs
looking hard at an alternative that there ar
mast be placed hystio. ea. weekmethod for clean burning of and 3,000 wild iirr.os on the
days or 0 p. a. Saturdays to
coal called fluidized bed Western rangelands.- ws to
to
guarastie delivery.
combustion. In the fluidized protect them and progr
bed process, coal is burned in relocate them have grown
the last two years, and officials
estimate that the number of
mustangs is increasing by 20
per cent each year.
The Ingoglias, who put in
their request for a mustang
more than a year ago, said
they had not expected to be seHere, in full detail, the
lected for the program run by
reasons why Sam Littlefield
the Interior Department and
was murdered—and why he
the National Mustang Assn. bedidn't have to be. Read the
cause there were so many apterrible record of just one
plications and the Ingoglias
young murderer's career, and how
lived so far from the West.
the repeated actions of our court
system led straight to Sam Littlefield's
grisly murder.
At the Republican Convention
of 1860, the term "rail splitter"
helped make Abraham Lincoln
popular. In. his youth he had
split tree trunks for rail fences.

What To Do In December

By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
Inasmuch as it comes from
the Latin word "decem,"
meaning 10, the name
December seems inappropriate when applied to our
12th month. This, of course, is
of little consequence, but it
seems well enough to point out
that in the old days of Rome
before the calendar was
reformed, December was the
10th month. When its position
was changed to 12th, the
calendar authorities did not
deem it necessary to change
its name. Caesar did add two
days to December, making it
one of the longest months.
But while in terms of days
December may be one of the
longest months, it is one of the
shortest months in terms of
daylight hours. The sum total
of 'daylight hours for
December is around 288,
which doesn't allow much
time for outdoor work beyond
tending livestock and keeping
the hearth fires burning.
Incidentally, December is the
month of hearth fires with
Vesta, Goddess of the Hearth,
as its special deity.
Although December is often
cold and snowy, it is not by
any means a cheerless month.
For one thing, the expectancy
and happiness of Christmas
seems to shed a warm glow
over the entire month, which
has holly as its flower and the
turquoise as its stone.
Then there's something else
to add to the happiness of
December and to the hope of
the year. On the 22nd day of
the month, the wandering sun
reaches the end of its invisible
tether — its solstice — and
turns back on its northward
journey that, in time, will
bring gentle spring with all its
warmth and glories once
again to the Northern
Hemisphere.
There's not much one can do
in the garden in December
beyond clearing away, if any,
the remainder of last summer's debris. Weed and
crabgrass patches should be
destroyed because they make
snug homes for field mice and
hibernating insects. If zoning

and other laws permit, these
patches can be burned, but if
this method is used, be sure to
choose a windless day and
take precautions against the
fire getting out and burning
down a neighbor's chicken
house or something.
Something else a gardener
can do in December that will
stand him in good stead
come spring: he can build and
erect a few bird boxes to be
ready for cutworm-eating
bluebirds and mosquitocatching purple martins. He
can also set up bird feeders to
help keep all the little resident
birds such as chickadees,
muthatches, cardinals, brown
creepers and wrens well-fed
during the cold,snowy days.
A platform erected in some
sheltered spot and kept
stocked with table scraps,
cracked corn or commercial
bird seed, along with a hunk of
suet swung from a tree limb,
will keep many a bird from
starving and better able to
withstand the rigors of the
cold. But don1 start bird
feeding unless you mean to
keep it up. Birds soon learn to
depend upon such a source of
food and may starve if it is left
off. Certainly they will leave
the premises, and you will not
have their help in controlling
harmful insects come spring.
During December and, for
that matter, the rest of the
winter, more attention should
be lavished on houseplants.
According to horticulturists
wise in the ways of plants,
overwatering is one of the
main reasons for tantseplant
failure. While it is true that
these plants must have plenty
to drink, wet, soggy soil is not
to their liking.
1-171( Extension home horticulturist
Mary Hotze
recommends watering
houseplants only when they
are thirsty rather than applying water on a set schedule.
Inserting a finger down into
the soil is an easy, way to
check for dryness — when the
soil is dry about an inch down
in the pot, it's time to give the
plant a good soaking. The
general rule is to apply enough
water so that .it runs out the

drainage hole in the bottom of
the pot.
Houseplant foliage, too,
must be kept free of insects
such as white fly, scale,spider
mites and mealy bugs, Hotze
says. The safest way to get rid
of these pests is to give the
plant a bath — either with
plain water, a half-water-halfalcohol solution or soapsuds.
The bathwater should be
lukewarm,and if soapsuds are
used, they should be rinsed off
with clear water Small plants
troubled with insects can be,
dipped head down into their
bath, while larger plants will
need a spray shower.
As December starts to grow
old, hang a sprig or two of
holly in the house, and don't
fail to attach a bunch of
mistletoe to strategic places
on the door lintels. Burn the
worry log in the grate, make
way for Santa Claus and hope
for a vitae Christmas, for —
as the old ones say — a white
Christmas makes for a green
Easter.
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& TALL MEN'S CLOTHING
IS OUR SPECIALITY
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Scientists have discovered the
fossil remains of a 14-millionyear-old whale high in the
Santa Monica Mountains.
The 24-foot long whale is of
"worldwide significance to the
scientific community," _said,,
Lawrence G. Barnes, curator
of vertebrate paleontology at
the Los Angeles County
Museum of Natural History.
"It's a No. 1 find, a whole
new thing," he said Thursday.
Barnes' coworker, Albert
Myrick, said the whale, an
ancestor of today's blue
whale, would have weighed
between eight and 10 tons. He
said it may help fill a missing
link in the family tree of
whales.
The fossil was discovered by
Reggie Sully, 22, who said he
saw bones while motorcycling
in the -area and stopped to
Investigate. Barnes told Sully
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For The
ledger & Times
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Kodak Tole-Instainotic
608 Camera Outfit
ne RN% aware that gives yoe two
ways to take pictures, normal snapshots
or flick the lover and tele telephoto
asepshots.

Stop, Shop
and Save
SALE STARTS WEDNESCV.Y

he would be interested if the
Pepperdine student could find
more, which he did.

aL

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities .

ENDS SATURDAY

Gillette
Super Max 2
Styler - Hair Dryer
$OO Watts; 2 power settings
3 grooming enactments

Sale

•918

Paper-Mate

Hai Karati
After Shave

Ninety-Eight

Lotion

—41111LNIMI

Gillette
Trac II

Pen

Cartridges
Pack of

OPEN
SUN.
1-6 PM

L/

Year
Old Fossil Found

I East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.

Case No.4074-2092,
Homicide.

e

I 14 Million

79'
Wild Cricket
Accent
Table Lighter
by Gillette
Attractive Designs
Refills by inserting
a new Gillette Lighter
into base.
Reg. 3.95

$198

Mylanta
Effective onti-ocW
onti gas, good
taste, fast idiom
12 oz. Liquid

100 Tablets
Your Choice $1 29

Large
English
Walnuts
U.S. Grade No.
1 Mixed Nuts
Fancy Goode
1 Pound 11.9
Sale Your Choice

6

Sale

494

Listerine

Gift Set
After Shove & Stick Deodorant

4 es. Utile
sok
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Gleendite 35
Lights

Decoration Set

Antiseptic
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Whoa sae lab goes oat
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No. P135-Ff

Kills Germs by
millions on contact

49

694

14 oz.
Limit 2

Old Spice

Holiday
Gift Wrapping
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3 rens paper 30 sq. ft.
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Toothpaste
With Flouride
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Sale
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Crossword Puzzler
Across
Agreement
5 Beverage
8 Obtains
12 Aroma
13 Title of
respect
14 Danish
island
15 Unaspirated
6 Like in
essential
parts
18 Heraldry
grafted
19 Symbol for
tin
20 Experience
21 Hard-wood
tree
23 Simian
25 Moccasin
27 Comfort
29 Ala
distance
33 Degree
35 Spanish title
37 Birds home
38 Makes lace
40 Soak
41 English
tavern
42 Mans
nickname
44 Essence
48 Sun god
50 Greek letter
53 Elegant
55 Spoken
56 Transported
wtth delight
57 Unlock
(poet)
58 Arm bone
59 Imitates
60 French for
summer
61 Lively child
(coda'
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1 European

2 Arabian
seaport
3 Touches
4 Woody
plants
5 Snakes
6 Climbing
plants
7 Transgress
8 Festive
9 Lampreys
10 Allowance
tor waste
11 Food fish
17 Devoured
22 Chicken
24 Nuisance
25 Writing
implement
26 Cutting tool
28 Aleutian
island
29 Article
30 At one time
31 Exist
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LOOKMERE
A 191g SELECTION
OF EXCITINg gIFTS
FOP EVERYONE
ON'YOUR LIST
SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

I,I-\( Is

/u/i-IAT As1 1
POING 7 I'M

(
LA_SEN'T TkE CUTE:

ADDRESSING
CHRISTMAS
CARDS!

AS OF NOVEMBER 30,
1976, I, Larry Thurman,
an no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Larry Thurman.
AS OF NOVEMBER 30,
1976, I, James H.
Thurman, am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. James H.Thurman

EACH -ONE HAS A LITTLE
BQNNi ON T PRESSED UP
LIKE A 5kEPNER0

Nice firraisked apartment
for 2, 3 or 4 collage girls
close to campus. Also efficierocy apartment cam occommodate as moms es 6
1Pria•
Phone 753-5865 days
and 753-5108 after 8

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.
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Estes Rockets & Accessories
Balsa Wood Airplane Models
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories
Macrame Kits & Supplies

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday W.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. ,Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for information.

Murray Paint &
Hobby Center

/

trt)

Wallpaper 8 Accessories

4
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III

DON'T YOU
THINK THAT
SOUNDS VERY
CHILDISH

614 S. 4th Street
Call: 753-7363
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for Christmas

I I

BEETLE BAILEY
SCRAM.
, LLINC/4
vVON'T SE REAP"
FOR ANOT/-(ER
HOUR

/ IM STARVING!
cOuLDN,T YoL1
&IVE ME
5aNETi-liNG
7r, Ku. MY
APPETITE?

Tobaggons

Sieeping

ord

Bags

Slacks
Tops

Jeans

Dresses

Pajamas

Panties

Knit Sport Shirts

Socks

Dress Shirts

Car Coats

Socks

Dress Coats

Hanes Underwear

Shoes

Jackets

ANY DODO
CAN DC
THAT

1203 Chestnut
753-1966
Murray, Ky.

The Rune
Waldrops
Celebrate
Their 50th
The weather outside
was "frightful," but
inside
it
was
"delightful," and Burie
and Laurine Waldrop
wish to thank over 120
guests for making their
50th
wedding
anniversary a very festive
occasion on Sunday,
November 28, at the
Murray Woman's Club
House.
Many happy memories
were shared by relatives
and friends as they
discussed
that
"beautiful, sunny" day
on November 24, 1926,
that Burie Waldrop and
1.aurine
Carraway
became "one." Amidst
handshakes, hugs, and
kisses,
Burie
and
Laurine opened many
gifts,
smiled
and
laughed about the
events of yesteryear,
and accepted certificates of "Kentucky
Colonel," "Mrs. Kentucky
Colonel,"
presented to them by
State
Representative
Kenneth Imes.
All in all, everyone had
a grand time, and Burie
arid Laurine "thank you
all" for being there to
share their 50 years of
being together.

Supreme
Roofing
Specializing
in
new homes and
residential reroofing
For free estimate
call Hugh Outland,
436-2716.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
-size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

by Pfoltzgroff
Ton - Blue • Brown White Sets and accessories.
Free Gift Wrapping.
Christmas Lay-Away

Starks
Hardware

BLONDIE
HOW COME HE DOESNS
DO iT FRONTWARDS'"?

Montgomery Word

Iron Stone
Dinnerware

Belts-Shoes

HE CAN RECITE
THE ALPHABET
BACKWARDS

for your
convenience.

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

SPECIAL SALE on
Microwave Oven by
Westinghouse. Only
$259.95 at Purdom's.
Call 753-4872.

Girls

Boys

Ill 9 p.m.

Until Christmas

.3 Card Of Thanks

Are Also Available

OKAY, I'LL
UPGRADE
IT A BIT

Open

SALE WEED EATERS,
The Original Deluxe
model, $59.95. Wallin _
Hardware,Paris, Tenn.

And Much More!
4

FOR
WATKINS
PRODUCTS contact
Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.
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RAIN, RAIN,
GO AWAY
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NANCY
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2. Notice

2 Notice

1 legal Notice

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
reaseneale price.
We appreciate yew liminess!!
I You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,
Layaway,Charge and Cash

17th and Poplar

I Sop Settle-Workman for goality imorclooledise at

rLiz'aockiaftillize8c$488z.aci.athat 11,00,..0

ibdi,04..

hipp V Hi/MI/UN'

Mom

hAs aas.140,
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The Stoms & McWherters
THE PHANTOM

The Look of
elegance...
found exclusively,
at

The Showcase
Jumpsuits
• Pantsuits
'• Long Dresses
Cocktail Dresses
':Separates

THANKSGIVING
SPECTACULAR

DON'T MISS
-THE ACTION!
RECORD IT!
•

'- Accessories

TAPE oFFER

LI'L ABNER

The
Showcase
121 Bypass
Lay-A-Way Now
for the
1-1n/iday,Festivities

Portable
Cassette
Recorder
$65
"IT'S A SONY"
SONY CHROME CR02 OR FERRICHROME
R&CORDING CASSETTES. . . BUY 2 OD GET
THE 3rd TAPE FREE'(Lino 4t."..)
A COMPLETE LINE. OF SONY
ACCESSORIES IN STOCK!

Open:9-5:30

- —1411 Main

26 THi MURRAY. Ky. LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, December 1, 1976
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LITRE.WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
rivosvsuguicacssamaiNgIcsisamnagsumegisegiw
Murray Home
& Auto Store
Murray, Ky.

Northside Shopping Cntr.

Toastmaster

PART TIME CLEAN up
Mature apwork.
plicants. Men or women.
Man and wife team,
O.K. Probably 3 to 6
hours daily after 3:30
p.m. usually. Apply in
person only. Kentucky
Candy Company, Alin°,
Ky.

LLNGL CORPORATION,
Paris, Tennessee has
immediate opening for
experienced draftsman
with background in
machinery design and
mechanical, drafting.
For further information
and interview contact
Dave Katzer at 1-901642-9161.

Sales
Person
Needed

Sales
Person
Needed

Experience preferred.
No phone calls please.
Apply in person..

1111--

99

Experience preferred.
No phone calls please.
Apply in person...

Boot
Country

0

PERCOLATOR

Coffee-Maker

,v,:53xsa

2. Notice

Z. Notice
*HAT WE do best is
care. NEEDL1NE, 7536333.

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

kLORIDA TOUR,8 days,
FULL
'December 26 through FOUND
BLOODED adult male
January 2. Due to
Dachshund. Dark
-cancellations we have 2
brown. Wearing flea
seats available on
collar. Found on College
Pennyrile FLORIDA
Farm Rd. Call 753-3535
CIRCLE TOURS. For
or 762-6989.
information call Ruth
Tour
Blackwood
PEN- FOUND HALF grown
Representative
NYRILE TOURS, 753female cat. White with
3934 or 753-2827.
black spots. Wearing
flea collar. Very tame
and loving. Owner
contact, 753-7869.
Western Dark
Fired Tobacco
Growers
Association
For rent ... ap532
proximately
square feet, office
with
storage
space.. utilities furnished.
Available
December 1. Tel. 7533341-42.

B& W T.V.
., Only

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

!\•

MAJOR BREATHMINT CO.

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

has opening for one regional
jobber and severel astributors.
Accounts established by C. Jobber is full tense for entire region.
Distributors or. port time for 610 hours weekly in their local
area. Exceptional earnings
both categories. Investment
required, secured. Write giving
phone number to: Madison, Bon
32, Navitherne, CA 90250

15 Articles For Sale

LINSURANal,
Boots

Evening Bags

Ereginz shoes

Slicker Boots
66‘‘ knee Socks
'
Aigner Coat

POSITION AS receptionist-coordinator with
local firm. Some college
preferred. Some typing
required. Send brief
resume including phone
number to P. O. Box 577,
Murray,Ky.

1203 Chestnut
753-1966
Murray, Ky.

For Your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Businss

Rousehoes
Cigarette Case

210 E. Maul

Coin Purse

WOOD
SALE
HEATERS, brick lined,
cast iron grates, thermostat controlled.
Porcelain enamel
cabinets, $1 79.95,
$189.95, $199.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris,Tenn.
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, NI" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.15. Wallin
Hardware,Paris, Tenn.

.* Anik IP U fi. fib Vj iliP V Aik V 99if
4
4
Purchase
Special
4
4

Ronnie Ross
Phone 753-0489

for
GIFT idea
A
Christmas. Sony radios
priced from $10.00.
Chucks Music Center.
Call 753-3682.

•

14. Want To Buy

Going Out Of
Business Sale

WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
4374291.

‘14ve 4
‘11116,

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

Still On At

The Christian
Book Centel.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-9339 evenings.

808 Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky

Extra Special!
In Living Sound
King James Version
On Cassette

Model JET 89

New Testament Reg 539 95 a0W 53.1 9°
The Four Gospels Reg 523 95 NOW 51916
Psalms IL Proverbs Reg S 19 95 WOW 51596

with
Ovencontrol
ve
Microwa
Automatic Chef Temperature
cooks accurately without you watching!
No guesswork-no overcooking.$42995

On 8-Track
The Whole New Testament
Reg S59 95 NOW 54796

Murray Appliance
753-1586

212 E. Main

Shop Early
For Christmas!

24e Step

20% Off On All
Luggage In Stock

cZadeler

Attache Cases. Hanging tags
1, 1, 3 Suiters, Shoulder Bags
and over-niters

Bel-Air Shopping Center • 7531795
His. 10 tile Mon.4at. 10 til 11 Fri.

1st Anniversary Sale
• Fisher Price Toys
• Fun Fur Coats
(Girls Sizes 4-14 )
v•BoYs Leisure Suits
v- Boys Leisure Shirts

1/3

Off

v- Girls Fall Dresses
(Sizes 214)

.-Red I Slacks, Tops 8 Sweaters
(Junior)

;.•

Twin Lakes Office Products
314 Main

753-0123

4
4
3
4
4
4
4

Girls FALL
Broken Sizes
Odds& Ends
Sizes 2-14

MERCHANDISE

.1/2 Price

OR

SPECIAL SALE on
rocker recliners, lounge
recliners, wall huggers.
Purdorns, Inc. Call 7534872.
G.E. dishwasher, neutral
color. Excellent condition. Call after 5, 7530093.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9846.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

Creative
Printers, Inc.

•
•

•
•

808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky5
dedicated to giving you

v Quality Printing
v Quick Service
v Reasonable Price

••

••

•
•

•
•

Let us help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
quick copy service.

Phone 753-2285

4

WEST BEND,

4

••

••

COIN COLLECTION
worth $20,000. Will sell in
$1,000 lot at wholesale.
For appointment call
753-9232.

ONE-STOP
SERVICE

FOUR OAK CANE bottom chairs. Six foot oak
pie safe, completely
refinished. Mahogany
shelf and mirror. Call
753-0110.

••

Montgomery Ward

SHIELD OF SHELTER

Boohis

6. Help Wanted

Open til 9 p.m.
Until Christmas
for your
convenience

Rose

16. Home Furnishings

15 Articles For Sale

ALUMINUM STORM
door for sale. Good as
new. Call 753-5483.

12. Insurance

pant Bois

FOR SALE, Norge
washer and dryer.
Practically new.$150 for
set. Call 436-5483.

;

Aigner Scarf

Aigner Key Ring

798-3037

Where Your Dollar Buys A Dollars Worth
A Small Business That
Offers You Big Savings

UFO MA 73$3WAWA MIRA 32535L4311588MA MEC*
Shoes

MILLIONS OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre. It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.

••••

The Shoe Tree

s

TWO PIECE brown living
room suite. In good
condition. Call 753-2791
or 75.3-2233.

Complete Line of
Color Portable & Console

DISTRIBUTOR JOBBER

Make a list of what you wont to give that g
from
special lady of ymrrs

16 Home Furnishings

$9995

10 Bos,nt,s Opportunity

Rid 11'

12"

Big

This Christmas

5. lost And Found

TM

For
Christmas

BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
office. General office
work including accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, payrbll, tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 7539284.

EXWANTED
PERIENCED meat
cutter. Apply in person,
Big John's.

leaplidi MUM Via/C531454

11158

All types Aladdin lamp
outparts, very
attache'
standing
(6'9" overall height),
dolls
bisque
(reproductions). Chandelier hanging lights,
3 piece matching
secretary oak desk,
for
old
parts
telephones.
Hebert Coles
Ant*, Shop
641 Smith

9. Situations Wanted

Stine
Olympic PMze

EMPLOYEE to work in
Hardware store. Good
working conditions, full
time, advancement
for
possibilities
aggressive person. Send
resume to P.0. Box 32H

Quasa

NEED EXTRA INCOME? How about a
Tax Shelter for second
income. Call 753-7644
askifor Mr. Duncan.

Vernon's
Western

Bel-Air Center

Stainless-Steel
4 to 10 Cup
Automatic

6 Help Wanted

6 Help' Wanted

6 Help Wanted

4
4

4 Qt.

4

Slo-,Cooker

4

1
45304

• -..

=m1P

4
4
:

Ideal For
Christmas

4
/
4
4
$1295
4
4
WANTED BABY high
4
chair. Call 489-2436.
A
4
15. Articles For Sale
rroa.! Supply :
n uC
...a,M
:
4
SPECIAL SALE on Back
Inc. 753-3361 '4)
Supporter mattresses,

Be sure

to visit the

Shoe Bizz
in Dixieland
Shopping
Center

by Spring Air. Purdom's
t Iltal6iallt Jai tetriftetattA
l/
Inc., Call 753-4872.
BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be installed by amateur.
Murray-Lumber Co., 104
Maple.

THE PERFECT GIFT

ANTIQUE SOLID oak
finished bed. Roll
headboard and foot
board. Jamison mattress and springs,
perfect condition. $125
for both or 875 each.
Five -drawer chest,
perfect condition. $30.
Dark Green carpeting,
$2.50. Good condition.
Call after 5, 753-7481BOOKCASE, old white
sewing machine, .very
good condition. .Spool
what-not stand. 50 ft.
copper tubing, 1 inch.
CalL753-8103.
POS1YER BEDROOM
suite, mahogany dining
room suite, living room
suite, electric stove,
refrigerator, upright
home freezer, automatic
washer and dryer,
antique wood cook
stovet- Call OtIciatester,
4354128, Lynn- Grove.
TWO FISHER speakers,
12" woofer. $75 Pair.
Phone 436-2430 or 7535058.

Little Red
House Of
Crafts
ntiscntoA. DIAMOND PINGS

Macrame
Supplies
Craft
Supplies

SAVE
NOW
FREE
id MILE
DEUVERY
642S.00 N. floored, ready to me. Only u few Moldings,
various sties, left in stock at Md prices. thy the best for
its.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0944

Through December our new hours will be 9:30 a.m.•
to 9:(1) p.m. weekdays, including Mondays. Siniciajr
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Get your craft kits and supplies for
Christmas.

In Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

Gt
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17 Vacuum Cleaners

botoak
tely
any
Call

20. Sports Equipment
10 SPEED bicycle. Like
new. Cost $95, sell for
$55. Call 489-2715.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

BOYS 24 INCH 10 speed
bike. Almost new. $70.
Call 753-0990.

18 Sewing Machines

on
Inge
ers.
753-

tral
con753-

$60.
ood
r 5,

Hiles
la*
built
0359.
ring

SINGER
SEWING
Machine, zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 1-3548619.

NORLADIES
THWESTERN golf
clubs Betty Jameson
model. 5 irons -3 woods.
Used only one summer.
Call 247-5443 or 498-8291
after 5:00.

19 Farm Equipment

PIANO LESSONS. I will
givegadult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 7534296.

GARAGE FOR RENT.
Call 4364560.

NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
Benton between
at
Mayfield, turn
Harvey. Call 5274955.

WANTED, TWO or three
bedroom home to rent.
Have excellent local
references. Call 7534080.

22

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

BALDWIN PIANOS add
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonarclo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Murray,
Square,
Kentucky.

806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row lord drill. Call 3957463.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story.
and Clark, Largest •
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
.
Ky.

20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Polarcraft Jon
boat. 18 h.p. Johnson
motor and trailer. Call
489-2241.
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Stag, Court
White
Casual, Winning Ways,
Bravado

•••
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Prices from $3.50 to $15.00

O
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To Choose from

4
4
4
4
4
4

Shirley's Florist
00
O
& Garden
,. _--0*
Center':
502 N.46 St.
Murray, Ky.
753-3251 3
753-8944
*WHITE PINE
*HEMLOCK
*LIVING
CHRISTMAS TREES

'ft .01
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et et Pt

4
4
4
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Notice ofBid
The city of Murray Street Department
will accept bids on roof replacement on
the mausoleum, Murray City
Cemetery. Bids will be accepted until
Dec. 23, 1976 and should be forwarded
to the City Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building.
For other information, please contact Mr.
Roy Knight at 753-5127A

To All Members of Murray Masonic
Lodge 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
a
nda9
es for

32 Aprtments For Rent

30 Business Rentals

Notice is here given, a resolution to change
the by laws for the purpose of raising annual
dues will be-voted Sr. and a Master Mason degree
will be conferred during the meeting on December 6,7:30 p.m. All m'embers are urged to attend.
,
Joe F. Lasater, Master

31 Want To Rent

NICE FURNISHED 1 ,
bedroom apartment
Inquire, at Kell's Pest
Control. 100South 13th

•,

COUPLE WOULD like to
rent a lot for trailer in
the country off Highway
94 East. Between
Murray and Aurora.
Call 435-4429.

01

34 H usr

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
seat)* side court zquare
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 Livestock

Rent

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th0 Call
7534881.

Exclusive 6-way Dial-A-Nap
rug height adjustment

MODEL
1424

BACKED BY THUXCL-USIVE
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN,TOO!

)0

110

Cain AMC/Jeep
Motor Sales

I he twwh est I,...., Bt..
Stow, lough lembet
The.1 gwp Wk. eel. lot
whowl tur play It'. the
Woe that ws take IA wwl
Wep 1.01 wrong tl•.•
your bo, tw up lu • paw
We'll we ilwt he get. •
per.... tat

806 Coldwater Rd.
7S3-6448

I.

THE=HWY ENPEIR'S

NOW
ONLY

1NCLUDES't PC
ATTACHMENT SET

753-4872

gavAlf5

(DEALER)
11111
1977!
1st

Model 11596W • The Wedge-Features Allegro
Series 111 Amplifier with 12 watts. min RMS per
channel from 40 Hz to 18 kHz into 8 ohms with no
more than 0 50.total harmonic distortion' AM/FM/
Stereo FM Tuner Stereo Precision Record Changer
8-Track Tape Player Shown with Zenith Allegro
3000 speakers with Brilliance Control Simulated
wood cabinet grained Walnut-finish

flYAfai7V

/
/

I

Light4ixture

.1
!
1

The quality goes in
before the
name goes on'

et it ?I et ft

1974 WICKES Riviera
mobile home, 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, central heat
and air, fully furnished,
and carpeted. Also 8 x 10
metal storage building.
Call 753-2961 after 6 p.m.

1/2 Price

1,

Tucker TV
When you buy one of our ,c
iocs-at sensational fe?.
well
op it up for you

3

Fire Place
Glass Screen
$8995

.'

;
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Beside of College Boot; Store

AI !
d

Hrs. 9-8 until Christmas

•ss Maim .753-5311

Bel-Air Shopping Center

r
I Don't Forget Your Pet
‘Ltli
,
w
•
..
At
r
1w Ie Christmas!
II

4

I

ai

i
i
111
i
i
1

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3730.

CHOOSE FROM: ('"W", 1,
"M.-t. 4.,
Sweaters
Coats
Beds
Toys
Collars
Brushes
Cologne
Vitamins
Candy

Pet World
Bypass

30 Business ReNals

i

i

121
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1972 12 x 60 mobilelsom
Two bedrooms, gas.
$5,500. Call 753-3185.

FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days,753-7244 nights.

When the going
gets tough.
lite tough shoes
get going.

PACER
r'r

CONSOLE STEREO with
-AM-FM radio. Two
external speakers. Dark
oak cabinet. $160. Call
753-6153.

12 x 60 TRAILER for rent.
24i miles East of Almo.
$75 month. Call 753-4418.

Murray Bond Boosters

-We Service What We Sell"

SONY FOR CHRISTMAS.
Tape recorders, stereos,
T.V. Chucks Musk
Center. Call 753-3682.

THREE BEDROOM
trailer for rent on
Roberts Road. $85
month. Call 753-5031.

4:

Purdom's, Inc:

CONSOLE STEREO with
FM stereo radio and
record player. Walnut
finish. $50. Call 753-2913.

Mobile Home Rent,ik

Maim Middle School Cafeteria, Satenies, Doc. 4 CIO e.se. I.
Meet sear tries& at the market.
440

'
'799

DEMCO STAR 23 channel
base station, like new,
$150. Pal 351 Linear
Amp, 350 watts, $250.
USL Contact 8, old CB
radio, $50.00. Starduster
Base Antenna, 930•00.
Call 753-9845 after 6:00
p.m.

29

f,

414

Reg. Upright S79.95''
- Tool Req. 520.00
Total Reg. $99.95-

26. TV Radio

1973 12 x 102 bedroom
Homette, all electric,
partially furnished.
Underpinned. Must sell
for $3,900. Call 753-2328
or 753-4732.

Try eertletillay Mottiall Saes Hatt

4,

INCLUDED
6 PC
ATTACHMENT
SET

•

3682

Wi clessimi oar attics sod ire offorisie see Its largest asodt
Mal sole tiss aerial
Oethiag, leasseltoW items, Christians ileceratseas, tem
gams and hollsloy baked goodies.

FIRST WIDE SMALL CAR'

• Brilliant headlight
i.

753

200 Families are ready for you!
Holiday Motkboll Market

OUR ECONOMY'S
IN BEAUTIFUL SHAPE

•

Edge Slimmer cleans that
last tough inch along the
baseboards

SALE - TIMEX watches. All models, 20 per
cent discount. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

12 x 54 GRANVILLE,
central heat. House type
windows, air condition,
excellent condition. Call
after 5:00 753-0093.

BEAGLES.Call 753-0139.

'77 PACER!
TAE

Tbp-filiing disposable dust
bag prevents clogs, keeps
suction strong.

,

1411Mo,e

WATCH OUT

PIGS FOR SALE. Call
after 4:00 p.m. 753-0169.

UPRIGHT
AND ATTACHMENT OFFER

EUREKA
vacuum
cleaners. Bags and
belts. Purdom's Inc.
Call 7534872.

rom

FOR CHRISTMAS ARC
registered miniature
Dachshunds. Three
males, four females.
Call 753-5647.

"STAR SPANGLED
BANNER SALE"

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd,Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323:-

Guitars
Student Intermediate
Professional
$3750
Chucks Music
Center

Supplies

30 F,), Rent Or Lease

EUREKA

SALE
FIREPLACE
enclosures with glass
doors, your choice • of
sizes and finishes.
$88,88.. . Wallin. Bard•
ware,Paris,"Tenn.

r'

FOR SALE: Registered
polled Hereford • bulls.
From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.
Bred and open heifers.
Phone 901-247-5487.

GENTLE rurss mare, 4
years old with Yearling
.colt. $50.00 for both.
Phone 436-2430 or 7535058.

SAVE $20"

24. Miscellaneous

u1)

38 Pets Supplies
TWO BEDROOM furnished house near
University. Call 753-

;

FOR SALE - Electric
Fender guitar. Call 753-4
6379.

31 lieto(ls

36 For Rent Or Lease

Be Prepared
for
. Christmas 1977

Good Selection Gift Items
Use ur Lay-Aw4 Plan
Free 'ft Wrapping
1Free irking
0.1

3

BrItil(AMFFI.Ca0

CHRISTMAS CLUB
3

Auction Sale
every Friday Night
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
This week another good load frorys St. Louis. Furniture, glass, dishes, old Aitro Hunt 12 gauge
shotgun, miscellaneous items of all kinds.

Shorty McBride W247 Auctioneer

Bank of Murray
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Another View

The Film
Barn

0

0
g

;0
tit

;
;

Get specialized counsel on Group, Key-man,
Business Continuation insurance, Pension, and
Profit-Sharing.

Kodak Instant Camera

Talk To the
Integon Listener.

( As shown on TV)

EK-6

QUALITY
THREE
BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick uniquely designed
with sunken living room,
fireplace, old brick patio
with fountain, game
room with bay window,
beamed ceiling, and
sewing center in very
desirable neighborhood.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.

HE KNOWS HIS
BUSINESS
INSURANCE

Memories ...id.r"..,
A Gift of M
flalha,[5.0.1%00,0Ods.04)0•1,04.0ailbal.0,0.04*0,0Zakj

Give the "new" EK-4

43 Red Estate

YOU KNOW
YOUR BUSINESS

g
g

Available

49 Urd C- s 8 Trucks

49

1973 HONDA CIVIC,
excellent condition. New
tires. $2250. Call 7534147..

6

-

1972 GRAND TORINO,
power steering, air
condition, stereo AMFM, vinyl roof. Call 7530738.

1966 CORVALR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 7532424 after 5,753-3557.

1966 CHEVY II, white,327
automatic. Call 753-7461
after 5. Must sell.

CsalcianottawassboAtiancianwm-ciamowstswitsakwasnoarkwiwan-mal

1
1

at

Only $4995

$695°

(With This Clipping)

Drive Up Window
for
Fast Convenient Service

"NE JUST BEEN ELECTED TO
CONGRESS AND I CAN'T FIND A

"Supplies
A veiloble

HOU5E EITHER."
43. Real Este

806 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-6068

41)INTEGON

Lee King
905 Sycamore
Murray, By. 12071

Bring Your Film By For Clev elope*

38. Pets - Supplies
Pl
I (11111

ti

11

rill isill111%

Supplies

P11111•?'

VIM help 11111. OM!
11111th'

38 Pets

753 0716 Nemo
75341355 Office

It, Still fill. V(111r.

unit prinlie purl% . . tun lime rifler
;NM 1). Ill. II trill
our entire
rufun fur ‘uri.

BLACK AND TAN female
10 month old descendant
of Black Knight. Also
one Rat Terrier, extra
friendly. Phone 753-2293
after 3:30 p.m.

FOR'SALE-Afghans.
Exceptional show
quality pups. Available
from show breeding
kennels. Call 753-0693.

Court Square
Antiques

Call

elpedWriti
753-1311
fur
II I, will /WI) 51)!! /11111' die best
purtv 1•1

Murray
Antique Mall

rlDeV;
Steak and Pizza
House

Court Square

1201 Chestnut
753-1314

ruir I-et -01 Art rt-05
Pm
Christmas
Sale
26 Nov. - 24 Dec.'76

BALLS

Will Hold For Xmas
Lay-Aways

1415 Main St.
753-2202

Pi tot 'A -9t PI ft
vira

Litton

BEAUTIFUL
TWO
Pekingese puppies. One
tiny Toy Poodle. Call
after? p.m.753-4469.

CLOTHING SALE.
December 1, 2, 6, 7 and
8. Girls clothes, size 5, 7
and 9. Coats, blouses,
pants and some shoes.
1704 Keenland Drive
from 4 to 8. Call 753-7495.
GARAGE SALE Friday
and Saturday, 9-4, in
heated building. Go out
641 South to Tom Taylor
Road on right. Turn
right on Martin Chapel
Road. Second house on
Glassware,\
left.
numerous Avon, odds
and ends.

ft

43. Real Estate

AKC REGISTERED
German Shepherd
puppies. White and
black and silver. Call
753-6412 or 753-0957.

Tzz.z,

TWO ACRES OF lalld
east of Alrno on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

Reduction
Sale

the-leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
introduce automatic defrost, vani cook and van -temp.
Model No. 418

41 Public Sales

HIDDEN
VALLEY
Kennels. AKC miniature
Schnauzers, one male
pup left. Cropped and
shots. Make Christmas
grooming and boarding
reservations now. Call
435-4481.

Corvette
Lanes
4 (st

1401.440441.41.0414804.411.600460,60

POODLE PUPPIES. Also
parakeets and finches.
Call 753-6379.

BAGS

ts
‘
sb.csaioda cideso,esoascue'No rise,tisa oax ons%sea
t%catiastas.
Girls S. Boys Western

Mam Styles to

Shirt & Jean Sets AnChnme/From
ift/ /0 OFF
Suits
All
Leather Coats
Turquoise
40% OFF
Jewelry
Namebrand
400/

Jeans
with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST.
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and more from
Litton.

George H9cl_ge
8t Son Inc.
2055,5th

SELL YOUR FARM
through
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

OFF

Men's
Reg. $150.00

Suits

$ir

FOR SALE - good older
frame house on five
acres of land, 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath
and good well, has
carport and one outbuilding. This 5 acre
tract has over 3 acres
tendable and is fenced.
Located 4 miles from
Murray
in cherry
Corner Community on
blacktop road. Priced to
sell at $14,500. Call 7536072 or 753-5159 after
5:00.

RTITIVVVITZIlirglirirrattrinn1774

Accessories
Lamps
Furniture
Gift Ideas For
tt)
The Whole Family at)
Come in now and make your 23
at,
selections early.

•
(PP Fir
PhOtte 153-1474

tti

1
3

tbirtielq ;--

.
PI
tjtV Or Z

Lb

PISIMOS

mN truelove
gave to me...
1
oil the bills.
1I Have a Happy Prepaid
Christmas next year.
Join

our

Christmas Club.

1111

1) 01)1,ES BANK

.

r

MrRIIAY /KY

i

stinsCsavrimsanstsaanavriastinsciosowsoan ovo.W.rneweeetwoJkwAtypt

46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick home on 100 x 150
ft. lot. More land
available if wanted.
$27,500. Call 753-8500.

iVIV01111%111141344120Y1417=;
0111111111

r

Magic Genie 44
You can

HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway
280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 7532204 after 2 p. m.
TWO BEDROOM,bath on
5 acres. Good well. Must
sell. Call 436-2290.

tamismici

play by Christmas

If you can ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a
button, you have all the talent you need to play a
Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
Magic Genie does all(he work... and you'll have
all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
can make with just one finger.

BY OWNER, reduced,
seven rooms and bath,
with dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.

An Orchestra
sound
with just one

Conrad's Pianos
& Organs

I
V

w

il Olympic Plaza
Phone 753-1424 1
111i1VOMISCEMEIMMICTS:Mdelammmatteavsactiactssustacol

Boot Country

"
Bet-Air tenter
Murray
"Boots for every activity under the sun."

30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
1975 550 HONDA, with
windjammer, 4500
actual miles, A-1 shape,
$1,000 Firm. Call 4362590.

finger!u

Savings up to SO% for fhe

entire family,

over 2,000 'air of boots on display. While
that register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to be given away.

'INTERIORS

Post Office Box 112
Tenth and Ovannot
Murray, Kentucky 42071

aaaaaa.aaaaaa.aaaaa

itMtiMSArt.
Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Some price as last year. 399.00 included Ky. Tax

Every man with a pickup needs his own
tool box.
Fhp Top Lids loony to use
Inside Sfichng Troy (handy)
Locks On Each Side (prevents theft
Con be used as company expense

49.Used Cars & Trucks
1971 SILVER GREMLIN
X. Really nice. $1180.
Call 436-2502.
1971 KINGSWOOD station
wagon, Chevrolet. Take
over payment, $52 a
month. Call 4364855.

1977 OLDS CUTLASS
Brougham. Fire thoen
red. Call 753-7785.

AIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET. INC.
MUNE 753401
. o. sox 1411
NKAIIAY, KENTUCKY

42071

4016b
-V4Vii *Ai/141R

at over $500.00, boots, and many other
misc. items. Also from now until 24„
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.
The Self-Defense Product of The Future.

9-9 Dail‘ 1-6 SundaY

lt74 MUSTANG II Ghia,
low miles. One owner.
Clean. Call 753-1603.

CHEVROLET
1875
pickup Silverado. Black,
power and air. Call 7537785.

'29"& $35"

FREE: Thunderbird Mini-Bike valued

1967 OLDSMOBILE, air,
good condition. Call 7537622.

CHRYSLER
1967
Newport, body good,
clean inside, runs good.
Call 489-2639,

Boots Reg. 165.00

753-9111 Ohnemk Mena

-ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.

entiv,

47. Motorcycles

Dingo 8 Frye

Vernon'ssOrt Coats:
a Western Store
$3500
9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sun

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across
from Post Office.

BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5',4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
Pt bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.

Gift Selections
Of

40% OFF

Men's
Reg. $85.00

V.

•

PERFECT HOME!
PERFECT LOCATION!
In Canterbury. Like
new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room.
Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore,753-7724.

75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm-all fenced
with
ponds,
good
modern stable with
water and electricity,
other outbuildings on
beautiful rolling land.
Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view. SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
Reasonably priced so
woodland near Kenphone as at KOPtucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
PERUD REALTY, 7531222. for more in- - frontage on county road.
Can be financed. Call R.
formation on this choice
A. Morris,436-2473.
property.

iv

THREE YEAR OLD
white female Poodle.
Call 753-9475.

10% Off
SHOES

Our Gifts Are
One of a Kind,
So Use Our
Lay-A -Way Now To
Hold That Special
Gift For Christmas

43. Real Estate

THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home with 11
/
2
baths, formal livingdining room, family
room with beautiful
marble fireplace, new
carpeting throughout,
built-in kitchen with
dishwasher. Located 6
miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for
horses. Mid 30's. Call
435-4566.

1968 DODGE STATION
wagon. Air conditioned,
power. May be seen at
Jean Green's Gulf
Station on Syeamore.
$450.00.

WALLIS DRUG
L

•
*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

LITTLE RED
HOUSE OF CRAFTS
Through December our new hours will be 9:30 a.
m. to 9:00 p. m. weekdays, including Mondays.
Sudday 1 p. m. to 6 p. m. Get your craft kits and
supplies for Christmas.

In Uncle Jeff's
Center

Shopping
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PUT IT IN THE
[NO,
air
AM753-

',327
-7461

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FOR RESULTS

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1972 PONTIAC Lemans
Sport Convertible. 53,000
Actual miles. In extra
good condition. 62350.00.
Phone 354-6217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1979 LTD,power steering,
power brakes, 351 V-8,
automatic. In good
condition. $700. Call 7537930 after 5p. m.
1972 V. W. FOR SALE.
Red. In good cocinition.
Priced to sell. Call 7531724.
1973 FORD LTD, 2 door,
vinyl top, AM-FM radio,
full power, 23 channel C.
B. $2195 or best offer.
Call after 6 p.m. 4354524.

1174 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.

D-1-A-1.
_A_
GIFT

1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
III. Excellent condition.
White with blue vinyl
roof. $1050 or best offer.
Call after 5,75378965.
1.

19731. H. Scog, II I 2 x
power steering, power
brakes, automatic
trans., positraction and
luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. $2495. Call 4362136 after 4 p.m.

753-SHOP
(753-7467)
Buckingham
Ray

50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

Omelet!(enter

51 Services Offered

Open Sun
1 to 5
Until 8 p m Fri

UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 7539232.

Graham
Jackson
(our' Some
1.1nril So or Fri

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 Or
753-9490.
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
Sandy Harmon,753-4484.

753-9696

•••

ii

WWI

Take up Payments

Have

Quiz Kid
Calculation
a
a

of

ily,
iile
of

led
ler
24,
3y.
re.

PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and
old work, with years of
back experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.

sir°

Chestnut St.

toe rszt ctrar se warm(mr cod

VW VW Et= VIM OM EN RAI

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.

VS`A

a

lliGenulne Saddle stitched
!
IlEsclushre Deep Grebe
111Styled Melds. Lock Deslip. 1
Coupon
W

Off
8 Track AC20%
Tope Cases

a

a
SHOE
BILL

Okieland
ShoPPOW
t-SHof

Open Suncia• I ",

••••••••••••••••••

a
a

During A Holiday Season,
Going To A Friends For Dinner,
During The Holiday's, Take a
Plant as a Hostess Gift,

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

CERAMIC
TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate, mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile anti
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. E;a117534707.

WTIVT/VIVWWWVIZTiTTITITITIN
K
They Run On Imagination
ti
NotD-Cell Batteries
A child lives in a world of imagination. t13
This Christmas, The Panhandler has a 21
collection of toys to inhabit that world
Toys that come to life with the touch.
A whole collection of reasonably priced
toys that can be opened on Dec. 25th and 01,1
not be broken or need a battery by Dec. '4
26th

The New Look
The Farrah Faikcett, Toni Tennille,
Dorthy Hamil, The Nova
The Wedge

Jute

Zone

,1
t,
'C
o

,15,1

-;3-6175
, Ni„,1,1„„v

Formerly

Tami Coordinate

Free Haircut
with each shampoo
& set

to be given

Dixieland Center
753-3461

Layaway Now
For Christmas

Butter Machine $2991

Salton Yogurt Maker

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating.. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

Acme Juicerator.Model 5000

Acme Juicerator Model 7000

20% Off
15% Off

$12"
$499$4995
929
169

All Items When
YOuPayhy Cash

All Items When Using
Master Charge or Badkamericard

Doily 9 00 600
8 00
Closed Sundays

Hours
frotioy 9 00

Jerrie Perkins, Owner

Spoke &
Pedal
3-5-10 Speed & Moto-Cross

Bikes

Christmas Lay-Away
We'll Store Your Purchase
Until Christmas

- Specializing In All

Bike Repair

753-0388

•Complete line of Parts
& Accessories
•Back Packs • Book Rocks

Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street

.1614V 190011

fit

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, ane
institution rugs come
steam
by
clean
cleani.ng.
_Flee
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 7534359.

;
WILL DO___RWFWG,
Repairing, siding or any
tuie of repair work on
house. C.36 753-5743 or
753-4706.

Nirrei

FREE

Tree of Life

arQ tiPla

,1

JuDon's
Beauty Salon

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, alungruun.
or
vinyl a*nings.
Aluminum Service Co.,
Call 492-8647. ,

B-J WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854,527-1969, or
527-1315.

_

tePta MINI Op Ota

414604&yliatiwavel.

Happy Baby Baby Food Grinder

WILL DO inside or Outside painting and small f
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

11,irr,sx k‘.'0171

The Charm

FREE - TWO blabk
male kittens, 3 months
old. Very affectionate.
Call 753-3994.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436-

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.

ik
VeWelarrt *
-:

Blueberry Patch

5,, 1

FREE PUPPIES. Good
qhildrens pet. Call 462669.

DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for- leveling,
Spreading backfilling.
-Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

11 / 1 ,1 /11,1, II, 'PIT/01110 I,

I

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work itimpletely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

SaltonPeanut

GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center,753-0180.

Ali

irezircrigrQ irep

FREE YOUNG adult
spayed female dog.
Brown
with
black
markings. Mixed breed,
very gentle and affectionate. Would make
a lovely pet for a family.
Call 753-3535 or 76-6981.

PAINTING
AND
paperhanging by the
hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343,

K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and appliances-Also buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.

ALMOST EVERYTHING In NOT WE CAN GET IP

6?ca Etcy SP,:erg

FREE HALF Siamese
kittens. 8 weeks old. All
black. Call 753-9336.

Jacks Food Dehydrater

MOBILETHOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awhing, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

BEADS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM
s: Informal basic is "the" bead of the dav.
' 7534701

I
I

Available On Anything
ma maIsm ism sza fmataxifeM =Ise arlit.

JUST ARRIVED IN TIME FOR THE
HOLIDAY SEASONS...A SELECTION OF
BEADS AT SALE PRICE
Make your own necklaces & Save at
„ our low prices.

PtisartactsaciallagismatrillailanmcillifsaMmIlmIlsaLIACIMil

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

54 Free Column

IS

ar re Different. Alnique And Very Much Today

a

I

Certificate

753-0859 Waci
ik"? ert.11

Take A Plant
To Dinner

I

Expires 12-6-76

SMOLT a CMS WELCOME

a

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combinibg
Call 753-8090.

WANTED ELDERLY
lady to live in my home.
$225.00 per month. Call
527-9073 or 753-5394.

On All Colored

HE HAVE

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

I

20% OFF
1

51 SeryiLes Ofte,e0

I

Good With Coupon

a
a

1 Services Offered

I

1 2 Price Sale 12 Price Sale
A Selection
On Certain
Of Plaques
Types Of
and Misc. Items Needle Point

a

Check out
our fantastic
selection of
purses from
_
Leather
Shoulder
Bags to the
New Super
Clutch

I

I

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

s14"

Drx+elcncl Center Murray, Ky.

Ragtvaxelat

Dial
753-SHOE
And Well
Wrap One
Up For You

s500

J 3 B Music-Magnavox

10-8 Mon. Ara Sat.
1-5 Sunday Til Christmas

•••••••••••••••••••

s22 s
s750

753-0113
Steve & Norms UN

Citaitnut St.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

$1250

21" B/W TV
23" Color portable
25" Color TV
24" Magnavox Color TV
Magnavox Console Stereo

Tuesday Taylor Tiny Mighty
Mo $475
Dolls
Breaking Point
$600
Game $649

•
•
•

VENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.

TV's and STEREOS

Special Thru Sat. Dec. 4

Dixieland
Shopping Center

I

Gift
mamasa&

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estionateS.

Month

Wurlitzer Organ 555
Wurlitzer Organ, used
Wurlitzer Piano(ea)
Electric Piano, used

I

I
I
I
I
III
I

a

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work., Grading,
hauling,
and
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

ORGANS - PIANOS

liminiouee

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

CLEARANCE

Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas

Ili

a
1
I
g
1
I

Dixieland Shopping
Center

3
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1 services Offered
Buckingham Ray & Graham
Jackson have the petted
Solution to you Christmas gift
dilemma We have Santis staff,
Tuna Nicks and Willett, Richar
dson, manning the telephone
with our Dial-A-Gitt plan DialA-Gilt enables you to contact us
and let us do the worrying
about that hid to choose gill
Just call Willeue or Irina and
they will see that your gilt is
selected by one ol our experts.
wrapped by one of our
specialists and delivered to you
in lime for you to enrol this
yoyous season So that you can
see Santa s helpers at work,
Willette and Irina will be
stationed in Graham Jackson s
window preparing those sure to
please gilts But if you are
unable to get out to see them
lust call 753-SHOP and their
gift selection will bring the
holiday season to you Dial-A•
Gilt gives you the chance to
shop Murray s two finest men s
stores, Buckingham Ray and
Graham Jackson, with rust the
touch of the phone All ol Sana s helpers at Buckingham Rat
and Graham Jackson wish you
and yours a Happy Holiday

(hest nut Street

Dixieland Center

.

/
I
I

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. •Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.

Gifts

01
,

,
Gifts

It,

Dec. 24th

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
ver4
reasonable rate;
references, • free
estimates. Quick drying.
. Call 7534827 or 753-9618.

Shop For
Guys Si Gals - 1.enthpr
*Shirts *.Shills
•1,,rracitior •(
Iliggers solti•
* 1 bilitIa• /)r,,.%Nes A- *
Astuats.mts.00ese+eits."1140.64040.{14LIIbdlIi
1.

SIT

HAVING -1'ROUBLE
• gel.ting? - those smell
plumbing lo
46
bs done?
Then call 75
14.

Gifts

Soaps for men, women, and children. From 9
foreign countres and -the,_U.S.A. Wall hangings
frorn Peru! Sheets by Vera and Ann Klein,
Belgidin linen place mats, and wicker and bamboo shelves for the bath room.Come See Min

P.S. Open Sunday from

1-5, H.TM

p.

(I;
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Vigil Finally Ends For Oven Fork Residents
By Paula Alexander
OVEN FORK, Ky. — Their
lights glaring against early
afternoon sun on Nov. 19 the
hearses slowly wound down
the dirt road and out the gate
of Scotia Coal Company's
Black Mountain Mine No. 1 in
Letcher County.
The long wait was over - the
bodies of 11 men killed in the
second of two explosions at the
mine last March had been
recovered.
Officials said the dead men
were brought to the surface at
12:05 p.m., EST. The bodies of
the three federal inspectors
and eight Scotia employes had
been entombed in the mine
since March 11.
The team had been
preparing the mine for an
investigation of an explosion
that had killed 15 men two
days earlier when they met a
similar fate. Shocked by the
double tragedy, officials
declared the mine too volatile
and ordered it sealed until the
atmosphere had calmed.
All openings were sealed
and for four months the interior was monitored until the
oxygen level had decreased to
a safe reading. Finally, Scotia

was unsealed July 14 and
rescue crews began the long
"air-locking" process to reach
the men. The three and onehalf mile journey was hampered by flooded areas and
roof falls.
Now, the bodies recovered,
the investigation to answer the
"why" will begin. A team
from the federal Mining
Enforcement and Safety
Administration (MESA), the
state Department of Mines
and Minerals and mine employes reentered Scotia the
day after the recovery to
begin their research.
According to Sam Johnson,
deputy commissioner of the
Kentucky department, the
explosion evidently originated
out of a section known as No. 2
Southeast Main.
Johnson said MESA has
taken dust samples from the
site, mainly to determine the
percentage of coke present.
Heated coal produces coke so
an analysis may determine
the. explosion's extent, he
explained.
Johnson noted that investigators still do not know
what caused the explosion. (It

has been suggested that a
spark from a motor near the
explosion area may have
touched off the blast.)
Johnson said that airlocking is expected to resume
Nov. 29 following a week-long
moratorium to honor the dead.
When the mine has been entirely reventilated, further
detailed investigations will be
held.
Citing the many unexpected
setbacks encountered by
rescue workers before the
bodies were located, Johnson
declined to say when the mine
would be readied for the investigation.
"The bodies are where we
thought they were; where we
were told they were," announced MESA head Robert
Barrett during a press conference held a few hours
before the men were brought
to the surface.
Harreld N. Kirkpatrick,
commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Mines and
Minerals, also appeared at the

briefing. He and Barrett were
the first men to reach the
bodies.
Kirkpatrick said that six of
the men apparently tried to
run just before the explosion
but fell to the ground. Three
men were pushed against an
eight-inch thick concrete
building in which electrical
equipment was stored,
knocking down a portion of the
wall.
Moreover, self-rescue
breathing equipment was
found uncased by about four
or five men. It is not known if
the blast was responsible or
whether the men themselves
removed the self-rescuers.
Officials said indications
suggest that the men were
killed instantly. Autopsies
were later scheduled for
several of the men to see if
their survivors qualify for
black-lung benefits.
U. S. Rep. Carl Perkins, D7th District, presented Basil
Holbrook, brother of one of the
Scotia victims, to reporters

after the last hearse had
pulled out of the, mine site.
Holbrook had worked at Scotia
for several years before
quitting in 1969. "I quit
because I knew it (Scotia) was
going to blow up. I didn't know
when, but I was getting out,"
Holbrook stated.
Perkins suggested that the
explosions could have been
avoided if Scotia had been
''properly inspected." He
added that the bodies could
have been removed within a
week if rescue workers had
entered through a bore hole
some 1,000 feet above the
bodies instead of the more
lengthy route.
However, Kirkpatrick noted
that it is the company's duty to
submit a rescue plan for
approval by MESA and state
officials. The plan was offered
by the Blue Diamond Coal Co.
of Knoxville, Tenn., Scotia's
parent company. It was the
only plan drawn up by Blue
Diamond and was okayed by
officials in charged of the
rescue operation.

VIGIL ENDS—Hearses carrying the bodies of 11 men killed in the second of two explosions last March at a Letcher County coal mine leave the Scotia Coal Co.'s compound. The bodies remained entombed in the mine for more than eight months since
officials determined that a safe rescue could not be attempted until the volatile atmosphere had calmed.

AFTER
ALL VALUES
BELLE VIEW, Ky. —
Shortly after the new
minimum security women's
correctional institution
opened here, a couple of
slightly inebriated fishermen
climbed the steep bank from
the Ohio River and knocked on
the door of-one of the cabins
there.
The young woman who
answered the door told the
men,"You aren't supposed to
be here. This is a prison."
Maybe because of his
condition at the time, or
maybe because of the relined,
scenic, fenceless setting, the
man found it hard to believe
he-was standing in the middle
of one of the Commonwealth's
correctional institutions.
Testing the young woman to
see if she was telling the truth,
the man asked, "Is Lucille
Robuck still head of the Parole
Board?"
The woman, who was due to
go before the Parole Board the
next morning, told him she
was.
"She gave me three setbacks when I was at the
reformatory," the fisherman
said.
The Boone County facility,
which is the first minimum
security institution in Kentucky for female offenders,
has yet to receive an official
name. Several, possibilities
are being considered, but a
new entry entered the field
recently when Corrections
Commissioner David Bland
visited the institution.
Driving into the facility,
Bland noticed a large, red,
wooden apple hanging from
the front gate. The apple,
made by the women in their
woodworking shop, had a
black wooden arrow through
it.
Written on the apple in
large, , black letters was,
"Boone's
Farm
Apple
Prison."
The institution's superintendent, Gary
Dennis,
presented the apple to Bland.
It now hangs in the commissioner's office in Frankfort.
The institution has reported
no incidents in the more than
three months it has been in
operation. We haven't even
had to write anyone up for
even the smallest problem,"
Dennis said.
Bland credits the lack of
trouble to strict new screening
procedures the Bureau of
Corrections has adopted.
"When the offender is sent

to one of our institutions, that
individual is now placed in an
orientation program where we
can determine his or her
needs, crimihal sophistication, attitudes and temperament," Bland said.
This orientation program
has been in effect in Kentucky's correctional institutions for three-to-four
months now in'an effort to
place each offender in the
appropriate
institutional
environment for his needs.
"The Boone County facility
is a fine example of how our
screening process works,"
Bland said.
"At Boone County,there are
no fences. The women live in
cottages. Tbey're allowed to
function as normally as
possible. They have telephone
privileges. They have small
kitchens in their cottages
where they can get used to
using a stove again; and they
can get out and walk around
the property, see the sun, the
stars, sit on the grass, just
generally things they can do
outside of prison. They're
treated like ladies — not inmates," Bland said.
The commissioner said he
believes this type of treatment
is necessary as a
reorientation
to
society.
"They're able to make
decisions and develop a
feeling of self-worth," he said.
The Boone County facility
or "Boone's Farm," as is
becoming its nickname)
currently houses 17 female
offenders. It has a capacity for
eventually housing 35-40
women.
Dennis said he will soon be
going to the Kentucky
Correctional Institution for
Women near Pewee Valley,
the only other Kentucky
correctional institution for
'female offenders, to' participate in a screening process
to transfer some more women
to his facility.
"We're screening these
women very carefully,"
Dennis said. "They have to
earn their way into our
facility. It has to serve as a
very high reward for it to
mean what it should to the
women.
"Being sent* here is a very
important step in an inmate's
progression through the
correctional system. It shows
that the woman has made a
true commitment to change
her life and return to society
as a responsible, productive
citizen."

The poison gases in your
filter cigarette.

Part II of a study that shoutd
makce smokers of even the
mildest filter cigarettes
want to quit Read how
hydrogen cyanide and
nitrogen oxides are in every
puff you take And learn how
, your brand stacks up when
it comes to poison gas

59'

Readers Digest
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Special

Quasar W

DEN FURNITURE
THE MEASURE OFQUALITY

2 speed 18 L.
AUTOMATIC WASHER
•Three Cycle Dial Selections
•Three Wash end Rinse
Temperature
•Two-Spud Operetion
•Porcelain-On-Steel Top, Lid
& Interior Tubs
•Automatic Safety Lid Lock

Quasar
19" B&W Portable TV

Sofa- Loveseat
2 Chairs - 3 Tables
ALL FOR

DININGROOM
SUITE
By BROYHILL
5 side Chairs
1-arm Chair
Lighted China
Reg. $799.00

$39900

BEDROOM SUIT
4 pc. White
Bed - Dresser
Chest - Nitestond

No.$4'
LIVINGROOM
SUITE

$299"

Sofa - loveseat
Chair
Herculon Cover
ALL FOR

diagonal

100% Solid State Chassis 3-Stage iF Video
Amplification Stabilized Power Supply System.
Custom- Matic "Pre-Set" VHF Tuner 70 Detent
UHF Tuner. Pop-Up Carry Handle. Sound
Out-Front. Uses less than 70
watts of energy. Walnut grain
Up tó.36 Mos.
finish on plastic cabinet.
To Pay
Model XR5826NW.

DE522G

Bed - Hutch Mirror,
,
Chest - Dresser
Reg. $499.00

MR. COMFORT

RECLINERS

Now ,,,s3
9900
• Four Temperatures
•Superior Air Flow
•Wrinkte-Priventing Coot-Down
• Large Capacity Drum
•Safety Door
•Powerful Motor —Overload
Protection

Quasar
13 Portable Color TV

Herculon
Big Man Size

''As is
LIVE

10" HANGING
PLANTS
$595

PLATE GLASS
MIRRORS
Door & Wall
16 x 60
Reg. $29.00

diagonal

TEA CARTS

100% Solid State • Service Miser' Chassis Weighs
only 34 lbs In-Line Matrix Picture Tube with
Additional Pre-Focus Lens
24.000 Volts of Picture Pews'
(design average) Low energy
Up to 36 Mos.
use. Walnut grain finish on plastic
To Pay
cabinet. Model WP3806NW.

Pine- Maple
Cherry

$0000

RECLINERS

Up

La-Z•Boy
Berk line
Bassett

JAMISON

ze-

SLEEPERS

Qrvuicasel;

SU
rPceHetAsrabstsy

th

Herculons
Start at

ALL ON
SALE

Choice of
Styles & Colors

Many other
Sale Items

afiCtelviiracirttair

eer

7/11 Mi.if/ NI Of CH i///

16 CU. FT. NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
•lcemaker Can Be Installed Now or Later
•'150.2 Lb. Freezer
•Adjustable Shelves
EARLY
AMERICAN
STLYING
100% Solid Slate "Service Miser"
Chassis featuring the Super
Module. "Insta-Matic" Color
Tuning. Low energy use. Rustic Maple
grain finish on hardboard 8Hd select
Take up to
hardwood solids with - simulated wood
36
Mos. to Pay
material. Casters Model WU9310NS.

TERMS AVAILABLE:

Neu.Shipments

Take up to 36 Months
To Pay,on All Furniture
and Appliances.

Arriving Daily

Come in & browse
around. See what
we hare.

LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

"The store with Lotc Orerhead — Anyone .58" -FERRY AND GERALDINE SYKES. MGRS.
FREE 0E111 -FRY — FINANCING ARRANGED — L4I-A-W1,4
41 ,1 N. 11 }MET STREET — PARIS, TENN. — PHONE 642-6996

IGet Ready For It
Metric Is Corning
We might as well get ready doesn't go too far above 27
for it. Within a few years, degrees.
physical fitness buffs will be
All this will happen because
jogging two kilometers a day, last December Congress
weight watchers will be passed a law establishing the
starving themselves to try to International System of Units
lose five kilograms, motorists (more commonly referred to
will be figuring how many as the metric system) as the
miles to the liter their cars are official system of weights and
almost measures in the United States.
averaging, and
everyone will be praying that
In passing the law, Congress
the temperature in August established a 10-year tran,Aekr".eettleg'F.vr•W

•
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Farm Prices Drop 3 Per Cent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Prices farmers receive for
their raw products dropped 3
per cent last month, led by
declines in the prices of grain,
cattle, hogs and grapefruit,
according to the Agriculture
Department.
The
department said
Tuesday that higher prices for
eggs and soybeans softened
the decline, which has coincided with a slowdown in the
rise of consumer food prices.
It was the fourth straight
month of decline. 'J. Dawson Ahalt, the
department's staff economist,
said over-all farm prices
"went down a little more than

I thought they would" last
month. He said he was not
making predictions but felt
that "we're coming out of the
woods" on depressed cattle
prices.
Livestock prices figure
heavily in the department's
total farm price index.
Compared with a year
earlier, Nov. 15 farm prices
averaged 6 per cent less,
according to the department's
Crop Reporting Board.
The latest monthly decrease
followed a 5 per.-cent drop
from Sept. 15_ tor-Oct. 15. That
was the sharpest decline in
nearly a year.

sition period in which to make
the full conversion. But Dr.
Charles Thompson, professor
of education at the University
of Louisville and an expert on
the metric system, says
Americans will find metrics
creeping into their daily lives
more and more often in the
near future.
In fact, sharp observers will
notice that the metric system
has already made its entrance
into American life, Thompson
noted. Automobiles are
beginning to go metric; the
Chevette, in fact, is almost
totally metric. Weights
marked on a large number of
food packages are now listed
in both grams and ounces.
Smokers know how many
millimeters
long
their
cigarets are and how many
milligrams of tar one of them
contains. And many hardware
stores report that as many as
25 per cent of the wrenches
and drill bits they sell are
metric.
No doubt, there will be a
good deal of grumbling as
people find themselves perplexed by the intrusion of a
strange measuring system.
But those who accept the
system and begia.. now-4e
'
"think metric" should hirvi
no
trouble coping with the
change, Thompson said.
Most people involved in the
switch firmly believe it is
_necessary and should have
been made years ago,
Thompson said. The United
States today is among only a
handful of nations that have
not already made the full
conversion to the metric

Convicted-Texas Murderer Asks
For Execution In Electric Chair
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
Gary Mark Gilmore moved
another step closer toward his
goal of dying before a Utah
firing squad, a convicted
Texas murderer was asking
the U.S. Supreme Court to let
him die in the electric chair.
If either man's wish is
granted, he is likely to become
the first American criminal
executed since 1967.
Four months after the
Supreme Court decided the
death penalty can be- valid,
condemned Texas murderer
Robert Excell White asked the
Supreme Court on Tuesday to
let him die.
The high court's landmark
ruling last July set the stage
for resumption of prison
executions in at least three
states, Florida, Georgia and
Texas. The state courts of
Utah have decided that Utah's
death penalty law is in line
with those other states.

White, who for two years
has languished in a Texas
prison death row cell, has told
the court he is "mentally
prepared" to die in the
electric chair Dec. 10.
Gilmore gained permission
from state officials Tuesday to
be executed without further
delay. The next step is for
Gilmore's trial judge to set a
new execution date. Attorneys
opposed to the death penalty
are expected to attempt to
postpone his execution.
J.E. Abernathy, a courtappointed attorney for White,
asked Justice Lewis F. Powell
Jr. Tuesday to delay White's
execution pending appeal.
Powell referred the request
for consideration by all nine
justices.
They must also consider a
Nov. 23 letter sent by White
telling the court that Abernathy "is acting against my
express instructions and
desire.
"I am mentally prepared to

accept the judgment of
sentence imposed upon me.
Any delay now will only inflict
needless mental hardship on
me."
White, a 30-year-old drifter
from *Waco, Tex., was
convicted of first degree
murder in connection with a
1974 holdup of a rural grocery
store in North Texas. Three
persons,
73-year-old
a
proprietor and two 18-year-old
customers, were shot to death
during the robbery.
Two other men also were
charged with murder in the
case. James Livingston,
convicted with White and also
sentenced to die Dec. 10, asked
Powell in a separate request
to delay his execution so he
could formally appeal. That
request also was referred to
the full court.
His brother, Gary Dale
Livingston, pleaded guilty to
the charges and was sentenced to life in prison.

Just In Time
For Christmas!

Dr. Joe Cartwright
Publishes New Book

The prefeeies are always
system; and it is the only
Dr.
Joe
Cartwright,
industrialized country in the the same whether one is
world hanging onto the dealing with distances, associate professor of History
English system of weights and volume or weight. Thus a liter at Murray State University,
— the basic unit of volume Just recently published a new
measures.
The reason most other which is slightly larger than a book titled "The Triumph of
nations have moved into the quart — can be divided into Jim Crow" by the University
metric column is simple: deciliters, centiliters and of Tennessee Knoxville Press.
metrics are much easier to milliliters or multiplied into This is the first complete
work with than the English dekaliters, hectoliters or study of race relations on the
state of Tennessee for the
system most Americans are kiloliters.
The same is true of the 1880's period. It is the product
used to.
A brief examination of the gram, which is the basic unit of some eight years of paintwo systems shows why. Let's of weight. However, because a staking research focusing on
begin with the English gram is so small (about a why the racial climate in the
system. The smallest whole third of an ounce) for most commonwealth changed ,so
unit of distance is the inch. It practical purposes most drastically during a relaiitely
al time
takes 12 inches to equara foot, people will find themselves short but very c
intensive
three feet to equal a yard, 5k-2 dealing almost exclusively span. It is
of the brief
yards to make a rod, 40 rods to with kilograms, one of which examinat
flowering of Black influence in
make a furlong, and 8 furlongs equals about 2.2 pounds.
Because the metric system,Tennessee after Reconto make a mile.
The slum sort of random, is a decimal system, C011-' struction when they achieved
confused situation exists when verting meters to centimeers some significant political
dealing with weight, dry or grams to kilograms or power only to have it snatched
volume, liquid volume or milliliters to detainers does from them through restrictive
area. And when one also not requ4r.e any complicated legislation, economic coerconsiders that there is no multiplication or division; one cion, physical intimidation,
logical relationship between sittply needs to move a and corruption of the electoral
inches and quarts or between decimal point to the right or process virtually silencing
Blacks in Tennessee politics
quarts and pounds — or that a left.
Temperatures are even for more than fifty years.
liquid ounce is not the same as
an ounce of, weight — it's no easier. About all one needs to
The Nashville native did his
wonder people so often find remember is that on the undergraduate
work at
themselves hopelessly per- Celsius I not Centigrade) scale Murray State University
water freezes at zero degrees graduating with a B. S. and
M.
The metric system, on the and boils at 100 degrees.
A. degrees in 1962, and then
In fact, Thompson said
other haild, iS,s*plicity itself.
There are only a few basic there are only a few units a
units which need to be lear- person needs to be familiar
ned; and because it is a with in order to get along
decimal system, it is much easily with the metric System.
easier to convert from one unit Those are the meter, centimeter and kilometer for
to another.
For example, there is the distance, the liter and
basic unit of distance, the milliliter for volume; and the
meter. A meter (which is gram and kilogram for
slightly longer than 39 inches) weight.
can be divided into 10
Once a person becomes
decimeters, and a decimeter
can be divided into 10 cen- familiar with these new terms
timeters, which in turn can be and begins visualizing objects
divided into 10 millimeters. In terms of metric rather than
Going the other way, 10 English measurement, he is
meters equal a dekameter, 10 likely to find it much easier to
dekameters equal a hec- get along in the everyday
tometer, and 10 hectometers world than it was with the old
System.
equal a kilometer.
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Security Council Extends
Life Of UN Buffer Zone
By The Associated Press
The U.N. Security Council
has extended the life of the
United Nations buffer force
separating Israeli and Syrian
troops one,the Golan Heights
for another six months. But
the question of who will supply
peacekeeping troops in
southern Lebanon remained
unresolved.
The Security Council voted
12 to 0 Tuesday — with China,
Libya and Benin not participating — to extend the
mandate for the 2,248-man
U.N .
Disengagement
Observer Force until May 31
The previous mandate
expired at midnight Tuesday
The force was established
after the 1973 Arab-Israeli war
under a disengagement
agreement worked out by
Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger.
It was reported in Beirut
Tuesday that a settlement
may be near in the potential
confrontation between Israel
and Syria over southern
Lebanon.
Southernmost Lebanon is

the only zone where right-wing
Christians are still fighting
against Palestinian guerrillas
and leftist Lebanese Moslems.
The Israeli government has .
said it would not permit the
Syrian troops who have put a
stop to the Lebanese civil war
everywhere else to advance
farther south toward --the
Israeli border
The Christian Phalange
party's radio station said the
United States has persuaded
Israel to accept a 1,000-man
contingent of non-Syrian Arab
peacekeeping troops to occupy
southern Lebanon. There was
no confirmation of the report
from U.S. officials.
The radio report also said
the plan calls for Yasir
Arafat's
Palestinian
guerrillas to freeze their
operations against Israel until
the Palestinian question is
settled by an Arab-Israeli
settlement. The Israelis also
warned that they would not
allow the guerrillas to return
to the bases in southern
Lebanon from which they
raided Israel before the civil

Here's why SINE-AID.brings you
so much more relief from
sinus headache pain and pressure
than ordinary headache remedies:

INE•AID

For sinus 17seaciach,
pain e-
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SWEATER
SALE
5 $10 $15
Regular Sl 1 to '30
Hundreds of Minnens Most Gorgeous Wraps,
Cardigans, Pullovers: Juriiii-ri.and Misses Sites.

You Get More For Christmas At Minnens!
Minnens Murray-Bel Air Center
Open Nights till 9
Sundays 1-5

completing a M. A. and Ph. D. Kentucky, and then returned
at Vanderbilt University in '68 to Murray State to ser9e on
and '73 respectively.
the faculty in ths,Department
Dr. Cartwright began his of History w_bet* he continues
teaching career at the Murray to the present. Last summer
High School where he taught he also served as a Visiting
history and was the Assistant ,,Lecturer on the faculty at
Football Coach. From there Vanderbilt University.
he became the Head Football
professional
His
Coach at Christn County organizations include
High Schoo1iopkinsville, membership in the Defense
School
Vanderbilt
at
University, the American
Historical Association, the
Southern
Historical
Association
and
the
Organization of American
Historians. Previously he has
published an article in the
Tennessee Historical Quarterly, Fall, 1973, issue titled
"Black Legislators in Tennessee in the 1880's: A Case
Study in Black Political
Leadership."
Dr. Cartwright is married to
the former Pamela Calloway
who was Mrs. MSU in 1962 and
is currently a teacher in the
Murray Middle School and
serving as president of the
Murray Teachers Association.
They have two sons, Keith and
Jeff and reside at 1623
Keenland
Drive.
Dr. Joe Cartwright

Officials Deny They Had
Part in Disbanding Choir
WASHINGTON (AP) -Federal officials say they had
no part in the disbanding of a
Connecticut
boys choir
because of sex-discrimination
rules.
School
officials
in
Wethersfield, Conn., said the
65-member chorus was
eliminated because of fear the
group might not comply with
sex
the
against
law
discrimination. Choir director
Robert Zysk said federal
officials were reviewing the
matter.
However, federal Civil
Rights Director Martin H.
Gerry said Tuesday that his
office is not investigating and
"any statement or suggestion
to the effect that the school
district was required to
disband a choir as the result of
an action taken by this office
is.., incorrect."
"We don't have any trouble
with the school district. We
haven't received a complaint.

we're not investigating," said
Nancy Low, an aide to Gerry
at the U.S. Office of Civil
Rights
Federal officials said that a
determination on compliance
with the law is left up to the
local school officials, and the
federal civil rights office does
not investigate unless it
teceives a complaint — which
has not happened in the
Wethersfield case.
The disbanding of the choir
aroused a storm of reaction,
with Rodolfo Torres of
Mexico, president of the
Americas
Boy
Choir
Federation,
commenting
Monday that "Wethersfield,
Connecticut, has felt the brunt
of somebody's anatomical
ignorance."
Rep. William Cotter, ()Conn., said the Wethersfield
case illustrates how an
overzealous interpretation of
a law can weaken and
discredit it."
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MURRAY HOME 8t AUTO STORE

"WHERE YOU ALWAYS
BUY THE BEST FOR LESS"
"BUY YOUR ENTIRE CHRISTMAS
THIS WEEKENV AND CHARGE IT.

Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street

NO MONEY DOWN 8, NO INTEREST!

HARDWARE STORES

NEVER BEFOREAN OFFER
LIKE THISIN MURRAY
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only
8:30-8:00 Daily! Open Sun. 1-6

Just A Small Way To Say Thank You For Your Business

IT'S UNBELIEVABLE...BUT TRUE!

Stock Up on These
Christmas Savings

BUY FROM '55 TO '500

Bye•Bye Budget Blues

WORTH OF MERCHANDISE! ALL ITEMS IN STORE INCLUDED! ANY AMOUNT UP TO $500!

O MONEY DOWN
* NO INTEREST
* NO CARRYING CHARGES
* 12 MONTHS TO PAY

FOR 12 FULL MONTHS!

Look What's Buzzin' — Cousin

Christmas Shoppers
Here's Where It's At

AT NO INTEREST,

EXTRA 10% OFF
C.B. RADIOS

SHOTGUNS
& RIFLES

40•°f•CHOOSE FROM
;
ENTIRE STOCK!
*Smith & Wesson
_ •Reniington
•Marlin
*Ithaca
*Stevens
and many more

MAJOR
BRANDS
TO
CHOOSE FROM!
ALL BASE & MOBILE INCLUDED!

TELEVISION SETS
Choose Color
or Black
& White
Philco
G.E.
Sylvania
ANY SIZE - SHAPE OR MODEL INCLUDED

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!

FULLY AUTOMATIC
WASHER & DRYER

You select as many items as you want, up to $500.00. You receive ON THE SPOT CREDIT NO DELAYS and take your merchandise with you the same day!

BATTERIES
Entire Stock
TRU-1E5T Included!
PREPARE
NOW for WINTERI

DOLL
BIKE
COFFEEMAKER
SHOTGUN
MOBILE CB
0
T.V
STEREO
TOTAL

RADIOS
i —I . If I—,
I. I
I f • LI:

'•
---ii — j1--

Entire Stock of...
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIOS
PORTARL ES—TABLE MODELS
MAJOR BRAND NAMES

L.

LOOK AT THIS EXAMPLE!
$15.00
$50.00
Total Purchase - $480.00
$25.00
$100.00
YOUPAY 12EQUAL
$100.00
..$100.00
$90.00
$40 MO.PAYMENTS!
$480.00

*TOASTERS *IRONS
*COFFEE MAKERS
*HAIR DRYERS
*VACUUM CLEANERS
*FLOOR POLISHERS
*CROCK POTS
*CORN POPPERS
*COOKWARE SETS

IntroduCing the

Fisher
Fireplace
Stove

Entire Stock of

Great
Christmas Gift!
Texas Instrument
Calculators
Digital Watches
.

•Hoover

1

STEREO
COMPONENTS
Sylvania
Wide
Selection
of Major
Brands

CHAIN SAWS
AND
POWER TOOLS!

ARCHERY
EQUIPMENT!
Choose from...
Browning
and
Bear Bows!

ALL ARCHERY
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED!

*Norge

"My furnace didn't cut on once this winter,even on the
coldest of days since I purchased my Fisher Fireplace
Stove."

Black Decker
Skill
Poulan
All Major Brands
in Stock!

TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE TRUE VALUE
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'Investigation Continues Into
Bomb; 450 Miners Leave Jobs

Fewer Birds
Return To
Milan, Tenn.

FBI Agents Guarding South Korean
Diplomat Who Refuses To Return Home

reported Tuesday that Park
The alleged influence. but he has denied he was a
WASHINGTON (AP) —FBI
was not planning to return to
agent
or
government
Korean
MILAN, Tenn. (AP) — agents reportedly are guarpurchasing scheme reportedly
United States and that he
the
illegal.
anything
he
did
that
Eight million blackbirds ding a South Korean diplomat
was directed from the highest
has put two of his lavish
his
for
attorney
An
failed to return to their roosts who has defied orders to
echelons of the Seoul goverWashington properties up for
here this winter, but the return home and has begun
nment with the knowledge of Washington firm, Pacific
sale.
recently
Corp.,
Development
mayor of Milan is planning a cooperating with the Justice
the South Korean president.
In Seoul today, the Foreign
chilly reception for those that Department's probe of alleged
Although Kim and other told the Justice Department Ministry refused to comment
not
to
Park
advised
he
has
did.
South Korean influence- South Korean officials at the
cooperate with the probe on Kim's action. The South
"If there's 2 million out buying
among
U.S. embassy and other consular because of repeated leaks to Korean government has
there, then that's 1,999,999 too aaagressnien.
offices in the United States
denied that there was any
many," said Mayor Herb
have diplomatic immunity, the press.
Sources identified him
influence-peddling scheme.
Star
Washington
The
for
the
Tuesday
Davis, calling
Tuesday night as Kim Sang they could cooperate volunstate and federal governments Keun, who is officially listed
tarily with the prosecutors.
anyway.
to wipe them out
The South Korean Embassy
as a counselor at the South
The birds have settled in at Korean Embassy but who issued this statement Tuesday
the Milan Army Ammunition reportedly was the top Korean
night:
Plant, a 23,000-acre facility Central Intelligence Agency
"Counselor Kim has never
whose grounds are usually officer here.
asked for political asylum and
he made this clear not only to
covered with about 10 million
FBI agents reportedly were
us but also to the U.S.
birds by the start of guarding Kim, his wife and
December.
authorities."
family at an undisclosed
Agriculture location
Tennessee
But a source said that Kim,
near here. Agents
Conu-ni-ssioner Ed Porter tried were also stationed at Kim's while not technically a
to explain the small flock at apartment in suburban defector since he is from a
Milan this year:
nation friendly to the United
McLean, Va.
"Either they have split into
"It would have been mass
Kim, 43, who had been States, has been allowed to
different groups that have named in recent news reports change his visa status in
murder," McMillen said. "It
spread out, or they have about the Korean influence- return foAi.s cooperation with
would've killed 60 right off,
moved on further South purchasing probe as a KCIA the Justice Department probe.
and the other 140 would have
because of the cold weather officer, reportedly feared the
Kim was said to be wellbeen endangered, at least."
....
we've been having.r--The 200 men in the mine
Se0111- government would informed about the activities
Porter said he hopes the make him a scapegoat in the of Tongsun Park, a South
when the device was found
recent cold snap may have U.S. investigation of its lob- Korean businessman with
were evacuated.
wide interests here, and Pak
made the state an unsuitable bying activities.
Nofsinger and Peabody
Bo Hi, president of the
winter resting spot.
The
South
Korean
goverspokesman Harrison Loesch
-That's what I hope. I don't nment reportedly has ordered
Washington-based Korean
said it is impossible to predict
wish our bird problem on any home several officials to Cultural
and
Freedom
what would have happened
other region of the country, prevent
Foundation
and
a
top
aide to
them
from
had the bomb exploded.
Korean evangelist Sun Myung
but it would sure help us."
cooperating
with
Soft
Satin
mooth
great words to
U.S.
in"It's possible that all 200
The bird flock may be too vestigators.
Moon. Pak is also a former
describe the look 3 uality lead-tree pew
men would've been killed, and
military attache at the emsmall to cause much damage
tqr -the metal tha LIS captivated the
bassy here.
to crops around Milan this
'fashion
world Come in ci
see our pewter
but it's still too big for
Tongsun Park, who owns a
LAKE DATA
cuff bracelets
the ancien letal tor the posh club and an exportDavis.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
modern woman
"We're going to put all the
e‘mport
business
in
354.1,
no chang-uEngraved with name or monogram
pressure . that we can to get
Washington, reportedly is in
Below dam 303.1, up 0.1.
something done," he said.
England, where he told
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.9,
When asked to discuss the "Whatever it is, we want them
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
reporters recently that he was
down 0.3.
Kentucky and the rest of the reason for that in layman's reduced."
From $
cooperating with the Justice
695
Below darn 307.7, up 2.3.
Ohio Valley may be in for a terms, David Reeves of the
Dais said he has asked the
Department
probe.
6:51.
Sunrise
4:40,
Sunset
Service's
Weather
harsh winter, according to a National
nearby towns of Humboldt and
Tongsun Park reportedly
Moon rises 1.18 p. m., sets
National Weather Service Louisville office was hard Trenton to join a lobbying
has
admitted giving cash and
Wednesday 2:05 a. m.
pressed for a response.
meteorologist.
effort against the birds.
gifts
to some congressmen,
114 S 5th
"It's a number of things,"
Donald L. Gilman, a
The Society for Animal
a
tossing
out
said,
Reeves
member of the long range
Rights, a New York-based
0NN MN NE NEI NM =IIND MN NW MN---NM EN M M INN INN NM NMI=NM MEM IINNIMINNI NM NM NM Illk
prediction group at the number of theories, some group, said Tuesday it now
National Oceanographic and serious,some not so.
feels the government will be
%
"Is it the people landing on careful and act in a respon- I
Atmospheric Administration
I
in Washington, said in a news the moon?
sible way if it uses the I
"Is it the ozone layer being chemical Tergqol .to kill
release Tuesday that average
I
I
NEW YORK ( AP) — Rotund temperatures this winter for depleted?
blackbirds wintering in the
"Is it the carbon monoxide South.
I
comedian Buddy Hackett was December through February
I
recently honored as "inter- are expected to be below we're putting into the air
Millions of birds were
i
national skier of the year" at normal in Kentucky, the rest acting as a shield, blocking out slaughtered in Tennessee and 1
the third annual Samsonite Inradiation?
solar
I
Valley,'the Middle
Kentucky last year in limited
I
terrfational Ski Film Festival of the Ohio
"Or is it the 'greenhouse" use of Tergitol, a chemical
southeast
the
states,
Atlantic
FIRST PLACE
here.
I
effect, where solar radiation that strips protective oils from
I
Hackett, an avid slier, has and the southern Great Plains.
spe.
coAiroLatmosphere
at
penetrates
the
I
the wings of birds and causes I
If the prediction proves
made a number of personal and
KENTUCKY
. television appearances promot- accurate — and there's a 60 one level but is reflected back them to freeze to death.
I
I
Mg skiing.
RE 1
FTE7
per cent chance it will — a at another level?
S
"We don't have the data to
Films about skiing were cho- five-year weather pattern of
I
I
sen by judges in five categories mild winters will have ended, really comment on that,"
1
throughout the week and the fi- Gilman said.
Reeves said.
I
nal night the judges chose the
in
November
27,
1976
I
temperature
The average
I
over-all best. First was "Just a
Adults 121
threeMatter of Time," from the rac- Kentucky during the
I
I
Nursery 7
ing and competition category; month period is 34.9 degrees.
I
second was "Jack Rabbit," An average temperature two
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — An NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
I
about the 99-year-old man who or three degrees below that is estimated $2 million worth of Baby Boy Hancock Imother
I
I
introduced cross-country skiing considered below normal.
firearms and deadly weapons Rita), Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.
to North America, in the spetem- used in crimes and confiscated
DISMISSALS
cold
Extremely
I
I
cial skiing films category, and peratures were common in the by the Los Angeles County
Mrs. Carolyn S. Henson and
ITI
I
third was "The Fischer Line," 1960's, Gilman said. However, Sheriff's Department have been Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs. I
•-%,.- _• ;.. - t
in the equipment category.
the
scrap,
as
is
into
crushed
temperatures
Terry
L.
McLeod
and
Baby
moderate
more
''The Beginning of a Love AfI.f 4114V
Girl, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
dominated weather in custom every year.
fair," about Aspen, was the have
Usually the scrap is melted Maria B. Woods and Baby
. • -101
United
the
half
of
eastern
the
I
winner in the resort and travel
down, but this year's six tons of
category. "If You Can Walk" States since 1970, he added.
rubble, along with some bits Boy, 305 College eta. Msu,
I
It appears that the eastern and pieces from previous Murray, Mrs. Shirley A. I
won the instruction and techU.S. is returning to colder years' piles_ are going to be Hughes, Rt. 3, Box 381,
nique category.
I
Murray, Mrs. Teresa D. I
winter weather, Gilman said. turned into a sculpture.
Parrish, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn., I
I
Miss Jessica R. Marine,448 E.
O
M89, Plainwell, Mich., Miss I
II
Lisa A. Foster, 305 Pine St., I
Murray, Miss Debra., L.
Are you wondering what to give your friends, relatives, or business associates for Christmas?
Mason, Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. I
I
Ellen W. Bean, Box 67, CotWhy not make it one of Col. Lee's award winning country hams? In the past eight years Col. Lee's
tage Grove, Tn., Keith M
I
e has been judged Grand Champion on three different occasions, and first place winner in the group o4
Heim, 1402 Stery Ave
Murray, James H. Nix, 1108 S
I
I four hams on four other occasions, at the Kentucky State Fair,
16th., Murray, T. G. Curd, Rt
I
2, Hazel, Mrs. Willie Redden, I
Yes, our hams are slightly higher than some of the others you can buy. From now until
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Vicki E.
II
I
Osom and Baby Girl, Rt. 2. 1
Christmas our hams will be selling for '1.69 per pound. You may pick out your own country ham from
I
Eddyville, Ray N. Cobb, Rt. 1.
for
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Mavis H. 1 thousands on display if you like. The weights range from 13 to 18 pounds, and there is no charge
I
Moore, Rt. 1, Murray, Miss
wrapping, or boxing.
I
Annie L. Hooper, Puryear. 1 slicing,
Tn., Mrs. Nettie D. Boyd, 812
anywhere
in
or
more
of
our
horns
the
ship)
one
you
to
for
prepare
(or
ship
We will be happy to
I
. .
Prices Rolled Back to 1969 Level
I
Hurt Dr., Apt. No. 3, Murray.
I
might
shipping
charges
choose.-The
greetings
you
or
card
I world. Also, we will be glad to enclose any
November 28, 1976
Adults 129
I
I vary according to the location shipped.
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
I
Example charges based on a 14 lb. ham: Detroit, Michigan 12.57-Miami, Florida 12.99-Denver, !
Baby
Girl
Davenport
Includes French Fries
$
1
(mother Glenda, Rt. 1. ! Colorado 12.99-LoS Angeles, California '4.96 . This includes all insurance, shipping, and handling charges. 1
I
Much Puppies & Slow
Hardin.
I
Col. Lee's will be open from 7:00am to 6:00pm from now until December 24th. If you are unable 1
DISMISSALS
I
Kenneth W. Wells, RI. 1, Box
1 to come by our soles room we will be happy to take your order by phone and quote you the price on
49, Cottage Grove, Tn., Miss
Salad Bar 50 Extra With Anniversary Special.
Mary N. Farrar, Rt. 2, Paris.
any size country ham shipped to any destination.
Tn.,. Charles E. Windsor, Box
53, Lynn Grove, Miss Nora J I
We are located ' 2 mile south of the 4-way stop on highway 641 in Hardin, Ky.
This Special does not include Golden Check Book coupons.
Hutchens, Hales Trailer Ct..
Murray, Miss Barbara E.
Tucker,
500 Olive, Murray.
"Thank'
You"
for
saying
your
This is our way of
Mrs. Debra E. Barnhill and
past business.
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
Tn., Thorna3 E. Herndon, Ht
5, Box 396, Murray, Danny D
--Special Good Wed., Thurs., Fri., Dec. 12 7 Only
Guthrie, 1610 Magnolia Dr
Murray, Mrs. Hazel NI
Holderby, Rt. 7, Box 172,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy $
Underwood, Puryear, Tn.,
phone 437-4145
Nordin, Kentucky 42048
Robert M. Miller, 304 N. 17th
Murray,
Dewey
Erwin,
L.
841
753-4141
Hwy. 641 North
Hurt St., Murray.
%--NM NW--IN alMN EN ON ON Eli EN EN NW INN MN MN me--NE UN NIN MN ON NM MEN ENS
MORGANFIELD, Ky.(AP)
— When somebody is put in
jail, they will go back to
work," a union official says of
a walkout by more than 450
workers at Peabody Coal Co.'s
No. I Camp mine. "There's
danger down there anyway,
and this has scared a lot of
people."
Bobby Nofsinger, president
of District 23 of the United
Mine Workers union, referred
Tuesday to an investigation in
which police are trying to
determine who planted a
homemade bomb in the mine
Nov. 19.
It was found by a mine
foreman on a routine, pre-shift
inspection of the pit, and since
then the UMW members
haven't gone back to work.
Nofsinger said the men will
return only "when they feel
like the person or persons
involved is no longer in there
with them."
Nofsinger said the incident
has left the miners frightened.
They want to work,_ he said.
but won't feel safe until an
arrest is made.
The homemade device was
wired to explode when
machinery used in normal mining operations was
turnea on. It was located more
than 2'a miles inside the shaft
and several hundred feet
beneath the surface.
Peabody officials have said
it could have caused a
"catastrophic" explosion in
the pit, killing at least 11 men
and possibly as many as 200.
State police Lt. G. C.
McMillen, who is directing the
investigation, said we have a
definite suspect" but that he
could not predict when an
arrest would be made.
He said the suspect, a

Peabody employe, "knows he
is the suspect" and was one of
about 20 miners interviewed
last week.
McMillen said the man
wouldn't return to the mine
even if the other workers
decide to go back.
"Knowing what I know, I
wouldn't be scared a bit" to go
into the mine, McMillen said.
"It was an unusual motive,I
can Say that," he added. But
that's all I can say. We hope to
make an arrest soon. It was a
one-man operation."
He said when an arrest is
made the person will be
charged with wanton endangerment, which McMillen
said in Kentucky is "the next
thing to attempted murder."
In addition, the detective said,
the person will face federal
charges.

it's possible not very many
would've been killed," Nofsinger said.
Loesch said the -initial
effects would certainly have
killed the people in the section
where the bomb was, between
11 and 13 men would have died
instantly." He said about 50
men nearby probably would
have died also.
"ft could have been so bad
as to endanger everybody in it
at the time, about 200 men,"
he said. "But that is mere
speculation."
Peabody has urged the
miners to return to work, but
Loesch said the company does
not consider the work stoppage a strike.
"We're using consideratior
for the miners' feelings and
not taking any legal action or
position action that would
result in our accusing them of
being on strike at this point,"
Loesch said.
"We understand their
reluctance to go back, until
some resolution, which we
think will happen rather
quickly," he said. "We are
ready, willing and able to start
up. We want the men back."
He said the mine foreman
who found the bomb and
"averted a major disaster"
would be honored by the
company. He identified the
foreman as John W. Ford.
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Negotiations Resume,
Jefferson Teacher Strike
By MANUEL SCH1FFRES
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Negotiations between the
Jefferson County Teachers
Association ( JCTA and the
Board of Education'resumed
this morning, but the 18th
largest school system in the
nation remained shut by a
teachers strike.
As the strike entered its
second day, the school board
was scheduled to meet in
executive session at noon to
consider whether to seek an
injunction to halt the walkout
by the 4,500-member JCTA.
At a press conference
Tuesday evening, school Supt.
Ernest Grayson said he had
ordered school attorneys "to
prepare necessary legal
papers in the event the board
authorizes the seeking of an
injunction."
A permanent injunction
barring a strike, issued in 1970
when Jefferson County
teachers last went on strike, is
still in effect technically.
extending
Besides
Thanksgiving vacation for the
system's 110,000 pupils, the
strike also has resulted in the
cancellation of all extracurricular activities, including basketball games.
The strike also has added
another chapter to the travail
the school system has suffered
over the last two years.
During that period, the
former county school system
has been merged with the
former city of Louisville
system and an extensive cross
county busing plan has been
implemented. The courtordered busing plan led to
several riots.
One school official, W.D.
Bruce, said the strike could be
attributed in part to the

merger and the desegregation
program.
Robert 'DePrez, an antibusing leader, said, "The
cost of busing linked with the
situation here made for the
inevitability of a strike."
The school board has spent
much of this year trying to
offset a deficit that it has
estimated to be as large as
$10.6 million.
Although he had referred to
the board's "last and final"
offer after teachers formally
went on strike at 12:01 a.m.
Tuesday, Grayson expressed
optimism at the prospects for
a settlement today.
"As long as negotiators are
meeting, there's always a
chance for a settlement,"
Grayson said.
The superintendent said
that the parties had reached
agreement on 26 issues, but
that seven others were still
outstanding. The most important among these involve
salaries, class size --and
grievance procedures, he
said.
It is difficult to determine
how far apart the parties are.
JCTA officials have said that
$1.5 million separates the
parties, but Grayson said that,
on the basis of the
-association's last offer, made
just before the last bargaining
session adjourned at 4 a.m.
Tuesday, the gap is about $2.5
million.
Teachers with bachelor
degrees start at $8,380. The
school board has offered an
$8.1 million package — an
average of $1,389 for each of
the system's 5,800 teachers —
that would provide raises and
all other benefits.
The board said that the
JCTA's original proposal,
including starting salaries of

$10,000, would have cost the
system $23 million. That
proposal apparently has been
shelved.
The first day of picketing
went by virtually free of
incidents, but a JCTA
organizer said that several
teachers had been struck and
"shaken up" by automobiles
driven by school officials.
Police said they had no
reports of any problems.
With morning temperatures
hovering around 10 degrees,
Grayson told reporters that
the refusal of teachers to allow
maintenance workers to cross
picket lines had resulted in
heating problems at several
schools.
But Dick Dickerson,a strike
organizer from the National
Education Association, said
that the fault lies with the
school administration, which,
he said, "tried to run some
Pictured are members of the student body of the sciteol at Smotherman,
the
cloud
and
in
trucks
other
formerly near South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church before conissue.
solidation, in the year 1924. Hester Hugh Brown is the owner of the school
"We don't want to cause picture. Shown, left to right, first row, Opel Erwin, Cathrine Erwin, Mildred
anything that will create Dunn, Robert Gream Paschall, A. C. Orr, Hugh Cooper, Brent Cooper,
problems for our teachers Forrest Dunn, Milstead James, Thomas Myers, Earl Dunn, Hester H. Brown,
when they get back to work,"
Charles Smotherman, J. P. Smotherman, Eugene Smotherman, Julius
he added.
Cooper, James Adams, second row, Mildred Cooper, Leola Erwin, Ruth
Adams, Edith Myers, Lurine Erwin, Clara Erwin, Urel Myers, Willie Maye

Judge Says Ruling
Threatens Programs
of its 104 policemen and three
By JAMES SIMON
of 89 firemen were. He urged
Associated Press Writer
that
Montclair be forced to
A
—
TRENTON,y.J. (AP)
dissenting judge says every correct the imbalance.
The state agency then
affirmative action program in
the town to hire one
directed
New Jersey is threatened by a
for
state Supreme Court ruling- qualified black fireman
until
applicant
white
every
that blacks cannot be given
15 blacks
job preference over whites there were at least
similar
A
the
force.
on
past
of
because
obligation was laid on the
discrimination. )
The court, by a 6 to 1 vote police department.
When Montclair appealed,
Tuesday, threw out an order
Division of
by a state civil rights agency the Appellate
found the
Court
Superior
that would have compelled the
nal.
town of Montclair to hire more quotas unconstitutio
firemen
and
black policemen
to correct racial imbalance.
A member of the state attorney general's staff said an
appeal of Tuesday's decision
to the federal courts was not
expected.
The majority said the state
should eliminate and prevent
unlawful, present-day
discrimination. But the judges
said they could not endorse
means to end discrimination
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
against one minority that
Colorado blue spruce
44-foot
other
d
against
discriminate
that has been the national
groups.
Justice Morris Pashrnan Christmas tree is dying, and
said in a lone dissent that the this season will be its last.
"It will be next year's Yule
ruling went against all
said National Park
Log,"
previous state and federal
decisions on the use of quotas Service ranger George
Berklacy on Tuesday as workto remedy past racial bias.
He said the decision showed men used a crane to adorn the
"lamentable judicial insen- 45-year-old tree.
The tree was transplanted in
sitivity to the difficult task of
enforcing New Jersey's an- 1973 from Shickshinny, Pa., to
tidiscrimination laws," and he the Ellipse behind the White
said it would now be::Artually House to serve as the first
impossible for our state permanent Christmas tree.
ageticies to combat more Previously, cut trees were
used for the Pageant of Peace
flagrant abuses."
Christmas.
each
that
Pastunan also warned
The tree's top branches
challenges could be filed
against every affirmative remain a lush green and it has
action plan in the state, by grown four feet in'its three
group years here, but the lower and
minority
which
given interior branchesareelead.
are
members
In fact,the Park Service has
preference in such areas as
up the lower half with
spruced
to
admission
jobs and
branches from a 25-foot blue
colleges.
The ruling affirmed a lower spruce donated by a man in
court decision which said the nearby Silver Spring, Md. The
state Division on Civil Rights cuttings are wired on to the
exceeded its authority in the tree.
Berklacy said thi--7'iree
1974 case of Charles S. Lige.
root damage, apsuffered
had
Lige, a black man,
challenged as racially biased parently from an inability to
the tests used by the Montclair cope with Washington's hot,
fire and police departments to damp,lowland climate.
The Park Service plans to
-fill vacancies. His complaint
was taken up by the civil .replace it with a new per-rtghts agency, even though manent tree next October,
Montclair had agreed in the "but this time we will try to
meantime to change the tests. locate one in Virginia or
A bearing examiner found Maryland and one from
that while 27 per cent of roughly the,same elevation,"
Montclair was black, only 15 Berklacy said.

National
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Tree Dying
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Paschall, Jurldene Milstead, Rubena Dunn, Carry May Dunn, Pearl On.
Anibele Langston, Ester Erwin, Ellis Paschall, Ralf Allison, J. Y. Brandon, third
row, Charles James Lyton Ellis, Rubel Dunn, Lave! Adams, Ernest Grogan,
Charlett Moore, Edna Grogan, Brent Langston, Winford Allison, Miss Locky
Erwin and Miss Viola Paschall, teachers, Cozett Hawks, Brent Dunn, Hester
Charlton, fourth row, Coatsie Hill, Myrtle Adams, Winford Jackson, Audie
Erwin, Ethel May Paschall, Mary Smotherman, Hafford Cooper, Racheal
Brandon, Lucile Charlton, Lula Grogan, Tommy Langston, Kelly Myers,
Lovela Grogan,and Coatsy Bradley.
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Set of
20

ill
Ill

Flashing
Lights

Ill

"
setedi
Christmas Cards
+ ;•Natavity
Box of 18
2.00 VALUE

nava

72.1:

88

Your Choice

II
II
II

KODACOLOR PHOTO FINISHING

99

is
!I!

Why
Pay
More?

%ttIcilDAY FiLM

Pay Only

III

Fast service,

Ill
II

Silk Finish Papers.

,•

'

I"

BRING US
YOUR FILM

Bag-A-Bows

Ill

25 Bows

!I!
III
ill
Ill

58

!I!

With Stick
_ On Tabs

Pay Only

US

Westclox

HI

I'
III

IS
Pay Only

3988

II
!I!
I

Pay Only
•0114.11.11.On*

-

Wrapping
Paper
Pay Only

384

Say-Rite's
Low Price

t Self-Rite;

Self-Buttering
Corn Popper

12"
SUPER-SIZE SKILLET
II

Sav-Rite's
Low Price

•

l
S.
LI•en 1.1.•=1

96

•Corn butters itself while it
pops!
.
•4 quart COWL flips Over for
use as a serving bowl.
•Electric base shuts
itself off when corn is popped.

(

Slovec,
CANDIES

S.

Low

Prices!

125467)

Z

III

II

Bel-Air
pBpeinl
gAiCr
Shopping
II
Open:
• 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
1-6 Sundays
Phone 753-8304

•
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r
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iii
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P
I

DISCO! IT PRIG CEITERS
MIMI 525
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WEST BEND

Say-Rite's
Low Price

cams wawa 5:25:5 msom imam if.;=='

• MI 33115
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it§ completely
automatic _

Compare
Our S9
HOME FASHIONED
Everyday
FAVORITES
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Tags and
Seals

Serve

Extra-large skillet has a tough interior finish Li iu don't
have to pamper! Tuf White - interior won't a.won't scrape
off, won't peel—cleans as easilv as glass .Atiti *ha White'
is so durable it comes with a 5 YEAR WARR ANTY! Skillet
is made of thick, even-heating
aluminum and has a Buttersrotch
porcelain exterior: matching
Butterscotch cover

3988

No. 35360 Quartzmatic,
Liquid Crystal
Field Effect Digital Display. Activated.
liquidcrystal segments on clear background
display. refract available light to provide
'clear, digital time readout. Softly brushed,
gold-color case blends with flared, heavy link, adjustable, gold-color, buckle-type
band. Colon flasher indicates seconds.
Black-dial mask frames digital readout.
Power cell included. Quartzmatic accuracy.
Quantities Limited

$1 28

No: 35358 Quartzmatic,
Liquid Crystal
Field Effect Digital Display. Activated
liquid crystal segments on clear background display refract available light to
provide clear, digital time readout. Softly
brushed, chrome-color case blends with
flared, heavy-link, adjustable, stainless
steel, buckle-type band. Colon flasher indicates seconds. Black-dial mask frames
digital readout. Power cell included.
Quartzmati...iccuracy.
Limited
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and
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Before
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Pike County Deputy Is One
Of The Oldest In The Nation

I.

Orr,
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an,
:ky
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By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Albert Potter "started
sheriffin" at the age of 19 and
he's still at it, over 70 years
later.
A retired Pike County
deputy sheriff, Potter will be
91 on Jan. 1, 1977. The FBI has
informed him that he is one of
the oldest living law enforcement officers in the
nation.
A career that has taken hlin
over the hills of eastern
Kentucky hundreds of times in
search of "outlaws and bad
men" sometimes can be "a
right smart headache," Potter
said recently from his home.
"I started sheriffin' in
Letcher County when I was 19.
I joined up with some federal
revenuers. They used to come
in here about 15 or 16 men in a
group and go out cutting those
stills in Johnson,Floyd, Knott,
Pike and Letcher counties,"
he said.
Potter said he began his law
enforcement career "by
keeping the horses for them
when they'd go on a raid, and
later I helped 'em bust up
some stills."
Over the years, however,
moonshining was replaced as
the number one crime by
other, "more dangerous"
offenses. And with the change
came a new method of law
enforcement.
Potter says he prefers the
old way.
"Nowadays, they've got a
- law to protect the outlaws. An

officer don't have much right him and I'd go talk to them
now, but when I started we and get them to make friends.
uck with
"I had pretty g
was on horseback and you had
to protect yourself," he said. that," PottirATU
When he about 30 years old, However, making his
Potter and his wife, Virgie, rounds on horseback with a
moved to Pikeville, where he ".38-special" strapped to
has been a deputy sheriff ever either leg "and sometimeNa
since. Although he still carries Winchester" in the saddle
a badge'and a gun, Potter is with him often got to be
confined by his age to an "pretty dangerous yiork."
Once, Potter said, "I got
advisory role in Pike County
shot in the left arm and
law enforcement.
But he remembers the day shoulder and I would have
when he ' was the county's bled to death if it hadn't been
constable, peace officer and for a good man who bound me
up."
marriage counselor.
Potter's two sons and two of
"You take a woman when
she takes a notion to get mad his grandsons have followed
at her man for gettin' drunk, him in law enforcement. His
why, she'd get a warrant for two sons have since retired.

"My children.took after me,
but I started out as a carpenter and I'd have been
better off to stayed in it,"
Potter said. "If I had my days
to live over again! wouldn't be
an officer."
But through it all, his wife,
Virgie, "never complained
once."
The couple will celebrate
their 70th wedding anniversary on Dec. 26, said
Potter.
"Virgie always told me she
didn't want me to give it up,
she wanted me to be an officer. I told her I guessed she
was trying to get me killed,
but I was only kidding,"
Potter said.

Methane Gas Could Be Used
As Another Source Of Energy
By C.G. McDAN1EL
AP Science Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The coal
mine gas which poses a
hazard for miners could be
used as another source of
energy., a goverment official
said Tuesday.
The gas, methane, is
present mall coaldeposits and
must be vented from coal
mines because it is potentially
explosive.
The official, Gary E.
Voelker, a manager in the
Energy
Research
and
Development Administration,
Washington, outlined
possibilities for use of this gas
at a meeting of the American

Chemical
of
Institute
Engineers.
Voelker reported studies
which have shown that
recoverable mine gas is about
equal to known U. S. naturalgas reserves.
There are an estimated 794
trillion cubic feet of methane
in U. S. coal deposits. Voelker
said "a reasonable recovery
rate of 25 per cent" would
produce MU trillion cubic feet
for use.
"This gas, if captured prior
to and after mining, could
provide for the nonelectric
needs of some 800,000 U. S.
households," Voelker said in
his prepared paper.

Allen Accuses TVA Officials Of An
Effort To Block Federal Investigation
NASHVILLE (AP) — Rep.
Clifford Allen, D-Tenn., accused Tennessee Valley
Authority officials of "an
effort and conspiracy to block
and thwart" a federal investigation of the agency's
power system.
But John Van Mol, TVA
public information director,
said Tuesday that Allen was
wrong and the documentary
evidence the congressman
held up for television cameras
— on cue from a prepared

• •

statement — "didn't have
anything to do with the power
system investigation."
,Allen, the first Tennessee
congressman in 40 years to be
elected on an anti-TVA
platform, produced a memo
from K.H. Peek,TVA western
area supervisor at Paris,
Tenn., to security officers at
eight ofits power plants.
The memo, dated Aug. 31,
1976,said:
"If you should receive any
of the subject questionnaires

or questionnaires of any type
from the General Accounting
Office at your unit, please
notiify this office. Do not
complete and return this
questionnaire."
The last sentence was underlined.
Van Mol said the GAO was
conducting a national survey
of law enforcement problems
at federal installations with
public use areas, such as
dams, forest service and
parks.

•

...."7...7t•••• ..
USE.
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"We learned of the survey
when one of our supervianrs
called his division office here
in Knoxville," Van Mol said.
He said when TVA officials
learned what the questionnaire was about the security
officers were instructed to
return the questionnaires,
which Van Mol said was done.
He said the survey asked
federal security officers how
many years they had worked
for the agency, how many
arrests they had made and
whether they carry a weapon.
Allen, on the other hand,
said he was notifying U.S.
Comptroller General Elmer
Staats of the Peek memo in a
letter which says he feels
Staats will "recognize that
uch an order ... is a blatant
-and direct violation of the
law. •
A copy of the letter was sent
to President-elect Jimmy
Carter.
Van Mol was asked when the
Peek memo, and others like it
involving the security officer

!III

"The most common means
of maintaining the methane
peril within acceptable limits
in U. S. mines today is
basicallr a 'brute force' approach of pumping large flows
of ventilating air into the
underground workings in
order to dilute the methane
concentration," Voelker said.
The gas then is routinely
vented into the atmosphere
and wasted, he pointed out.
Methane is found not only in
virgin coal beds but occurs in
mined-out areas where it is
emitted by overlying layers of
rock and by urunined coal.
"As coal mining operations
expand and as mining
operations progress to deeper,
methane rich, coal seams, the
ventilation of the mining areas
becomes more difficult, safety
problems increase and the

YOUNG 1
TOUGH

survey, was rescinded. Van
Mol said he was unable to find
out immediately, but added,
"The first meetings that we
held with the GAO were on
Sept. 24,1976.
He said the GAO investigation of the TVA power
system did not begin until
Sept. 27, three days later and
nearly a month after the Peek
memo was dated.
Of the security problems
survey, Van Mol said, "We
hope to see some legislation
which will help law enforcement on public use areas.
But it didn't have anything to
do with the power system
investigation."

total amount of gas wasted
will increase unless a
program is undertaken to
reverse the situaton," Voelker
said.
High-quality captured gas
could be injected directly into
pipelines, he said. Lower
quality methane, he said,
could be used for on-site
generation of electricity to
operate the mine.
For the most part, coal
producing companies have
shown little interest in capturing this gas for commercial
use, he said. This is partly
because of legal concerns
about whether the companies
have rights to the gas under
their leases and partly
because they are not yet
convinced that methane
recovery is economically
feasible, he said.

(but a softy inside)

1

Jarman s new casual is quite the shoe'
Strong. supple waxhide leather, with a
soft double thickness around the ankle
Rugged. resilient and iong-weartng plantation crepe sole Latest casual look

Air Museum
The U.S. government operates the National Air Museum
in Washington as a memorial to
national aviation development.
The exhibits include the Wright
brothers first airplane and
Lindbergh's "Spirit of St.
Louis."

'The Great
Art Theft'

II

II
II
II
II

• 36" Mediterranean Styling • Pecan
Finish • 2-8" Duocone Speakers
• Full-Size Record Changer • AM/FM
Stereo Receiver I 8-Track Tape Player.

EUREKA
Upright Cleane
• Permanently Lubricated Motor • 2.
Position 'Dial-a-Nap'
Selection • 3 Way
Handle • Disposable Paper
Bags. B7 soe

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

• Black & White Portable • 100%
Solid State • Pre-Set Fine Tune •
Walnut-Finish Cabinet.

Hamilton Beach

MIXER AND
STAND
:3'81697
Mixes, blends, beats Hos
5 speeds, 3-qt. pyrex bowl
Push button beater release, we

BOYS OR GIRLS
,s

WRIST RADIO

777

:
.:,
!4.
,
,,,r,!..:A
','.::".
Power Pak buckle. (battery not included.) '7.',

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY ATOM 600 STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST

Now Open Sundays
p.m. to 5 p.m.

Bel-Air Sbepping teeter
7113-1111

lakal

master c7

4-12/16-A

Poto

NEW YORK (API— I had
painted the public hall of our
a
building
apartment
gleaming white and needed
something to break up the
monotony.
My solution: colorful,
paintings
,abstract
oil
strategically placed. Little did
I know my solution would
cause the Great West Side art
robbery.
some
pricing
After
commercial oil paintings and
getting a nosebleed, I decided
to do the paintings myself. I
bought four canvasses and
some bright colored oils and
began my first attempt at art
since I was ordered into
remedial fingerpainting in the
third grade.
My first major problem: I
forgot to buy artist's brushes.
No matter, I still had the
brushes from the hall paint
job. In three hours I had four
bizarre, but colorful, canvasses.
In a fit of whimsy, I decided
it would be fun to title the
paintings. I placed little white
tags at the bottom of each one.
"Paint Hits Fan,an Alderman
•riginal from his Mal a La
L;orge period, price 8230,000."
Translation: a speckled,
streaked, dribbled-on patchwork of red, white and blue
that isn't worth a plug nickel
but is guaranteed to give you
vertigo. My first major
exhibition complete, I retired
to my apartment for a late
night beer. Suddenly, our dogs began
barking, a signal that
someone was in the hall. My
wife poked her head out of our
apartment just in time to hear
the door to the building slam
shut. She then noticed that two
of the paintings were missing.
"Did you move your
paintings?"
"No," I said.
"Well," she said, "then
we've been robbed."
We called the police, who
dutifully came,took notes and
asked:
. .
"What. value would you
place on the paintings?"
My wife spoke first: "Well,

the canvas cost $8....''
"Tut, tut," I interrupted.
"How can you place a value on
a piece of art ...?"
The officer wrote down $6,
winked at my wife and said
with typical New York City,
robbery-every-minute logic:
"You should be flattered. He
could have taken your
stereo."
I am flattered, but that thief
is going to-be disappointed -if
he has his heart set on
8230,000.
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CHICKEN
Chicken

LIVERS

lb
Veg-All Mixed

12..594

VEGETABLES
*PRODUCE*
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

lb

18'

Ne. 1 Red

POTATOES.

10 lb. Bag 894

Yellow

ONIONS
LETTUCE

3 Lb. Bog
Large Head

39'
33'

